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CONFIDENTIAL
ASSIGNMENT

1. I was retained by counsel for defendant Oracle America, Inc. (“Oracle”) in my capacity as a labor economist to evaluate the claims made by the OFCCP in their Second Amended Complaint (“SAC”) against Oracle. The OFCCP alleges that its “continued evaluation of Oracle’s employment practices reveals widespread discrimination at HQCA” – in particular, “that Oracle discriminated against women, Asians, and African Americans or Blacks in compensation.”¹ The OFCCP further alleges that “Oracle paid women and Asians less at hire, either by suppressing their pay relative to other employees in the same or comparable job, or by hiring them for lower-paid jobs,” and that Oracle “place[s] [female, Asian, and Black or African American] employees in lower global career levels.”² To address these allegations from a statistical perspective I was provided with electronic human resources data, payroll data, performance review system data, and other documents related to Oracle, including depositions and company policy documents. I have been provided with the OFCCP’s backup materials that produced the numbers contained in the SAC, and have thus been able to fully replicate and evaluate those analyses. My initial report responds to the allegations and the associated analyses summarized in the SAC. I may supplement this report at a later date if additional relevant information is made available to me.

QUALIFICATIONS

2. I am the Managing Partner of Resolution Economics Group LLC, a firm whose activities include performing economic and statistical analyses in connection with litigation and other consulting matters. Before beginning my consulting career I was a tenure track member of the faculty of the economics and finance department at Baruch College of The City University of New York. While there I taught labor

---

² SAC, paragraph 22.
economics, micro and macroeconomics, econometrics, and economic history. In connection with my consulting, I have extensive experience providing statistical and economic analyses in connection with company pay equity studies, evaluations of compensation systems, and class action employment cases, including employment discrimination and wage and hour matters. I have also published and lectured on these topics. A consistent focus of my work has involved economic and statistical analysis related to claims of systemic gender discrimination. In the litigation context, I have significant experience in analyzing complex data for the purpose of assisting counsel in evaluating both class certification and liability, including in compensation discrimination cases. I hold a Ph.D. in Economics from The University of Chicago, and a B.A. in History and Economics from The University of Pennsylvania. I have been qualified as an expert witness in both Federal and State Courts. My resume, including all publications and testimony over the past four years, is attached to this report as Attachment A. My firm bills for my services at my current hourly rate of $750 per hour.

**DATA AND DOCUMENTS**

3. I was provided by Counsel with databases, depositions, and other documents. In addition, I collected publicly available data, and relied on additional secondary materials. The materials I was provided for consideration in connection with my analysis and opinions are listed in Attachment B.

**SUMMARY OF FINDINGS**

4. I have been asked to evaluate and respond to the statistical analyses described in the SAC, and the claims that the OFCCP makes on the basis on them. In sum, it is my professional opinion that the OFCCP ignored the complexity of work employees perform at Oracle and applied an overly simplistic model of compensation. They mis-measured variables—including the key outcome variable, total
compensation—and omitted other important variables that would serve to similarly situate employees from a labor economics perspective. When additional variables readily available in the data are introduced even into their aggregated models – which I show mask considerable variation in outcomes – the results OFCCP claims to have found no longer exist. In addition, their statistical models of starting pay and “assignment” are also fundamentally mis-specified and contrary to the statements found in the SAC, do not lend support to the OFCCP’s claims regarding pay discrimination. OFCCP’s results do not stand up under scientific scrutiny and are an unreliable basis for drawing conclusions about compensation at Oracle.

5. In the SAC, the OFCCP claims that Oracle engages in “widespread discrimination at HQCA” – i.e., at Oracle’s headquarters location in Redwood Shores, California. It is my understanding that the claims relate to the pay of women, Asians, and African-Americans. It is also my understanding that of the 16 high-level job functions at Oracle HQCA, the OFCCP only brings claims related to three of them. The OFCCP’s primary focus is on pay, with other analyses such as starting pay and job “assignment” relied upon by them in support of their pay analyses.

6. To support their claims of discriminatory pay disparities, in their SAC the OFCCP presents a series of tables summarizing statistical analyses performed by year and by each of the three job functions OFCCP alleges are at issue. The statistical method OFCCP used to study pay is multiple regression analysis, which in general terms seeks to study the relationship of pay to a set of factors thought to influence pay, and once these factors are properly identified and measured, to then determine whether gender or race are also factors that appear to impact or relate pay. Multiple regression is a technique that is often used by labor economists to study pay and when used properly, can be effective and informative. However, when it is not used correctly, conclusions based on regression results can be highly misleading.

---

3 SAC, paragraph 11.
4 Job functions are broadly interpreted as the general “type” of work, such as Sales, Administration, etc. (Waggoner, Kate_2019.05.01_Depo Ex 03.PDF, ORACLE_HQCA_0000042098-20) The three Job Functions at issue in this case are Product Development, Information Technology, and Support.
As discussed below, it is my opinion that the analyses presented by OFCCP in the SAC were not performed correctly, because they leave out or mis-measure a number of important pay-related factors and also because they aggregate the statistical analysis over employees who are too diverse for the model they use. As a result, from a labor economics perspective, the analyses presented in the SAC do not serve to similarly situate employees with respect to the work they are doing at Oracle, which is highly complex and widely varying, or with respect to the skills and abilities that they bring to bear on that work. Furthermore, it does not appear that OFCCP’s analyses in the SAC accurately model or reflect Oracle’s pay system and practices, which involve decisions by multiple managers within different lines of business (LOBs) that cut across the three job functions OFCCP examined. For these reasons, and as explained more fully below, the pay analyses presented in the SAC are not a reliable basis upon which to conclude that Oracle’s managers discriminated against women or minorities with respect to pay. I show that introducing additional readily available variables from the data that more closely track work performed and employee skills and abilities – even if one maintains the highly aggregated structure OFCCP selected – generates entirely different results that are inconsistent with an allegation of a pervasive pattern of discrimination.

Multiple regression analysis can be a useful tool, but can be misused and generate misleading results if not appropriately tailored to the particular data and practices being studied.

Before getting into the details of why the OFCCP’s multiple regression analyses in this case are flawed, it is important to first discuss this technique in general terms. Multiple regression is a statistical tool that is designed to explain or relate a variable of interest, such as pay, to a number of factors we think may impact pay, in order to understand what factors drive pay and by how much. For example, in many companies we would expect something like education to impact pay. Suppose we want to know by how much a Ph.D. increases pay when compared to a B.A. or M.A. degree. It would be incorrect to simply compare the average earnings of employees with a Ph.D. to the average earnings of employees with either

5 Because I was provided with the backup computer programs and data sets used to create the results in the SAC, I have been able to fully review and evaluate the methodology used by the OFCCP.
a B.A. or an M.A. The reason is clear: employees with a Ph.D. might have not only more education than
the other two education groups, but may also possess more (or less) relevant work experience. They may
also be concentrated in different places within the company relative to the other two groups – that is, they
may work on different types of projects, in different departments, or in different kinds of roles. Given
these issues, simply comparing average pay by educational grouping will not tell us the impact of a Ph.D.
alone on pay; it will mix the effects of a number of other factors that happen to correlate to having a
Ph.D. We want to understand what difference having a Ph.D. makes holding constant relevant work
experience, work department, etc. A multiple regression allows you to figure this out by simultaneously
measuring the impact of all factors, which permits the analyst to isolate the impact of any one factor
alone. In this way, you can, for example, say that a Ph.D. raises earnings by $10,000 per year, holding
other job-related factors in the model constant.\(^6\) Similarly – and as particularly relevant here – one can in
theory use multiple regression to study whether employees’ gender or race influences pay, holding other
job-related factors in the model constant, as a way to investigate whether the data is consistent with a
hypothesis of pay discrimination. Of course, in order to conclude that gender or race are related to pay,
one would first have to model the other pay related factors correctly, because if those factors are
incomplete or are not measured correctly, it could produce a “false positive,” where we conclude we find
that gender is related to pay when in fact we left out a pay related variable that would have eliminated this
finding.

9. Getting the regression model right is crucially important if one attempts to use these analyses in
discrimination cases, because discrimination itself is not something an analyst can observe. Unlike prior
educational attainment, or the current job title a person person occupies – whose effects on pay can be
directly measured because the factors causing these effects can themselves be directly measured –
“discrimination” can ever only be inferred. This is because the variable used to infer it (gender or race) is

\(^6\) In a preview of something I will discuss below, however, simply including a relevant factor (or set of
factors) in a model may not be sufficient. For example, if the nature of the project worked on also
influences pay, and if Ph.Ds. tend to work on different projects than employees without Ph.Ds., leaving
out project in the multiple regression would distort the measured impact of (or “coefficient for”) a Ph.D.
on pay by conflating the impact of project with the impact of educational degree.
only a proxy and not a directly observable pay-impacting variable such as education. But that inference will be inappropriate and unsupported if the model is poorly constructed or omits important factors that influence pay for employees in the model. In such a circumstance, the impact of those other omitted factors on pay may end up erroneously being attributed to some factor that is in the model, like gender or race. Because these types of errors are found throughout the OFCCP’s models, their analyses are unreliable and do not support their conclusions about the impact of gender or race on pay at Oracle.

The OFCCP’s pay analysis is flawed and does not support any inference of pervasive pay discrimination against women, Asians, or African-Americans.

The OFCCP fails to measure pay – the variable they are studying – correctly.

The problems with the OFCCP’s statistical analyses start right up front with their measure of total compensation, which is used to generate the alleged pay differences and very high damages estimates presented in the SAC. This is because the OFCCP measures total compensation incorrectly. Instead of identifying and analyzing the specific compensation awarded to each employee for work performed in a given year by summing up base pay, annual bonus, and shares or options awarded in that year, the OFCCP uses a measure of W-2 take-home pay that does not align stock awards to the year in which they were actually earned, and is impacted by employee choices (for example, regarding how much to place in their 401(k) or whether to exercise stock options earned in previous years). An employee’s W-2 earnings can include compensation that was awarded years earlier, even back to when they were hired or were in a different job or department. If the purpose of the regression analysis is to compare earnings of employees in a particular year based on their pay-related characteristics measured that same year, one should not use the W-2 data. Because the OFCCP does not measure employee pay correctly, they fail to correctly evaluate the impact of other factors on the pay actually received by different employees in a given year.

I put “discrimination” in quotes here to reflect the fact that a regression analysis cannot on its own conclude there is discrimination from an analytical perspective. Instead, gender or race differences should be referred to as “unexplained” gender or race differences, given the variables included in the model. The reader should understand that when I use the term discrimination here and elsewhere in this exposition I am simply referring to unexplained adverse differences by gender or race.
The OFCCP fails to distinguish employees performing different work.

11. Another fundamental flaw is that the OFCCP’s model effectively groups together employees who are not performing similar work from a labor economics perspective, making any comparisons between employees in those groups irrelevant at best and misleading at worst.

12. The OFCCP’s analysis aggregates together all employees who share a high-level Job Function like “Product Development” or “Support.” OFCCP’s model then controls for differences among employees within these functions using a handful of variables, as described in the SAC. Four of the seven variables in OFCCP’s model – standard job title (or job code), job specialty, global career level (“GCL”), and FLSA exempt status – all boil down to a single variable. This is because a given standard job title is associated in a given year with only one job specialty, one GCL, and one FLSA exempt status, so adding those latter three variables adds nothing to the analysis. As a result, their models really only control for four factors: standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and “previous experience.”

13. The first of these four factors – standard job title – appears intended to describe the work performed by a given employee; the next three – part-time/full-time, time in company and previous experience – appear intended to describe features of individual employees that might make them more or less productive in that work. But none of these factors – viewed in isolation or together – suffice for those purposes. For example, one of the variables OFCCP uses to distinguish employees in their current positions – part-time versus full-time – has very little impact, as 99% of the employees in the analysis are full-time.

14. Perhaps most importantly, from a labor economist’s perspective the control for Oracle “standard job title” is not sufficient to similarly situate employees in the regression analysis. As shown in detail below, standard job title does not accurately specify the nature of work performed by different employees. Employees performing highly similar work would generally be expected to be paid within a relatively

---

8 The pay-related factors they control for in their models are “time in company, previous experience, FLSA exempt status, part time or full time, global career level, job specialty and standard job title.” SAC, paragraph 13.
narrow range; the underlying economic principle that generates this result is that a company will generally not choose to pay one employee (say) five times more than the employee next to her if they are truly doing similar work and contributing similar value to the company. But at Oracle, employees within the same standard job title often earn vastly different amounts, even after controlling for the other factors in OFCCP’s model. By way of example, employees in one of the largest job titles in the data, Software Developer 4s, earned total compensation ranging from $ in 2014. Simply sharing a standard job title does not serve as a sufficient measure of work performed, and does not do enough on its own to similarly situate employees from a labor economics perspective. Standard job titles instead appear to be a system of classification – much like job function, job specialty, and GCL – that groups together employees whose work may share some general features but in fact differ significantly. This wide range in pay for Software Developer 4 holds up even when taking the other variables into account that the OFCCP uses in its regression model.

The OFCCP’s models ignore relevant experience and other important factors impacting pay.

15. The OFCCP introduces two additional factors into its analyses as purported controls for relevant, job-related experience. But these measures are completely inadequate given the characteristics of the work and workers at Oracle, and the diverse set of jobs and employees across the three Job Functions they have analyzed. As for “previous experience,” the measure used by OFCCP is simply the employee’s age minus 18 minus years since hire at Oracle America, Inc. There are several things wrong with this measure.

a. First, the number of years is not important on its own. Instead, what also matters to a labor economist is what type of work was performed prior to working at Oracle America, Inc. Was it years of technology work, and if so, what specific type? Where was the work performed – another leading international technology company, or a small startup? OFCCP’s model does nothing to capture these differences in relevant prior experience, which can matter significantly for pay decisions.
b. Second, the OFCCP fails to measure and take account of number of years employees may have worked at an Oracle affiliate overseas or in an acquired firm. Many employees in the data previously worked at an Oracle affiliate outside of the USA, which plausibly constitutes relevant experience in many cases, as would work performed at a company later purchased by Oracle to continue its work “in house.” OFCCP’s model does not credit these employees with this type of experience.

c. Finally, the number of pre-Oracle work years in OFCCP’s model does not account for leaves of absence, periods of unemployment or being absent from the labor force, and thus does not actually compare employees who have spent equivalent amounts of time at work, enhancing their job-related skills and abilities. In the context of gender, this can be particularly important; there is a large body of labor economics research that examines the differences between male and female labor force participation and leave-taking, and the consequent impact on work experience and hence earnings.\(^9\)

16. The points above relate to problems with the variables the OFCCP did use. However, as I detail below, they failed to use many other variables that are also important in explaining pay at Oracle. Examples are: whether or not an employee had a patent, employee tenure in current standard job title, employee tenure at non-USA Oracle affiliates, organization variables that relate to the types of work and products employees work on, and other variables that can be created with the information provided that allow refinements to the very coarse standard job title control the OFCCP’s model relies upon. It is my

---

understanding that all of this information was available to the OFCCP at the time they filed the SAC, and
yet none of it was used in producing the statistical results summarized in the SAC.

17. In a complex workforce such as that at Oracle, many variables are correlated to one another. It is
all the more important therefore to get the basic model right before attempting to infer that there is any
relationship at all, let alone a meaningful one, between pay and gender or race. But the flaws in the
OFCCP’s models are so fundamental and pervasive that they are not a statistically sound or reliable basis
on which to draw inferences regarding the key issue the OFCCP is focused on: whether there are adverse
pay outcomes for women and minorities in the segments of Oracle being studied.

Correcting these errors eliminates the adverse results OFCCP claims to have found.

18. I have performed a number of alternative analyses of compensation – starting with the OFCCP’s
model, leaving intact its aggregation up to job function (which I do not concede as correct), and
introducing additional refinements that are readily available in the data in this case – and I reach very
different conclusions. In the analytical work I performed, I have added a number of variables that are
related to pay and have corrected the various measurement errors in the OFCCP’s model. I find that the
pay differences shrink considerably and the majority are not statistically significant. In fact, I find a
number of positive relationships between total compensation and gender or race, respectively,
undermining the claim that there is a consistent pattern of results adverse to women and minorities. These
results do not support an inference of pay discrimination; instead, they are inconsistent with a hypothesis
that Oracle managers systematically treat women, Asians, or African-Americans worse than white male
employees with respect to pay.

The OFCCP presents misleading bottom-line averages over broad groups of employees in different levels
and management chains, obscuring substantial variability that undermines their claim of a pattern of
company-wide pay discrimination.

19. The issues above highlight one type of way in which the OFCCP’s analyses in the SAC suffer
from what economists call “specification bias” – that is, the bias that occurs where variables are measured
incorrectly (prior experience, job performed, etc.), or when important variables are left out (type of prior experience, Oracle affiliate experience, patent activity, leaves of absence, etc.).

20. Closely related to this type of specification bias is another problem: one that results from applying a single model across too broad and diverse a group of employees. This is problematic – even in instances where a model is well-designed – because pay regressions by their nature only produce results that show the *average effect* of each factor studied on employee pay. Here, given the stark differences in the type and level of work performed by different employees across and within the three high-level Job Functions, this average can be highly misleading. The average can significantly overstate the value of a given factor (say, time at Oracle America) for some employees, and understate it for others. As a result, the one-size-fits-all model does not properly account for the differing impact of different pay-related factors in different types of roles, which undermines the reliability of conclusions about the impact of these and other factors – including gender and race – on pay.

21. To summarize: The problem associated with running a regression model on a widely varying employee population is that when a model mixes apples and oranges into one pooled analysis, and estimates only the *average* impact of each variable (as regression models by design do), that average masks considerable underlying variability.\(^\text{10}\) The differences among employees created by their diverse attributes and a diverse spectrum of types of work that generate this variability could be addressed through more refined groupings or pay factors, which in turn would give more reliable measurements of pay outcomes and differences. But OFCCP’s analyses do not incorporate the needed refinements.

22. Another symptom of the “specification bias” created by performing overly aggregated regression models like the one OFCCP used is that they do a poor job of predicting pay for individual employees. For example, if a well-specified model is applied to an employee population in which the included factors impact pay in a consistent manner, knowing the characteristics of a particular individual would permit the analyst to use the regression coefficients (averages based on the group) to compute what is referred to as

\[^{10}\text{The fact that a variable is statistically significant does not fully cure this problem, since statistical significance is not simply an indicator of the average effect being the product of tightly bunched separate effects per employee, but also by very large numbers of observations in the data.}\]
“predicted” or “fitted” pay. One can compare the “predicted” or “fitted” value for a given employee—which is what the regression says “should be” the pay of an individual based on the average regression outcomes of the included factors across all employees—to the actual pay of that person. If the differences between actual pay and a model’s predictions of pay are substantial for many individual employees, that can indicate either: (a) a poorly designed model (i.e., one that omits or mis-measures important factors), or (b) a model applied to such a diverse employee group that even if it has all the right variables for analysis of some more homogeneous subset, those variables apply in very imprecise ways to many individual employees in an overly aggregated situation. Such a dispersed set of predictions should indicate to the analyst trying a one-size-fits-all approach that something is wrong with the model: either its structure, or its application to dissimilar employees. And that is precisely what one sees in the results generated by the OFCCP’s model when they are carefully examined, rather than obscured by presenting only average, group-wide results.

23. Another problem with the bottom-line results that OFCCP presented in the SAC is that they are inconsistent with outcomes that OFCCP’s own model generated for other employees at HQCA, but that OFCCP failed to report. As noted above, the OFCCP has focused only on three of the 16 job functions at Oracle HQCA. This is because the model they used as a basis for the NOV—which is essentially the same model carried forward into the SAC—failed to find any pay differences for women and race groups in a variety of pockets of that data. They did not report these statistically insignificant results in their NOV or SAC, but their backup contains them. In addition, the backup underlying the SAC contains many other results of running the exact same models on other employee groupings at HQCA, which show no statistically significant relationships between gender or race. These findings undermine any inference that Oracle’s managers consistently and systemically discriminate against women and minorities when it comes to pay, and instead are consistent with the OFCCP having a poorly specified model that does not generate reliable or meaningful conclusions.
The OFCCP’s starting pay analysis is seriously flawed

24. The OFCCP’s claim that they have identified “causes” of the pay discrimination they allege is also analytically unsupported. First, the OFCCP alleges in the SAC that Oracle “relied” on prior pay in setting starting pay, with the result that protected groups end up with lower pay once in the company.\(^\text{11}\)

But their starting pay analysis groups together all employees hired into the same global career level, without any control for even the standard job title into which an employee was hired or to which she applied. Such an analysis is completely incorrect in the context of Oracle: GCLs are very broad employee groupings, within which there can be many different jobs and types of work. Requisitions for hire are not posted by “global career level” – they are at the standard job title level and, as I demonstrate below, further specify very detailed types of skills and experience relevant to different posted positions under the same standard job title. At the very least, to be consistent with their overall compensation models, OFCCP should have conducted their starting pay analysis by controlling for standard job title. Below, I show that when properly done, there is no difference in starting pay adverse to women, Asians, or African-Americans.

25. In addition, the OFCCP’s starting pay model does not demonstrate any causal connection between prior pay and starting pay at Oracle, but instead only a correlation. But there is a common-sense reason why one would expect to see a strong correlation between prior pay and starting pay for hires into any company, even absent any “reliance” on (or even knowledge of) applicants’ prior pay. To the extent that particular skills are sought at the target company, applicants with those skills—who are already getting paid elsewhere for the value of those skills—will generally be the ones hired. I demonstrate below that this correlation is found in the economy as a whole.

26. For the OFCCP to support any stronger causal claims given the expected background correlation, they would have to show that *holding constant the skills brought to the table by applicants*, starting pay decisions by Oracle managers deviate from these skills in ways only explained by reliance on prior pay itself. But the OFCCP has not suggested this at all, much less shown it.

\(^{11}\) SAC, paragraph 32.

CONFIDENTIAL
The OFCCP’s “job assignment” analysis is flawed because it ignores the job application process.

27. The OFCCP also attempts to argue that Oracle “assigns” or channels women and minorities into lower-level (and thus lower-paying) jobs. But the analysis they offer as support for this claim—focused exclusively on so-called “experienced” hires—simply looks at the standard job titles and associated global career levels into which various employees are hired, with no regard to the position(s) at Oracle for which they actually applied. The OFCCP’s analysis thus does not focus on decisions made by Oracle, but instead just catalogs where workers arriving to Oracle via the experienced labor market end up when they join Oracle. In addition, the OFCCP does not utilize the extensive data and information available regarding the external applicant process (which I understand was available to the OFCCP), which makes clear that applicants apply against and are hired into particular, position-specific requisitions. Once one uses this data, and analyzes hires in light of the postings to which candidates applied, there is no meaningful difference in where applicants of different genders or races end up: the vast majority of successful applicants—men, women, whites, and minorities—start in the standard job title and global career level associated with the position to which they applied. The OFCCP’s analysis ignores the application process altogether and thus does not demonstrate any “assignment” by Oracle adverse to women or minorities.13

There is no gender or race difference in pay growth.

28. The OFCCP also analyzed growth in base pay in Product Development from 2003-2016 and concluded that Asians and women “experienced slower wage growth […] to a statistically significant degree,” though they do not show or otherwise describe in the SAC the statistical coefficients they claim to have generated.14 They also did not analyze women in the other two job functions to show that their argument was consistent across the company. Their model also does not account for whether someone took a leave of absence during the year, whether they received a patent bonus during the year, their career

---

12 SAC, paragraphs 18-21.
13 The OFCCP presents no analysis of the steering of applicants to apply to positions below their true capabilities, nor does the OFCCP mention this issue.
14 SAC, paragraphs 30-31.
level or their organization. A corrected model shows there is no pattern of statistically significant differences in wage growth by gender in any of the three job functions. Among Asians in PRODEV, there are also no statistically significant differences in wage growth. These findings are inconsistent with the OFCCP hypothesis that pay differences between men and women, or between Asians and Whites, widen over time.

The OFCCP selectively reported results in the SAC.

29. The OFCCP claims that women are discriminated against in the PRODEV, INFTECH and SUPPORT job functions, as are Asians in PRODEV, but not Asians in INFTECH and SUPPORT. In addition, the OFCCP reported only half of their results regarding initial placement for Asians in PRODEV. The SAC describes how Asians are 49% as likely as Whites in PRODEV to be “assigned” into higher global career levels as managers. Their back-up also contains unreported results for non-managers in the IC career levels. In the IC career levels, their own results show that Asians are more likely to be placed in the higher levels than are Whites, though the difference is not statistically significant.

30. The OFCCP also claims in the SAC that pay disparities between men and women widen the longer they are at Oracle. However, they only show the results for women in PRODEV. When I apply the OFCCP’s statistical model to women in INFTECH, I find that the pay gap generated by their model is adverse to women and statistically significant in the 1-3 year tenure group, but that this gap falls in size with tenure and is positive for women in the highest tenure band. In SUPPORT the trend is similar to PRODEV but the pay gap in the youngest tenure band is not statistically significantly different from zero, which would imply (according to the OFCCP interpretation of these analyses) that Oracle does not suppress pay early on but suddenly decides to do so later. There are methodological issues with these analyses, but these results are based on the OFCCP methods and the results they chose not to present, and demonstrate how the OFCCP’s claims lack support from within their own analyses.
There is no basis to conclude that damages are owed.

31. In the SAC, the OFCCP computes alleged damages for women, Asians, and African-Americans in a formulaic fashion based on the average pay gaps generated by their statistical model. The refined analyses presented herein show that there is no pattern of adverse pay results for women. Thus, from a statistical perspective, there are no damages to estimate for them.

32. My refined analyses also show that there is no unexplained pay disparity between Asians and white employees, and thus no basis for damages. It is worth noting that the OFCCP’s calculation of damages for Asians in the SAC are in fact calculated only for Asian men (because Asian women were included in their damages calculations for women), but the OFCCP failed to use an Asian men-only version of their model to estimate these damages. When their analysis is restricted just to Asian men, even using their flawed model, there are no statistically significant pay gaps in half of the years they analyze, meaning there is no evidence of a systematic pattern of adverse outcomes upon which to base damages.

33. The OFCCP also claims in the SAC that African American employees are owed damages, but their analysis for this employee group alone was based on base salary, not total compensation. The focus on base pay rather than total compensation for African-Americans alone is entirely unexplained in the SAC. Employees at Oracle earn total compensation, not base pay alone. When OFCCP’s pay model is run using their measure of total compensation (flawed though it is), their own model shows no statistically significant differences in total compensation between African-American and white employees. Again, their own model shows that no damages are owed.

34. In summary, and to wrap up this overview, the OFCCP has applied overly simplistic statistical methods in their pay analyses, fraught with mis-measured and/or missing variables. They have used unsupportable approaches and mis-specified models in their starting pay and “assignment” analyses. Oracle is a large, sophisticated technology company that employs people doing varied and highly complex work. The simplistic approach of the OFCCP – which ignores crucial facts about the specific work and workers at Oracle – fails to produce any reliable results, and OFCCP’s conclusions based on their simplistic model do not stand up to scrutiny. Even if one adopts the aggregated approach OFCCP
uses, modifications to their model based on readily available information they had but did not use yield results that are not significant and do not suggest any pattern of pay discrimination. I now proceed to explain each of these findings in more detail, and begin – as one should when seeking to study compensation at a company – with a careful look at the specific company and employees at issue.

**ORACLE IS A HIGHLY DIFFERENTIATED AND EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY COMPANY, WHOSE EMPLOYEES PERFORM A WIDE ARRAY OF WORK THAT REQUIRES VARYING SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND COMPETENCIES AND CONTRIBUTE DIFFERENT VALUE TO THE COMPANY**

Oracle is a large complex company with widely varying employees working on complex products and services

35. The Oracle Corporation (the parent company of Oracle America, Inc.\(^\text{15}\)) is a global company offering a wide variety of complex products and services. It employs 137,000 people worldwide, including 38,000 developers and engineers, 14,000 support and services specialists and 19,000 implementation consultants. Oracle employees hold more than 18,000 patents worldwide.\(^\text{16}\) The products the company focuses on change over time, such that over a five year period many products cease to be a focus for the company, while others emerge and become business critical.\(^\text{17}\)

36. The employee groups at issue in this case span three job functions (Product Development, Information Technology, and Support) at Oracle’s headquarters location HQCA. The employees at


\(^{17}\)”Because not all products and services have the same value to Oracle, the value of the skills, duties, and responsibilities necessary to develop, enhance, or service Oracle’s wide array of products and services also differs and changes over time. For example, (and there are plenty more, twenty years ago, employees skilled in Siebel technologies were highly sought after in the marketplace. Today, by contrast, there is high demand for (and comparatively limited supply of) employees with experience specifically in cloud-based technologies and artificial intelligence. As technology continually changes and develops, the competition and market demand for employees skilled in the latest technologies also changes, meaning the value to Oracle of various skills, duties and knowledge also fluctuates over time.” Declaration of Steven Miranda in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motions for Summary Judgment or, in the Alternative, Summary Adjudication, in the matter of Rong Jewett, Sophy Wang, Xian Murray, Elizabeth Sue Petersen, Marilyn Clark and Manjari Kant, v. Oracle America, Inc., Superior Court of the State of California, County of San Mateo, Case No. 17CIV02669, January 17, 2019, paragraph 7 (ORACLE_HQCA_0000607281.pdf)
HQCA in the job functions at issue are very diverse: they span dozens of different standard job titles, from employees in entry-level positions straight out of college up to Senior Vice Presidents with 30 or more years of work experience.

37. There are 8,465 unique employees at HQCA in the PRODEV, INFTECH and SUPPORT job functions from 2013-2018. 18 There are 6,035 employees who are female in any of the three job functions, or are Asian or African American employees in PRODEV. This protected group of employees occupied 142 different standard job titles from 2013-2018 and worked in hundreds of different organizations on hundreds of different products.19 Among this population OFCCP contends experienced discrimination from 2013-2018 (women in PRODEV, INFTECH, or SUPPORT; Asians and African-Americans in PRODEV only), 30.8% were identified in the data in any given year-end as Managers (i.e., had responsibility for supervising two or more employees) and 69.2% were identified as Individual Contributors (ICs).20 Most (80.7%) of the ICs in the population OFCCP contends experienced discrimination reported to a manager also covered by OFCCP’s claims.

38. Reflecting the wide range of roles these employees occupy, annual base salaries for full-time, full-year employees from 2013-2018 at HQCA ranged from However, a large part of compensation at Oracle—particularly for high-level individual contributor (IC) and management

18 214 employees from data are excluded in this count because they start working in PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP job functions at HQCA after 1/1/2019. 86% of these employees work on a NetSuite product and moved from US-CA-San Mateo-2955 Campus Drive to HQCA on 1/3/2019 and 1/7/2019.


20 There are two main career paths for employees in these job functions at Oracle. Individual Contributors focus more on the technical aspects of products and services relative to Managers who oversee and coordinate projects. Each path is marked by Career Levels, with higher levels indicating increased scope and responsibility, but the two paths are not linked. For example, an IC2 is not the equivalent of an M2; an IC3 being promoted to manager would not automatically move into M4. It depends on the “scope and complexity of the position, and whether or not the employee has previous management experience.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000000407_Global Compensation Training - 2011 Managing Pay Final (Native).PPTX)
employees—is comprised of bonus and equity awards. Total annual compensation for these same employees thus ranged from [redacted]

39. Table 1 summarizes total compensation in 2014 for full-time, full-year employees aggregated up to job function. The first row indicates that there were 445 employees in the INFTECH job function, for whom the average total compensation was [redacted]. Imagine lining up these employees from lowest salary to highest. The lowest annual compensation was [redacted] and the highest was [redacted]. The median employee is in the middle—50% of employees earned more and 50% earned less. Salaries in the PRODEV job function—where hundreds of hardware developers, software developers, and application developers work—earn an average, but the range of total compensation spans from [redacted] to [redacted]. In the smallest of the job functions, SUPPORT, compensation ranges from [redacted] to [redacted] with an average of [redacted].

The Distribution of Total Compensation in 2014 by Job Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>10th Percentile</th>
<th>50th Percentile</th>
<th>90th Percentile</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

40. The range is from just under [redacted] for each of the Job Functions, to over [redacted] in INFTECH, over [redacted] in PRODEV, and over [redacted] in SUPPORT. These numbers include both the highest and lowest paid employees, but the range continues to be wide when ignoring these extreme values. The middle 80% of employees—those between the 10th and 90th percentiles in each job

---

21 Total compensation equals base pay plus bonuses and stocks awarded that year. See US Manager’s Orientation presentation dated December 6, 2016 (ORACLE_HQCA_0000042091_MASTER US Manager Orientation 1201 (Native).PPTX) which describes the components of compensation and divides it into base pay, short-term incentives (bonuses), and long-term incentives (stock options and restricted stock units).
function - are shown below. Employees in INFTECH received between [redacted] while the corresponding ranges in PRODEV and SUPPORT were [redacted] respectively. These ranges are very substantial, even after eliminating the top and bottom 10% of employees.

Comparison of 10th to 90th Percentiles by Job Function Shows Wide Variation in Total Compensation in 2014

Career paths at Oracle
41. Career Levels at Oracle reflect how the skills and scope of work increase with advancement within a given job family. There are two Career Level tracks: “IC,” indicating “individual contributor,”

22 “The career levels are a standard set of broad, hierarchical categories related to the level at which a job is performed. The career level structure has two tracks: Management and Individual Contributor. Management is defined as one who is directly responsible for the practice or process of managing two or more employees (with hire/fire authority). Individual contributor is defined as a single incumbent with no management responsibility. In some cases, however, an individual contributor may operate as a team leader or manage one employee.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000022906 Career Level Guidelines Matrix
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and “M,” indicating “managerial.” The Manager path is for employees who manage two or more people.

Individual Contributors work on a technical expertise track and may supervise one employee. The table below comes from Oracle’s internal documentation of the Individual Contributor track, and provides a high-level description of the general progression. It is my understanding that as one moves up the career path, the scope of work a given employee performs in his or her particular job family and role generally becomes more complex and the degree of autonomy increases, along with responsibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contributor Career Level Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1 - Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2 - Developing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oracle also refers to these as a “knowledge leader (individual contributor role) or a “people leader” (manager role).” Oracle U.S. Employee Handbook, p. 43. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000000464)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC3 - Career (Team Lead)</td>
<td><strong>Contributes through EXPERTISE:</strong> Duties and tasks are varied and are complex requiring independent judgment.</td>
<td>A seasoned, experienced professional with a full understanding of area of specialization; resolves a wide range of issues in creative ways. This job is the fully qualified, career-oriented, journey-level position.</td>
<td>Works on problems of diverse scope where analysis of data requires evaluation of identifiable factors. Demonstrates good judgment in selecting methods and techniques for obtaining solutions. Networks with senior internal and external personnel in own area of expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4 - Advanced (Mentor)</td>
<td><strong>Contributes through OTHERS:</strong> Leading contributor providing direction and mentoring to others.</td>
<td>Having wide-ranging experience, uses professional concepts and company objectives to resolve complex issues in creative and effective ways. Some barriers to entry exist at this level (i.e., dept/peer review). Level at which career may plateau.</td>
<td>Works on complex issues where analysis of situations or data requires an in-depth evaluation of variable factors. Exercises judgment in selecting methods, techniques and evaluation criteria for obtaining results. Networks with key contacts outside own area of expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5 - Guru (Internal Expert)</td>
<td><strong>Contributes through LEADERSHIP:</strong> Manages and plans implementation of company policy for achieving business goals.</td>
<td>Having broad expertise or unique knowledge, uses skills to contribute to development of company objectives and principles and to achieve goals in creative and effective ways. Barriers to entry such as technical committee review exist at this level.</td>
<td>Works on significant and unique issues where analysis of situations or data requires an evaluation of intangibles. Exercises independent judgment in methods, techniques and evaluation criteria for obtaining results. Creates formal networks involving coordination among groups.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IC6 - Architect (Internal/External Expert)

Contributes through STRATEGY: Develops and advises on company policy, contributing through strategy definition and implementation.

As an expert in the field, uses professional concepts in developing resolution to critical issues and broad design matters. Significant barriers to entry (i.e., top management review, approval) exist at this level.

Works on issues that impact design/selling success or address future concepts, products or technologies. Creates formal networks with key decision makers and serves as external spokesperson for the organization.

Source: ORACLE_HeadquartersCA_0000022906 Career Level Guidelines Matrix Oracle.xls

42. Looking at the boxplot charts for Career Level below, one sees very wide ranges of pay within each career level, and one also sees considerable pay overlap between the Career Levels. Boxplots work as follows: The average is indicated by the red diamond. The bottom of the blue box indicates the 10th percentile, the top of the blue box indicates the 90th percentile, and the line inside the box indicates the median or 50th percentile. The vertical lines extending beyond the boxes indicate the minimum and maximum compensation.

43. For example, Career Level IC4 has a total compensation range from for full-time full-year employees at Headquarters during 2014. IC3 has a range of . The 10th and 90th percentiles for IC3 are respectively, which substantially overlaps with the same percentile range for IC4, which is . As another example, in the M levels, a similar comparison of M3 and M4 also reveals substantial overlap between these Career Levels. In fact, for each adjacent pair of Career Levels in both the IC and M levels there is substantial overlap, with the exception of level M1, which has only 2 employees so that a range is not well defined. The chart summarizes the dollar figures in the table with vertical bars, and one can see that there is substantial overlap between adjacent Career Levels and in fact across several Career Levels at a time. The next chart summarizes the data for the 10th and the 90th percentiles, which reveals even more overlap, indicating that there is a lot of flexibility for managers to make individualized pay decisions. The graph also reveals the wide range in total compensation within each of the career levels (with wider ranges at higher career
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levels), again indicating that career levels in themselves span a broad range of employees whose pay may be differentiated by a host of factors related to the work they perform and their individual skills, abilities, and contribution.
The Distribution of Total Compensation in 2014 By Career Level
- Full-Time, Full-Year Employees -

Mean

To maintain the scale of the chart, we do not graph M7 as the range of total compensation is
Comparison of 10th to 90th Percentiles by Career Level Shows Wide Variation in Total Compensation in 2014

To maintain the scale of the chart, we do not graph M7. The 10th percentile of total compensation is ______ and the 90th percentile of total compensation is ______.
Not only does the pay range increase with Career Level but the base pay ranges are also quite wide in each level, with the maximum pay set about 80% higher than the minimum; this remains true even within the same job family. The table below for one job family – Software Developers (ranging from Software Developer 1s at the IC1 level to Software Developer 6s at the IC6 level) – shows for each hierarchical level the minimum, 25th percentile, midpoint, 75th percentile, and maximum base pay salaries in FY14. The salary range is purposely set wide to allow individual managers flexibility to differentiate pay. As Oracle documents make clear, “[s]alary ranges are a tool to assist managers in making decisions about pay. They provide managers with a range of pay that is considered fair and competitive in the local labor market for a specific job. Oracle’s ranges are intentionally broad to allow managers to differentiate between employees who are new to their roles and still learning, and those who are fully qualified, very experienced and top performers.”

The ranges also such that a, for example, could be earning more than a, depending on the specifics of what they are working on and the labor market for the skills involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Job Titles</th>
<th>Career Level</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>25th Percentile</th>
<th>Midpoint</th>
<th>75th Percentile</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 1</td>
<td>IC1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 2</td>
<td>IC2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 3</td>
<td>IC3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 4</td>
<td>IC4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 5</td>
<td>IC5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer – Architect</td>
<td>IC6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23 ORACLE_HQCA_0000364272_native.pptx, p. 5.
24 ORACLE_HQCA_0000581471_Salary_Range_History.xlsx.
45. This provides Oracle managers with flexibility to differentiate employees within a given standard job title. Employee compensation depends on the job and role being considered, on the employee’s personal “skills, knowledge, and experience,” “comparisons to others in the organization who have similar skill sets for the same role,” “performance,” “previous compa-ratio” and “tenure in current position.”

The setting of pay also depends on fluctuations in how much competitors are paying people with similar skills in the dynamic labor market within which technology firms compete for talent.

Software Developers are not the only job that exhibits wide ranges of base pay at Oracle – all jobs above entry level that contain many employees that share a standard job title exhibit a similar pattern.

---

25 ORACLE_HQCA_0000364272_native.pptx, p. 11.
26 See for example, iRec (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx) vacancies 3031613 (“competing offer from Google”), 3052439 (“competing offer from VMWare”), 2961610 (“His experience is most relevant for the security service we are building as part of Oracle Management Cloud and will be competing against Splunk.”), 2750313 (“Usability engineer for Service, Ext, and other projects. Competitive offer with CX start up”), 2896003 “has 4 yrs of automation/testing experience in UI/API. She has M.S in Software Engg. and Java expertise (OCJP). She has a pending offer with SAP”, 2973701 “Competing offer: Synopsis $143.36K (128K+12%bonus) and $20K sign-on bonus”), 1723974 (“ 8+ years deep exp. in DW/ETL/data modeling, critical to build a CX reporting infrastructure. Infosys competing job offer”), 2755591 (“This is an outstanding candidate who wants to join the team and we are competing against others offers”).
Within standard job titles, total compensation varies widely.

46. At Oracle total compensation can be and often is far higher than base pay alone. There were 137 different standard job titles held by full-time and full-year employees in the three job functions in 2014 at Headquarters. The graph below summarizes the total compensation measures for the 15 most populous of these standard job titles in PRODEV. The most populous was Software Developer 4, with 611 employees in 2014. Software Developer 4 employees’ total pay ranged from [redacted] in 2014, and looking at the graph, one can see that the middle 80% received between [redacted] and [redacted]. For Software Developer 5 (the next largest group, with 375 employees) the overall range in total pay for 2014 was $[redacted], and the middle 80% range was from $[redacted].

Once bonuses and stock awards are added to base salary, there is even more scope for managers to make pay decisions that distinguish between employees that share the same standard job title.

---

27 I focus on PRODEV because according to the claims as defined by the SAC, that job function covers all three demographic groups at issue (women, Asians, and African Americans).
28 Employees sharing a job title sometimes have different “discretionary titles.” These do not appear to have much power to distinguish employees by the kind of work they are doing, because within a standard job title, the vast majority share the same discretionary title.
The Distribution of Total Compensation in 2014 By Job Title
- 15 Most Populated Job Titles Across PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP -
- Full-Time, Full-Year Employees -

To maintain the scale of the chart, we do not graph "Software Development VP" (total compensation range: $) and "Software Development Srn Director" (total compensation range: $).
Requisitions for specific positions at Oracle demonstrate how skills and required experience differ within standard job titles.

47. The wide variation in pay ranges associated with different standard job titles suggests, based on economic principles, that not all employees within a set standard job title are performing similar work. An evaluation of the available data and documents bear this out in the context of Oracle specifically.

48. The thousands of job requisitions produced in this case provide a significant amount of information regarding how the skills and specific prior experiences sought differ between jobs within broader standard job titles. Employees who have skills that are in high demand in Silicon Valley will command higher compensation than those with more readily available, less in demand skills. 29

“Especially when technologies are new, hands-on implementation experience is an important mechanism through which engineers learn about working with new technologies—for example, in the early days of the Internet boom, the expertise required to design and build a professional e-commerce site was acquired by working at one of a few prominent Web companies. As IT workers move between firms, some of this technical knowhow is transferred to new employers. The literature on IT workers has established the importance of external labor markets for employers needing to acquire technical skills […]” 30

Based on the material provided during discovery in this case, skill sets among employees in this group do appear to differ in substantial ways, even within a single standard job title.

49. Requisitions for non-entry level job openings for Oracle typically contain detailed descriptions of what is being sought for a successful applicant. For example, Requisition IRC1771772 31 was opened for a Software Developer 4 to work with both traditional On Premise and Software as a Service (“SaaS”) Fusion Applications customers (emphasis added):

“Fusion Applications Lifecycle Management: The team's initiative is to provide a comprehensive solution for managing customer customization and data from a customer Test to Production environment, for both traditional On-Premise and the SaaS Fusion Applications customers. The challenge resides in establishing a deep understanding of the wide

31 Taleo requisition (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070750_Requisition - Description and Qualification Data.xlsx).
range of software components (e.g. WebLogic server, RDBMS server, Identity Management products) that Fusion Applications is built on, and produce a performant and robust solution that hides unnecessary complexities while still providing the level of flexibility required by customers. […] Work is non-routine and very complex, involving the application of advanced technical/business skills in area of specialization. Leading contributor individually and as a team member, providing direction and mentoring to others. **BS or MS degree or equivalent experience relevant to functional area. 7 years of software engineering or related experience.** […] Qualifications we are looking for are: A Bachelor’s Degree in the Computer Science or close-related Engineering major. Masters preferred. Excellent problem-solving and analytic abilities. **Fluency in the Java programming language. Experience in building enterprise applications on the J2EE platform. Knowledge of XML technologies. Knowledge of object-oriented design and implementation. Knowledge of one or more scripting languages (bash, perl, python, or ant). Knowledge of relational databases. Familiar with basic concepts such as tablespace and schemas. Experience with utilities such as RMAN or DataPump are a plus.”

50. The person hired to the specific job listed above, hired away from a senior software engineering position in a bank’s hedge fund platform, has both a B.S. and M.S. in computer engineering, and an M.B.A.³² Requisition 17000D7L also called for a Software Developer 4 but required “big data” skills (or the desire to learn more about big data efforts) and at least 5 years of experience. The position below requires knowledge of Hadoop, which I understand is a suite of technologies designed for large scale data storage, computing and processing (emphasis added):

The Oracle Audience Data Marketplace is the world’s largest B2B aggregation of third party data, and combined with the Oracle Data Management Platform (Oracle DMP), the Oracle Data Cloud team enables marketers a comprehensive and unified data management platform to drive prospecting at scale, audience insights and cross-channel marketing actions. **As part of our core Data Engineering team, you will contribute to our backend engineering platform(s) and be on the cutting edge of modern big data analytics and data streaming. This platform is the central core for processing data at high volume, high throughput, and low latency. You are someone comfortable with the idea of embracing challenges dealing with terabytes of data on a daily basis and petabytes of data at-rest. You are or want to become knowledgeable about building large-scale data processing systems, data warehouses, and the latest trends in big data techniques and technologies. […]** Candidates should have: - 5+ years in Java, C/C++, Python or Scala and a proficiency OO design and ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) procedures and solutions - 5+ years developing and operating software in a Linux/UNIX environment (incl. working with Perl, Python, bash, or your favorite scripting language) - **Knowledge of Hadoop related technologies (MapReduce, YARN, HDFS, Pig, Hive, HBASE, Zookeeper, Cassandra, Mongo, Spark, etc.)** - Knowledge of building and tuning probabilistic data structures - Knowledge of real time streaming frameworks and solutions, such as Kinesis or Kafka - Knowledge building and operating big data production solutions at scale - Experience in Scrum/Agile methodologies - B.S. in Computer Science or a related field […]”

³² ORACLE_HQCA_0000085621.doc
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51. The person hired into this position also had an M.S. in computer science, but further possessed certificates in online courses in data science and machine learning, and held 5 patents, working as a Principal Software Engineer at eBay before joining Oracle’s big data group. These two positions share the same standard job title, but differences in the skills required, the availability of those skills in a competitive job market, and the innovativeness or profitability of the products worked on appear to drive compensation differences. In fact, the second position paid \[33\]

52. The background of another person hired as a Software Developer 4 in 2013 indicates that he functioned as a Senior I.T. Project Manager, not someone whose day-to-day requirements included coding. Their associated requisition even included a note about how very different and “unique” this person’s role would be (emphasis added).\[34\]

“NOTE: the Job Title, Brief Posting Description, and Detailed Description in this iRecruitment app are somewhat misleading; this is a unique role that, while Development-related, is not directly involved in software coding or design. Corporate Architecture M&A Principal Manager: The Principal Manager will help the Oracle Corporate Architecture Group’s M&A inbound analysis and integration team carry out Oracle's fast-paced corporate acquisition and integration strategy. Specifically, the Principal Manager will act as a member of Oracle's M&A diligence virtual team, helping to coordinate the Corporate Architecture Group's work with virtual team members drawn from the company, as well as working to prioritize, plan, carry out, and track Corporate Architecture's M&A-related "due diligence" activities, including the analysis of the third-party technology incorporated in the to-be-acquired products, integration planning work, and integration execution tracking. While carrying out these responsibilities, the Principal Manager will interact with technical staff from Oracle Development, Oracle's Corporate Development (M&A) team, Oracle's M&A and IP attorneys, Oracle Support, Business Practices, as well as engineers and other staff from potential acquisition targets. This is an individual contributor role, at IC4 career level Oracle HQ location required.”

53. A careful review of these position-specific postings indicates that the combination of standard job title and the particular nature of the work tasks specified better captures the type and level of work done

\[33\] These values have been converted to 2014 constant dollars.
\[34\] Person ID 892075880, iRec Vacancy IRC1981640 in IRec Data (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx).
and the particular skills involved than would standard job title alone. For example, the Software Developer 4 above was hired into a mergers and acquisitions group, which distinguishes them from someone in the same standard job title working on a Cloud Storage products. Similarly, one of the Software Developer 4s described above was in a big data organization in the company, but a QA Analyst 4 position in the big data area in same Career Level nonetheless calls for different skills and

New Big Data development effort needs a strong QA engineer to help get it off the ground. It’s the best of both worlds: a startup feel, but with enterprise backing and stability. Responsible for developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company products with adherence to both internal and external standards. Develops and executes software test plans. Analyzes and writes test standards and procedures. Maintains documentation of test results. Analyzes test results and recommends corrective actions. As a member of the technical/process QA division, you will design functional, integration and regression test plans, build and execute manual and automated tests and perform highly complex analysis for multiple products. Set cross-functional product testing standards. Analyze, evaluate and plan methods of approach and organize means to achieve solutions to complex problems. Work is non-routine and very complex, involving the application of advanced technical/business skills in area of specialization. Leading contributor individually and as a team member, providing direction and mentoring to others. BS or MS degree or equivalent experience relevant to functional area. 7 years of software engineering or related experience. Duties and tasks are varied and complex, so you will need to exercise independent judgment and initiative. The work includes writing and executing test cases and test plans, focused on system- and integration- level testing for correctness, performance, and usability. There will be a large automated test component to the position, so you will be expected to write, execute, and maintain automated tests as well as manual ones. We're looking for someone who has experience in a project lead role and/or who has supervised lower-level test engineers. Need to be proficient in Unix and Java. Test automation experience, preferably with JUnit, TestNG, Selenium, or similar technologies, is required. Familiarity with Big Data technologies is a strong plus.

Kate Waggoner May 1, 2019 deposition, 90:12-21. In particular, her discussion of how pay is set: “[...] it’s not just within that job code, but there are differences by the product you are working on [...]” 90:18-20. By way of analogy, consider the “standard” job title of assistant professor at a large research university. There are assistant professors in every department, from the humanities, to social sciences, to business, law and medicine. Most people are familiar with the fact that those assistant professors in the humanities earn less than those in say, economics, engineering, law or medicine. This is true, holding constant years of experience, number of publications, service contributions, the rank of their department, and so on. In order to test if there is gender bias in pay, one would not control for rank alone, but for department as well. If there is a correlation between gender and department, omitting department would bias the findings relative to female pay.

Vacancy ID 2489751 in IRec Data (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx), converted to 2014 constant dollars. Emphasis added.
The same variability is evident within other standard job titles as well. For Software Developer 3s, for example, the work is highly technical, based on the product or service around which the work is organized. The descriptions shown below indicate that these employees would not be suitable comparators in a pay analysis, given that some postings seek innovators with specialized knowledge and experience in SQL to prototype new software while others focus on ensuring that products are released to customers “bug-free.”

Software Developer 3

Organization Name: Database Research and Software Advanced Development, Oracle Labs

Department Description: The database research and advanced software development group in Oracle Labs is working on incubating new technologies for Oracle software, and transferring leading edge research into products across a broad range of the Oracle technology stack. We are looking for experienced software engineers with MS/PhD in Computer Science to join the Database Research and Advanced Software Development team. This is a great opportunity to innovate and contribute to building next generation system where the database is optimized to run on highly scalable, low power hardware architecture. This will enable analytic processing over several terabyte datastore in sub second.

Required Skills: Programming of database internals using C/C++ programming language to drive SQL processes. Experience with in-memory, columnar and SQL internals Experience writing code on top of low arm processors Experience with SQL query optimization, query execution and data access will be very desirable Previous experience in an R & D organization prototyping new products and technology for commercial software Master’s and PhD in Computer Science highly desired

Software Developer 3

Organization Name: Fusion Middleware

Department Description: Oracle Fusion Middleware is the foundation for thousands of software applications developed around the world. We are creating new components and capabilities tailored to give Fusion Applications a competitive edge in the applications marketplace. Our Fusion Application components are extensions to Oracle's J2EE Application Development Framework (ADF) and are created using Java and XML. We take advantage of the latest Web technologies including AJAX, Flash, and Java Server Faces (JSF). We offer the richest Web UI experience possible and provide a huge development productivity edge over our competitors by greatly simplifying the application development process. The Oracle Fusion Middleware Team is looking

---

38 IRec data. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx) Vacancy ID 1689521. Emphasis added.
for Information Technology Specialists and Quality Assurance Engineers interested in building the next generation of world class application development tools. **We are looking for highly motivated individuals who will ensure our products are delivered on time with zero defects. If you have experience coordinating release schedules, implementing product builds, creating product installs, and testing mission critical software releases then you need to get us your resume today.**

As a member of the Fusion Middleware Release and Operations Team **you will learn how to integrate a variety of Oracle technologies** including ADF/JSF, BPEL/SOA, WebLogic Server, WebCenter/Portals, Document Management/UCM, Internet Directory etc. If you're a problem solver and you're looking for a new set of challenges in an environment that rewards innovation then we want to talk to you.

**Required Skills:** BS or MS degree or equivalent experience relevant to functional area. 4 years of software engineering or related experience. Job Responsibilities: 1. Develop automated tools to efficiently and reliably build and test Oracle Fusion Middleware product releases 2. Implement installation scripts and procedures for Fusion Middleware components 3. Create installation scripts for Fusion Middleware database objects 4. Coordinate internal uptake of new versions of Oracle technologies including RDBMS, ADF/JSF, BPEL/SOA, Internet Directory, etc. 5. Create and test product updates / patches for critical customer issues 6. Support uptake of Fusion Middleware releases by Oracle internal development teams 7. Setup and maintain databases for development, QA, install testing, etc. 8. Create and maintain WebLogic Service templates for various releases. Job Experience: 1. 2+ years of experience in product release management 2. 2+ years of experience using a scripting language like Perl, Python, Borne/C/Korn Shell Programming 3. DBA experience using Oracle RDBMS 4. Experience using source control systems 5. Knowledge of WebLogic Server (WLS) a plus

The person hired for the Middleware position started at $ and described himself as a “Build and Release Engineer” holding a Bachelor of Engineering in Computers. The Oracle Labs hire, whose starting pay was $, held a Ph.D. in Computer science and sought a position in “research on exascale query processing and cloud computing.” Even though they share a standard job title, the content of the work they do and the skills they draw upon are quite different, in ways that impact their pay.

A statistical cluster analysis indicates that controlling only for standard job title and not more detailed aspects of work does not group employees doing substantially similar work. In order to further explore how job content varies within a standard job title, Oracle’s new hire requisitions were analyzed to understand whether there are systematic textually identifiable differences in

---

job requirements even holding job title constant. In Attachment E, I present this research in more detail, but several studies have used clustering algorithms to extract separate subsets of skill requirements from the text of undifferentiated job requisitions, with a particular emphasis on identifying the specific skills required for different types of IT jobs that share the same job category on job posting sites. Much of this research stems from a need to identify high demand skills in the face of rapid change in the types of skills required by IT jobs. Economists also have a long history of utilizing coded text data in their analyses, including converting detailed paper hardcopy job descriptions into standardized occupations and industries that can be analyzed quantitatively. Following techniques used in this research area (and described in more detail in the Attachment), I use these methods to analyze the 521 detailed text job requisitions for the largest standard job title in the data, Software Developer 4. Ultimately the algorithm clusters similar requisitions into groups that are most similar based on the specific terms contained in the descriptions. The analysis applied to the Software Developer 4 requisitions resulted in the creation of 24 unique clusters.

Less frequent words may appear larger if the algorithm determines they are more important. The word clouds for all 24 clusters of requisitions for Software Developer 4s are in the Appendix but I will discuss two clusters here as examples. Each word cloud below presents the 50 most important words per cluster, with the most important terms being presented in large blue or purple font, and the less important terms being presented in small red font. When visually comparing the word clouds, it is evident that there are distinct differences in the importance of terms that appear in each of the clusters.

41 The requisition data contains information relating to job listings and included generic company information, as well as detailed text that described the specific job requirements. The generic text was not analyzed, as there is no variation to study. Rather, the job specific detailed text was analyzed for this analysis.
43 For the purpose of presenting terms or words in a word cloud, important terms are identified by the algorithmic process as those with the highest proportion in a cluster minus their proportion across all clusters.
The word cloud below is based on the 10 requisitions in Cluster 13, which has an average starting salary of $\$. The term with the greatest weight that appears in Cluster 13 is “test,” which suggests that this cluster of requisitions relates to testing applications that are developed by others. Closer manual inspection of the text in the qualifications section of these requisitions supports this finding. As just one example, a portion of the responsibilities section of requisition IRC2797620 in Cluster 13 states:

“As fusion apps system testing team, we are responsible for fusion apps SAAS setups OVM, high availability, enterprise manager, enterprise deployment, and lifecycle testing, which includes • design, implement, and execute test cases based on design specifications • develop automation framework in java for web 2.0 applications • develop programs in java to automate test cases • execute, debug, and fix automated test suites • report bugs and track for a resolution • work with global development teams to build testing solutions and troubleshoot issues in order to deliver product in high quality.”

The average starting salary of Cluster 2 is higher, at $\$. The chart above shows that the incidence of terms for Cluster 2 is different than those that appear in Cluster 13. The highest weighted term in Cluster 2 is “exadata,” with “database” and “storage” also being common terms. The prominent

---

44 IRec data. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx).
terms that appear in Cluster 2 indicate that this group of requisitions is associated with developing

Oracle’s Exadata database machine. For example, an excerpt of requisition IRC2189577 in Cluster 2 states:

“As a member of the sustaining engineering database team, specializing in the future technology of engineered system, you will articulate, manage, integrate and test critical security and database fixes for Exadata engineered systems. You will work at the forefront of defining the future direction of releases, by being responsible for articulating all necessary security and other critical fixes from across the Exadata stack which includes Linux, storage, networking and database components, and finally, integrating, testing and filtering out the critical and important content by working in close collaboration with various technical teams across the organization and Linux community.”

59. The cluster analysis is consistent with the idea that controlling only for standard job title and not more detailed aspects of work does not group employees doing substantially similar work from a labor economics perspective. As a result, if women or Asians happen to be distributed across these clusters differently than white men – for example, women were 20.0% of new hires in Cluster 13 and 7.7% of new hires in Cluster 2 – then not accounting for within-job title differences in skills and responsibilities will lead to omitted variable bias. The inference is that standard job title alone does not similarly situate employees.
Because the level of position-specific detail varies significantly across requisitions, the clustering technique – while instructive – cannot be applied uniformly across all of the data. For example, Oracle Labs is a research and development organization of the company, where cutting edge work is performed according to requisition descriptions. Some of the requisitions contain no detail on Oracle Labs, and clustering techniques would not be able to distinguish these postings from others in Oracle Labs that described it in much more detail:

“The Mission of Oracle Labs is straightforward: Identify, explore, and transfer new technologies that have the potential to substantially improve Oracle's business. Oracle's commitment to R&D is a driving factor in the development of technologies that have kept Oracle at the forefront of the computer industry. Although many of Oracle's leading-edge technologies originate in its product development organizations, Oracle Labs is the sole organization at Oracle that is devoted exclusively to research. The acquisition of Sun Microsystems, along with dozens of other acquired companies, brought a wide array of technologies to Oracle's portfolio. Oracle executives recognized that in Sun Microsystems Laboratories, Sun brought the combined company the benefits of an independent research organization - now renamed Oracle Labs. Expertise in building and maintaining compilers and high performance runtime systems.”

Nonetheless, the clusters confirm what reading the requisition text suggests, which is the content of work is not fully or accurately captured by standard job titles.

Moreover, if men and women or Asians and Whites are distributed differently on average across the kinds of work being done within a standard job title, using only that title as a control in a regression model leads to omitted variable bias, because the work of Software Developer 4s (for example) can differ tremendously and these differences may correlate to gender and/or race. Again, “discrimination” can only be inferred based on the magnitude and statistical significance of a variable placed into the regression model to identify a protected trait like gender or race. But if the model is mis-specified, and other variables are poorly constructed, then the conclusions drawn from the sign and statistical significance of the gender or race variable are unreliable.

---

45 See, for example, Vacancy ID 2481627 (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx).
IMPLICATIONS OF THE RANGE OF EMPLOYEES AND WORK ROLES FOR THE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

62. Basic economic principles state the high likelihood that someone being paid $48,000 is doing
different work than someone being paid $600,000 regardless of the fact that they share a job function.
For example, any manager even vaguely attentive to cost-effectiveness issues and bottom-line
profitability will not pay someone $600,000 to do work that can be procured for $48,000. Conversely,
someone who could command $600,000 for his or her work is unlikely to remain at an employer who
pays only $48,000. The analytical question is determining what factors an analyst has to take into
account in order to construct groups for analysis who ultimately are similarly situated by the analysis
from a labor economics perspective, by which I mean that their skills and responsibilities are sufficiently
similar once all appropriate variables are examined and taken into account.

Not all models are equally reliable for statistical inference

63. A regression model is a method for averaging over a dataset to understand the relationships
between variables. In order to assess whether this summarizing exercise is useful or not for
understanding the data, it is important to examine the underlying data and not just the regression model
results.

64. For example, there are thousands of persons who have been hired over the course of the data
provided in this case. The largest number of these hires is to the standard job title Software Developer 4.
Two things in the data are notable about these hires. First, starting pay can differ substantially, even
though they are hired into the same “standard job title.” The job descriptions from the requisitions
discussed above indicate reasons this may be the case, such as the extent to which the job requires
innovative skills in newly developing technologies.

65. Second, if you plot the age of these hires versus the pay they receive, there is virtually no
relationship. In typical jobs at many companies and industries one would expect a positive upward
sloping relationship, such that those at higher ages earn more due presumably to their greater labor market
experience. But you do not see that pattern in the Oracle data – for example, for Software Developer 4s who are newly hired from the external labor market – indicating that some of these hires at young ages appear to be earning high pay based not on years of work experience but instead on some particular skill or ability they have. One might also expect roughly similar ages among new hires in a single standard job title, if that job title were closely related to the nature and value of the work these hires were brought on to do. However, new hires to Oracle, even limited to Software Developer 4 positions, range in age from 25 to 62. The fact that both 25 and 62 year old workers are hired into Software Developer 4 positions indicates two possible things – (1) that employees are hired into these roles at a certain level within a job family based on the skills they possess (rather than just the years they have worked), and (2) as noted above, the Software Developer 4 standard job title is not accurately or narrowly measuring work content.

66. The latter implication is important to interpretation of a measured pay difference between protected and non-protected employees. If for example men who apply are more likely to possess “hot skills” than female applicants, simply due to the characteristic of the labor market or who happens to apply to Oracle, using standard job title alone without some measure of the kind of work they do or product they work on, will instead inappropriately attribute some of that impact of having or not having “hot skills” to gender.

67. Modeling experience correctly for the Oracle employees in the job functions that OFCCP has sought to study is no simple task. To briefly review what a regression model does, consider the relationship between salary and company tenure: in many jobs, the longer an employee is at a company, the more they earn. This could be because the company uses a seniority system with lockstep pay increases over time, or it could be that as employees gain valuable on-the-job skills and experience, their pay increases as the value of their work increases.

---

The scatterplot below depicts the relationship between base salary and tenure for a random sample of full-time Oracle employees in the PRODEV job function. The vertical axis is base pay, the horizontal axis is time at the company, and each dot represents an employee’s combination of pay and tenure. As the scatterplot and its fit or trendline shows, there is a very slight positive relationship on average between tenure and salary for these employees.\(^47\) In a company in which pay increased in lockstep with tenure, this upward sloping relationship would be more pronounced with observations tending to cluster at low tenure, low pay and at higher tenure, higher pay.

\[\text{There is a Slight Positive Relationship Between Company Tenure and Base Salary for PRODEV Employees}\]

- Full Time, Full Year Employees in 2014 -
- Random Sample of 500 PRODEV Employees -

\(^47\) The trendline is a regression line where the dependent variable is earnings and the independent variable is tenure. In this example I use a simple linear relationship between earnings and tenure for illustrative purposes only. When modeling pay more fully, the appropriate method is generally to use the natural log of pay, and to incorporate the ability to capture a non-linear pattern between earnings and tenure.
Looking at the trendline, at zero years of tenure (new hires) the line “predicts” pay is about $69. At 20 years of tenure, the (regression) line predicts pay is about $90. In effect, the line depicts average pay for the employees who share a tenure level. If one were to draw a line up from the horizontal axis at about 10 years of tenure to where it intersects the trendline, it shows that employees with 10 years of tenure are predicted to earn about $50 on average. Now, for the employee dots near the trendline, that prediction is fairly accurate. There are a number of employee dots with 10 years of tenure which are far from the trendline, both much higher and much lower pay than predicted, meaning that the trendline does not accurately predict their pay. For example, the highest paid employee with 10 years of tenure earns almost $150, and the lowest paid employee with 10 years of tenure earns about $30. The trendline predicts pay, and tenure might even be a statistically significant predictor of pay, but the prediction is quite inaccurate for a number of employees.

The large prediction errors for employees, also known as the “residuals,” between actual pay and predicted pay based on this simple two-variable model suggest that the model is inadequate. Textbooks

48 This is a simple linear trendline, for illustrative purposes.
49 I use the word “predict” not necessarily in any causal sense, but simply that the model, when applied to the data used will “fit” each combination of pay and tenure average in a particular way. I used the term “fitted values” interchangeably with “predicted.”
50 “The key idea behind regression analysis is the statistical dependence of one variable, the dependent variable, on one or more other variables, the explanatory variables. The objective of such analysis is to estimate and/or predict the mean or average value of the dependent variables on the basis of the known or fixed values of the explanatory variables.” Gujarati, Damodar N. (1988) Basic Econometrics, Second Edition. New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 23-24. For a more thorough discussion of regression, there are many econometric textbooks that describe the methodology in great detail. See, for example, Greene, William (1993) Econometric Analysis, 2nd Edition, NY: Macmillan Publishing Company.
51 R-squared is a quantitative measure of how well the regression model fits the data. A model that explains none of the variation in the dependent variable has an R-squared of 0; a model which perfectly predicts the variation in the dependent variable has an R-squared of 1. (Gujarati (1988), p. 67). Here, the R-squared obtained by regressing pay on tenure is 0.08, indicating that just 8% of the variation in pay is explained by tenure at Oracle. Whether a particular R-squared is high or low depends on the data being analyzed. In time series data, R-squared tends to be quite high. An R-squared of 0.9 in a time series might be considered low. In Census data or in other one-time cross-section surveys collected across a broad swath of the population, an R-squared of 0.3 might be considered reasonably high. Data collected in a single company provides a great deal of detail about employees, unlike widely accessible databases like the Census which collects data on non-workers, pilots, teachers, janitors and entertainers, among others. One therefore expects much higher R-squared results in single company data.
recommend examining the residuals as a way to diagnose potential problems with the model. There might be additional variables that need to be included to explain pay, such as years and types of work experience before joining Oracle, or standard job title. It could also be the case that the model is flawed because it is combining very different kinds of employees into a single analysis without distinguishing them. For example, there may be a subset of employees who work in “cutting-edge research” areas in which tenure is of less importance than possessing a set of relatively rare specialized skills. Another subset of employees might be working on legacy products that are being maintained but not substantially redesigned, in which case years at Oracle might be a highly relevant factor for pay.

71. The two graphs below show how tenure and pay are related for Software Developer 4s in 2014. The first graph for developers in the Oracle Labs organization, which focuses on cutting edge research.

No employee has more than 5 years of tenure at Oracle, and the longer someone has been at Oracle, the less they earn.

---

52 Analysis of residuals is common in econometrics. The regression model is estimated on data containing the actual data for each observation. The regression coefficients and an individual’s values for each of the control variables are used to estimate a predicted value for each observation. The difference between the actual value and the predicted value is called the residual. The computer programs that estimate regression models choose the coefficients that minimize the sum of the squared residuals, i.e., the distances between the actual and predicted values. See Gujarati (1988) *Basic Econometrics*, or any basic econometrics textbook.

53 “Because not all products and services have the same value to Oracle, the value of the skills, duties, and responsibilities necessary to develop, enhance, or service Oracle’s wide array of products and services also differs and changes over time. For example, (and there are plenty more, twenty years ago, employees skilled in Siebel technologies were highly sought after in the marketplace. Today, by contrast, there is high demand for (and comparatively limited supply of) employees with experience specifically in cloud-based technologies and artificial intelligence. As technology continually changes and develops, the competition and market demand for employees skilled in the latest technologies also changes, meaning the value to Oracle of various skills, duties and knowledge also fluctuates over time.” Miranda Declaration, paragraph 7. ORACLE_HQCA_0000607281.pdf)

54 According to Oracle's web site, “Oracle Labs researchers look for novel approaches and methodologies, often taking on projects with high risk or uncertainty, or that are difficult to tackle within a product-development organization. Oracle Labs research is focused on real-world outcomes: our researchers aim to develop technologies that will someday play a significant role in the evolution of technology and society.” (https://labs.oracle.com/pls/apex/f?p=LABS:ABOUT:0, accessed on June 27, 2019.)
The next graph is for the Software Developer 4s working on the Application Developer Framework for Fusion Applications, which according to the Oracle web site has been around in some form since the early 2000s. Employees in this organization have worked at Oracle for as long as 30 years. Among these employees, the relationship between tenure and pay is small but positive.


---

There is a Negative Relationship Between Company Tenure and Base Salary for Software Developer 4s at Oracle Labs
- Full-Time, Full-Year Employees in 2014 -
- Organization: BG41-Oracle Labs-RAPID-ORCL USA -

---

There is a Slight Positive Relationship Between Company Tenure and Base Pay for Software Developer 4s Working on Application Developer Framework for Fusion Applications
- Full-Time, Full-Year Employees in 2014 -
- Organization: 0EF1-ADF for FA-Cloud-ORCL US

73. The first graph I presented for pay and tenure aggregated all PRODEV employees into one graph with one best fit line to predict their pay based on tenure. The variation (or residual) between actual and predicted pay is much less in the graphs that take standard job title and organization into account. It is good econometric practice to assess a model’s usefulness by examining residuals visually and not simply to rely on whether coefficients are statistically significant or the R-squared is high. 56

74. Graphs like these inform my opinion that the analyses presented by OFCCP were not performed correctly, in that they leave out a number of important pay-related factors and aggregate over employees

56 “[…] Examination of the residuals is a good visual diagnostic to detect autocorrelation or heteroscedasticity. But these residuals can also be examined, especially in cross-section data, for model specification errors, such as omission of an important variable or incorrect functional form.” Gujarati (1988), p. 407. “R-squared is sensitive to the range of variation of the dependent variable, so that comparisons of R-squareds must be undertaken with care…R-squared is also sensitive to the range of variation of the independent variable, basically because a wider range of the independent variables will cause a wider range of the dependent variable and so affected R-squared as described above.” Kennedy, Peter. (2008) A guide to econometrics. Malden, MA: Blackwell, p. 27.
who are far too diverse for the model they use. By failing to take products and services worked on – and the skills required to perform that specific work – into account, the OFCCP model essentially aggregates all of the employees in a given job function for analysis, and averages all of these tenure patterns into a single number with respect to tenure. This number does not then reflect a causal relationship between tenure and pay, but an unknown mixture of both causal forces and aggregation-caused outcomes. Instead, the regression model is simply summarizing the average fitted relationship between pay and tenure across employees in many different parts of the company, some of which reward long tenure and some which do not, mostly likely because the kinds of skills they demand and how those skills are acquired differ in substantive ways.57

This concern applies to other variables in the model. The regression model’s results for gender or race are also an average, just as tenure was above. Although the regression model summarizes the relationship of pay and gender into a single number, some women receive less than men and some much more. The same is true for race. The scatterplots depict so much variation in outcomes across individuals relative to what the OFCCP regression line predicts that I conclude that the OFCCP model is not adequately modeling compensation at Oracle and thus is unreliable for drawing conclusions about total compensation and gender or race at Oracle.

If important variables are left out of the model that are correlated with the variable of interest in the model, the regression results are tainted by omitted variable bias.57

In real world data, it is not the case that the analyst knows a priori which independent variables are the ones that should be included in a regression model. For example, in the simple best fit or trendline example above, there is no control for relevant work experience prior to Oracle. The measured effect of tenure is thus muddied because there may be employees who are new to Oracle but who have decades of relevant experience elsewhere that are not in the model.

57 “Although regression analysis deals with the dependence of one variable on other variables, it does not necessarily imply causation. In the words of Kendall and Stuart: ‘A statistical relationship, however strong and suggestive, can never establish a causal connexion: our ideas of causation must come from outside statistics, ultimately from some theory or other.’” Gujarati (1988) Basic Econometrics, p. 18.
In the context of using regression methods to study a gender or race discrimination pay claim, there is a particular problem that the statistician must deal with. If there is a variable that does in fact relate to pay and is left out of the model – i.e., it is “omitted” – then the question is how this affects the magnitudes of the other coefficients in the model. It turns out that many explanatory variables are correlated to each other, such that omitting a variable from a regression, or including it when it was previously omitted will change the value of the coefficients on other variables. For example, if women had more work experience than men on average, and you omitted work experience, the measured effect on pay of being female would be biased by that omission. In other words, the coefficient on female will measure both the impact of being female as well as the fact that some of the impact of female is actually due to their greater amount of work experience. Where the true effect should be spread over two variables, it is included only in one of those variables, distorting the measure from that one variable and of course attributing nothing to the omitted variable. This is what is called “omitted variable bias.” This is a persistent issue in multiple regression analysis in the real world, where it can be difficult to know what factors matter, and difficult to obtain accurate measures for variables you know are important.

In this case the OFCCP attempts to use regression methods to compare men and women or Asians, African-Americans and Whites who they claim are performing substantially similar work, and to then test to see if women or Asians are paid differently than men or Whites. They control for standard job title, but as shown above, even within a given standard job title, the range of pay (and of skills and abilities) is considerable. If Oracle’s “standard job titles” are overly broad, such that they include many types and levels of work, use of these job titles with no further refinement can lead to misleading and biased conclusions regarding pay for women and minorities.

Analyzing residuals is a useful way to examine how varied the data is and thus how well the regression model predicts pay.

As noted above, a regression analysis produces a set of averaged outcomes for any data set it is performed on. Yet the average may do a poor job of describing the specific individuals in the analysis.
We can use the regression to inspect the nature of the variation “under the hood” of the averaged regression results, however. In order to examine the variation around the averaged regression outcome, we can use the commonly derived set of average impact regression coefficients together with each employee’s individual values for the model’s variables. Because the regression coefficients estimated on the entire set of employees considered are common, they represent the average impact across all these employees, and thus there is one set of regression coefficients that is applied to each employee in the data to compute each individual employee’s predicted or “regression-expected” pay. We compute the pay the model predicts for each employee, and compare that predicted pay to their actual pay. If the model is well specified, meaning we have captured most or all important factors that impact pay and we have measured them correctly, the model should predict within some reasonable range what an employee actually earned. If we have left out variables, or measured them poorly, we will not get a good set of predictions, and there could be wide discrepancies for substantial numbers of employees between the actual and predicted pay. The issue is whether those discrepancies are systematic, and the model has omitted an important factor. This “in-sample prediction,” or analysis of residuals, is a common way to assess the quality of a regression model.

80. There are statistical techniques to test whether an individual’s actual pay and predicted pay are statistically significantly different. But it is also the analyst’s responsibility from an economic perspective to assess the actual width, not just the “statistical width” of the confidence interval. All confidence intervals based on the normal distribution will have 95% of the values in the distribution within two standard deviations of the mean. Thus every distribution shares the same “statistical width” when reduced to statements of the observations that are within two standard deviations of the mean. However, some distributions are tall and narrow, meaning that these 95% of all observations are relatively tightly bunched, and other distributions are wide and flat, meaning that the observations that are within the 95% confidence interval are widely dispersed. A prediction that has a confidence interval of plus or minus 10% of the value of the mean is economically different than a prediction which has a confidence interval of plus or minus 40% of the mean. Both statements have the identical 95% of all
possibilities within the stated interval, but the quantitative range these intervals cover is quite different. For example, a predicted value of $125,000 plus or minus 10% ranges from $112,500 to $137,500. A predicted value of $125,000 plus or minus 40% ranges from $75,000 to $175,000.

81. When analyzing these residuals, some women or minorities will in fact have been paid less than a regression model predicts based on their non-gender, non-race characteristics such as estimated prior experience and standard job title (as will some male and white employees). Some women or minorities will be paid about what the model predicts, and some will earn more than the model predicts based on their individual characteristics. This is not surprising in any regression model. Again it must be emphasized that the issue is by how much the predictions vary when compared to actual pay. An average always can be estimated; that in and of itself does not mean it is necessarily the best or even a good summary statistic to describe the data. A sink with separate hot and cold taps will produce warm water on average, but neither tap is accurately described as providing warm water. In a regression context, this means that the determination of what the important factors to hold constant other than gender or race are a crucial component to the interpretability of a coefficient. A pay regression is only an average and does not in and of itself answer the question of whether, from a statistical perspective, the circumstances of pay outcomes of female employees at Oracle are amenable to common analytical treatment.

Oracle’s complexity makes model assessment that much more important

82. As I described above, Oracle is a large Fortune 100 company that offers a wide array of complex technological products produced by software developers, hardware developers, tech writers, project managers and other specialized employees. Base salaries for full time, full year employees range from , and once bonuses and stocks are included, total compensation ranges from . Even within a standard job title, educational requirements vary depending on the project from those needing a college degree through others requiring a Master’s or a Ph.D. The requisite knowledge base differs as well. Some of the position-specific requisitions for Software Developer 4 describe working on building statistics modules for an analytics platform using their Master’s in Statistics...
and programming in C and C++, while others indicate the need for a B.A., M.A. or Ph.D. in computer science to perform work creating “enterprise applications used by customers to design and execute cross channel marketing campaigns.” Nothing in the materials I have reviewed suggests that these skills sets are interchangeable. Yet a simple variable for the standard job title Software Developer would imply these employees are fungible. If the model is truly holding skills and responsibilities constant in order to compare similarly situated employees, it should include variables to capture those skills. If the way pay is set and administered is different for college hires than for those employees joining through a posted requisition for a specific position, then aggregating over the two hiring paths is not appropriate. Again, a model is always to some extent a simplification, a representation of a more complicated reality. Whether it is a useful model depends on the strength of its simplifying assumptions about what is important to include in the analysis.

Scatterplots show that the OFCCP model does not fit the data well

As noted, a regression coefficient is an average effect, a single number that summarizes the average relationship between two variables (such as compensation and gender) holding other factors constant (such as tenure). The question is how well that single number or average summarizes the many data points being averaged. In this section, I use the OFCCP’s data and variables to gauge how well the relationship between pay and race or gender is summarized into a single number. One way to examine this variability is to study employees’ actual earnings relative to what the OFCCP model predicts for each person. The statistical software itself essentially automatically predicts pay for everyone in the data as part of its calculations that generate the regression results. It is a simple matter to modify the OFCCP computer code to retain and view each employee’s predicted pay.

I made one other adjustment to the OFCCP model, to remove the gender and race variables from the model that predicts pay. The idea here is to predict pay based only on job and employee characteristics other than gender or race: What would an employee earn regardless of gender and race

58 Requisition Vacancy IRC1505775. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx)
59 Requisition Vacancy IRC2499832. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx)
based on their characteristics? Thus, I re-estimated the OFCCP’s regression models each year, dropping gender and race as control variables, and then examined each person’s actual and predicted pay.\(^{60}\)

85. The graph below plots actual total compensation for each employee on the vertical axis and what their predicted compensation would be based on the non-gender, non-race variables in the OFCCP analysis on the horizontal axis. I have restricted this to employees whose actual pay is under because otherwise much of the data points are compressed into the lower left corner. Each dot in the graph indicates a person-year in the data. The dashed line indicates where actual pay equals predicted pay. Dots above the dashed line indicate employees who are paid more than the OFCCP model predicts; dots below the line indicate employees who are paid less than his model predicts. By design, because regression models estimate the average effect, roughly half of all the points should be scattered randomly above the line and half below.

\(^{60}\) I here use OFCCP’s method of calculating total compensation – though I later explain in detail why such a method is wrong – because the objective here is to examine how well OFCCP’s own approach fits the data regarding actual Oracle employees.
The OFCCP's Regression Model Cannot Explain Wide Pay Differences in Employees it Considers Similar: Actual vs. Predicted Total Compensation (Medicare Wages)

- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2013–2018, INFTECH, PRODEV, and SUPP Job Functions -

Not shown: 21 observations whose actual pay exceeded $5 million.
Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

86. The first thing to leap out of the scatterplot is that many observations are clustered in the bottom left of the graph, even after restricting the population to those earnings under $____. The reason for this is there are quite a few observations whose actual pay is vastly higher than their predicted pay.\(^6\) The OFCCP regression model cannot explain wide pay differences in employees it considers similar. For example, take the point along the horizontal axis at $____ which is where predicted pay equals $____. If one were to draw a straight line vertically from that point upwards, it would intersect with a dot for an employee below the dashed line indicating someone whose actual pay was below the predicted amount of $____. If one were to continue that same line up from $____ and intersect it with an employee dot above the dashed line, that is someone whose actual pay was higher than the predicted $____. Both of those dots represent employees who based on their observable

\(^6\) For example, one employee was predicted to earn $____ actually earned $____. Another was predicted to earn $____ but actually earned $____.
characteristics, were predicted by the OFCCP model to be paid $ but one is paid more than the expected $ and the other employee is paid less.

87. There are 13 observations whose predicted pay is between $0. Their actual pay, however, ranges from $0. This wide variation in actual pay between employees that the model considers roughly similar is unexplained by the regression model, because the model makes the same average prediction for all of them. There are several explanations for why the model is that far off explaining pay at Oracle. First, the OFCCP mis-measured total compensation by including portions earned by exercising stock options from previous years. Second, the control variables used in the model do not similarly situate employees and hence do a poor job at explaining pay generally. Third, the single regression model is applied to an employee population that is far too diverse.

The scatterplot below shows the same information as the graph above but it is restricted to full-time Software Developer 4s in order to drill down on the largest standard job title in the data. It shows women as blue diamonds and men as green hatches. All full time Software Developer 4s are predicted by the OFCCP model to earn between $ Their actual pay ranges from $ to over $ The highest earning Software Developer 4 according to the OFCCP data is a woman who, in 2016, exercised stock options she received years earlier, between 2000 and 2007. The OFCCP measurement of total compensation does not reflect work she performed in 2016 but rather her decision to cash in stock options. The second lowest earning female Software Developer 4 earned just under $ due to her having been on unpaid leave from through . Because the OFCCP model does not take leaves of absence into account, their model interprets her as being underpaid relative to her prediction. The lowest earning Software Developer 4 earned just over $ for reasons that are unclear in the data, as his annual base pay at Oracle was $ at the end of 2013 and Regular Earnings (recorded in the same dataset where Medicare wages are found) were over $ for 2013.
The OFCCP measurement of total compensation does not account for all the wages she was paid in the year.

There is Extensive Variation in Actual Pay That is Unexplained by the OFCCP's Model: Actual vs. Predicted Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Software Developer 4s

- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2013-2018, Female and Male Full-Time Incumbents -

Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

88. The chart above shows how narrow the predicted pay band is (relative to actual pay). Even zooming in to the part of the chart where actual pay is between $ as shown in the chart below, the extensive variation in actual pay that is unexplained by the OFCCP model’s prediction is evident.

---

62 Person ID 893560722.
There is Extensive Variation in Actual Pay That is Unexplained by the OFCCP's Model: Actual vs. Predicted Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Software Developer 4s: Closeup
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2013-2018, Female and Male Full-Time Incumbents -

Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

89. The OFCCP model cannot explain why some female Software Developer 4s earn so much more than predicted and some earn so much less. Employee 105257 (an Asian woman) was predicted to earn $[redacted] but actually earned $[redacted] in the “Transaction/Data/Space” organization. She has been at Oracle for 18.6 years, of which 14.3 have been as a Software Developer 4. Employee 116276 (also an Asian woman) was predicted by the model to earn about the same amount ($[redacted] but she actually earned $[redacted] in the “Public Cloud Platform Development” organization. She too worked for Oracle for 18.3 years but has only been a Software Developer 4 for 0.9 years. The OFCCP’s model would attribute the gap between her actual and predicted pay as evidence of discrimination against women, but that model does not take organization or time in standard job title into account, and it cannot explain why the other woman earned so much more than predicted.
The next graph shows the same information for female employees but portrays it somewhat differently. As before, an employee whose actual pay is greater than her predicted pay is plotted above the horizontal axis and an employee whose actual pay is less than her predicted pay is plotted below the axis. The height of the bar measures for each female employee, the percentage by which actual pay differs from predicted pay. Employee outcomes are sorted from highest to lowest. If most or all women were adversely affected by Oracle’s pay policies and practices, they would largely appear below the horizontal zero axis – i.e., their percentages would be negative when comparing actual to predicted “should have been paid” pay. The graph shows that, even using the OFCCP model, 43% of women are not systematically adversely situated relative to men; the point at which the bars flip from positive to negative is near the middle of the graph, not over toward the left. That the height of the bars ranges from positive 469% to negative 98% shows that a one-size-fits-all regression model is likely inappropriate. A single regression coefficient on gender is a summary measure that masks a great deal of variation in what the OFCCP claims supports its contention that there is a pattern or practice of pay discrimination against women.

This is calculated as \( \exp(\text{residual}) - 1 \times 100 \).
There is Wide Variation in the Percent Difference Between Actual and Predicted Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2013 - 2018, Female Incumbents in INFTECH, PRODEV, and SUPP Job Functions -

Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

91. The graph for Asians is quite similar, with the gap between actual and predicted pay ranging between positive 656% and negative 97%. Almost 48% of Asians earn more than the OFCCP model predicts. The OFCCP uses its model to argue that all Asians in PRODEV are underpaid and owed damages but looking under the hood, so to speak, the model is not a solid basis upon which to draw such a conclusion.
There is wide variation in the percent difference between actual and predicted total compensation (Medicare wages) for Asians. - Prediction based on OFCCP model, without a race control - - 2013-2018, Asian incumbents in PRODEV job function -

Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

92. A very similar pattern is evident for African-Americans, with the gap between actual and predicted pay ranging between positive 705% and negative 46%. The OFCCP estimates damages for African-Americans assuming all are underpaid but this graph shows how that is not the case even according to their own model.
There is Wide Variation in the Percent Difference Between Actual and Predicted Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for African Americans
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
-2013 - 2018, African American Incumbents in PRODEV Job Function -

Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

93. The OFCCP model is flawed, both in how it measures total compensation, and in what variables it includes as relevant control factors, as I further discuss below. The statistical issue in this case is whether Asians doing similar work to Whites are paid less, after controlling for other factors that impact and explain pay. A regression model answers this question by predicting pay based on an individual’s job and personal characteristics (as reflected in the variables the analyst chooses) and then comparing that prediction to actual pay. This approach hinges on having the correct control variables, because otherwise it is not comparing “apples to apples.” What the charts above show is that relative to the average benchmark set by the regression model, women and Asians can be paid well above what the OFCCP model predicts or well below that amount. The OFCCP does not address or even discuss why pay

CONFIDENTIAL
diverges so much expected for employees supposedly doing similar work, or why the predictions their model generates are so far off from actual pay for so many employees.

The OFCCP theories of discrimination treat Oracle as a monolithic entity and their models are aggregated to reflect that, but their analyses show a wide variety of outcomes across Oracle that directly conflict with that conception of the company.

94. In its March 11, 2016 Notice of Violation (“NOV”), the OFCCP claimed that Oracle discriminated against women, African Americans and Asians with respect to their pay. They used regression techniques to model gender and race pay differences in 2014 base pay after taking into account gender (race), work experience at Oracle, work experience prior to Oracle, full-time/part-time status, exempt status, and standard job title. This is the same basic model the OFCCP uses in the subsequent SAC, although in the SAC the OFCCP applied the model on 2013 through 2016 data and used total compensation rather than base pay as the dependent variable.

95. However, the OFCCP did not find issues at Oracle HQCA as a whole when analyzing data prior to issuing the NOV, but rather in three job functions for women, one job function for Asians, and one job function for African-Americans. If Oracle can be said to have a single set of pay practices, it should apply across all its job functions, and yet the OFCCP only claimed statistically significant disparities in three of the sixteen job functions they analyzed. I have not seen evidence that the process used to hire at Oracle over the time period covered by the OFCCP’s allegations differed as between the three job functions they allege have pay issues and those they do not.

96. In the NOV, the OFCCP analyzed a database containing a 2014 snapshot of Oracle employees and their pay across 16 job functions at Oracle HQCA. I used their program and data to run regressions

---

64 Though the NOV states in Attachment A that global career level and job specialty were also accounted for, these factors are included in standard job title and so do not independently enter the model. DOL000001395-000001406.

65 SAC, paragraph 13. For African Americans, however, the claim was still made about base pay and not total compensation. (SAC, paragraph 16)

66 DOL000001395-000001406.
for all the job functions in the data. The charts below show the coefficient on female and on Asian and African American found by running the OFCCP regression analysis. When the OFCCP applied the same regression model for all job functions, it did not find any statistically significant adverse pay differences for females other than in the PRODEV, INFTECH and SUPPORT functions and for Asians and African Americans, only in PRODEV.

The OFCCP does not makes claims across the board, and its NOV model generated pay differences adverse to the protected groups in only a subset of job functions. These findings are inconsistent with a claim that Oracle as a whole discriminates against these groups. But OFCCP nonetheless aggregated their regression models at the job function level.

---

67 I was provided with OFCCP’s backup programs and output with redacted sections and was able to replicate similarly to their findings for PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPPORT. The OFCCP controlled for the following factors: standard job title (those with less than 5 employees are grouped together), full-time/part-time status, exempt status, global career level, job specialty, estimated prior work experience, and company. Note that grouping jobs with less than 5 employees together could group together very different employees with fundamentally different skills and responsibilities.
The OFCCP's NOV Analysis Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men
- OFCCP Presented the Three Statistically Significant Results and Ignored Thirteen Job Functions With Insignificant Results -

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Model controls for female, standard job title (ones with less than 5 employees are grouped together), part-time/full-time, exempt status, time in company, and estimated prior experience (age minus 18).
The OFCCP's NOV Analysis Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Asians and African Americans

- OFCCP Presented the One Statistically Significant Negative Result and Ignored Fifteen Job Functions With Insignificant Results -

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values. Results suppressed if fewer than 5 employees in the protected group.

Model controls for race, standard job title (ones with less than 5 employees are grouped together), part-time/full-time, exempt status, time in company, and estimated previous experience (age minus 18).

CONFIDENTIAL
98. If pay outcomes at Oracle were due to some common, uniform practice used by all Oracle managers, there should be no manager-related patterns in the unexplained portion of pay (i.e., the difference between actual and predicted pay in the OFCCP model). One can examine this hypothesis by using the OFCCP model (without gender or race controls) to calculate the difference between actual pay and predicted pay using their model. Once this commonly applied model is run, we look at whether there are patterns in those residuals that suggest different supervisors make different decisions regarding pay for women and non-white employees, or whether no such patterns exist.

99. The pie chart below categorizes second-level managers\(^{68}\) of women in all three job functions in 2014 according to the sign and significance of unexplained pay differences that come directly from the OFCCP model. I restrict the analysis to managers of at least ten employees and two women for convenience, but there is no issue with small sample sizes: the power of the statistical tests depends on the OFCCP model and data, not the number of employees being supervised.\(^{69}\)

---

\(^{68}\) The charts are based on managers two levels above the employee. Charts for third, fourth, and fifth level managers are in Attachment D.

\(^{69}\) The same charts cannot be generated for African American employees because of the small sample size and our restriction to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 of the protected group.
Supervisors Two Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 10

Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 7

Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 1

Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 84

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 42.0% of women employees.
Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
100. The results show that for most managers, women earn about what the OFCCP model predicts they would make absent alleged discrimination (i.e., the difference between actual pay and the pay predicted by the OFCCP’s aggregated model is not statistically significant). This is shown in the light blue slice of the pie chart above. The small, somewhat darker blue indicates managers under whom there are equal numbers of women who earn statistically significantly more than predicted and who earn statistically significantly less than predicted. The darkest blue slice represents managers under whom more women earn statistically significantly above the model’s prediction than there are earning statistically significantly below predicted. The red slice indicates the share of managers under whom more women earn statistically significantly less than predicted than earn statistically significantly more. These results are generated using the OFCCP model with its flaws included – but even in that model, it is apparent that the pay experiences of women working under different managers varies considerably. This is inconsistent with a hypothesis of pay decisions being administered in a common, adverse, and centralized manner.

101. The pie chart above shows the distribution of managers according to the pay outcomes of the women they supervise. When the pie chart is instead redrawn to show the distribution of women under supervisors for whom more women in fact earn more or less than the OFCCP model predicts, it is clear that only a small minority of women work under supervisors where a greater number women are paid statistically significantly less than the OFCCP model predicts than are paid statistically significantly more than predicted under that same supervisor.
Employees by Supervisors Two Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 409

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 73

Women Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 19

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 35

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 42.0% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
102. The results for Asians also indicate a role for managerial decision making that the OFCCP model
does not account for. Again, most supervisors of Asian employees in PRODEV have more Asians
earning what the model predicts or earning statistically significantly more than that. Similarly, the
majority of Asians work in supervisory units where more Asians tend to earn statistically significantly
more than the OFCCP model predicts than earn statistically significantly less.
Supervisors Two Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 14

Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 22

Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 5

Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 69

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 52.2% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Employees Under Supervisors Two Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 52.2% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
103. The OFCCP claims three of sixteen job functions discriminate against women and/or Asians, but propose that this is accomplished with *companywide* policies regarding starting pay and pay raises and career development thereafter. Their discussion of that claim does not explain why only three job functions would be purportedly affected by companywide policies. One way to make sense of their argument is to claim managers in those job functions behave differently than the others.\(^{70}\) That, however, leaves open the question of whether managers inside those job functions at issue also behave in varied ways, but their model fails to incorporate any managerial effect.

104. I turn next to a discussion of what the OFCCP did in their regression models, and why what they did is incorrect and highly misleading.

**THE OFCCP ANALYSIS IS SERIOUSLY FLAWED AND DOES NOT SUPPORT THEIR CLAIMS WHEN THE REGRESSION APPROACH IS MORE REFINED**

The OFCCP did not measure total compensation correctly

105. The OFCCP’s NOV analysis is flawed in that it analyzes base salary rather than total compensation.\(^{71}\) However, the total compensation measure adopted by the OFCCP in its SAC analysis is also incorrect. In its total compensation models, the OFCCP uses a measure from employee W-2 data called Medicare wages. But Medicare wages are simply the taxable earnings of an employee in that year.

\(^{70}\) This approach does not account for supervisory chains that cross job functions. For example, an Asian male (Person ID 200179), was a manager in INFTECH until December 2011 when he transferred into PRODEV. also an Asian male (Person ID 887465652), worked in INFTECH and was directly managed by from April 2010 to February 2015. also then transferred into PRODEV and continued to directly report to for another year. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000070738_Emp_Personal_Experience_Qualification_Assign_Details.xlsx) According to the OFCCP hypothesis, would not have been discriminated against by his manager while he was in INFTECH, but would have been upon moving into PRODEV under the same manager.\(^{71}\) It is total compensation that matters, and not simply base pay or even bonuses or stocks considered in isolation. From the Global Compensation Training Manual: “When recruiting you should consider the value of the “total reward” rather than salary alone, both tangible and intangible: Value of base salary, annual target variable (ATV)/bonus, Benefits (retirement plan, medical, life and disability insurance, car/car allowance, etc.), Oracle experience, training, career development, long term opportunities, location etc.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000000407_Global Compensation Training - 2011 Managing Pay Final (Native).PPTX)
The problem with this measure of total compensation is that the employees can receive significant amounts of stock in any given year, but due to awards vesting over time (four years typically for each award) the dollar value of an award given in a year will not appear in the year of the award, and hence not on that year’s W-2. Instead, what will appear is taxable dollars from the exercise and sale of previously received options or the sale of previously received RSUs that occurred in that year. Thus, an employee can receive a share award in a given year, and not realize any dollars of taxable income related to that award until years later. 

Taxable pay is also affected by the decisions employees make about 401k contributions, and by variations in the share exercise behavior of employees. If the purpose of the regression analysis is to examine earnings attributed to a particular year, one should not use the W-2 data. Total compensation for work performed in a year should instead be measured as base pay plus bonuses earned and stock awarded in that year. The data that was produced by Oracle permits this computation, but the OFCCP failed to use it correctly.

For example, Oracle employee was a fulltime Senior Vice President for the entirety of 2014. His Medicare EE taxable entry was , and this is what OFCCP used as his total compensation for that year. The same data set shows his 2014 Regular Earnings were and that

Oracle’s 2018 Stock Plan describes tax consequences of various decisions by the employee regarding their stock options, which is very similar to previous years’ plans: “If you exercise your options and hold the shares […], you will include in income as compensation an amount equal to the excess of the fair market value of the shares on the exercise date over the option exercise price. The included amount will be treated as ordinary income and, if you are an employee, will be subject to income tax and FICA (Social Security and Medicare) withholding by Oracle […]. If you exercise your options in a cashless sell-all transaction […], you will include in income an amount equal to the excess of the selling price of the underlying shares over the option exercise price. The included amount will be treated as ordinary income and, if you are an employee, will be subject to income tax and FICA (Social Security and Medicare) withholding by Oracle. […] If you are an employee, the income recognized upon exercise will be included on your Form W-2 for the year in which the option is exercised […].” RSUs are also treated as ordinary income when they vest. (Oracle_HQCA_0000416526_2000 LTIP 02 01 2018.pdf, p. 19-20, edited for readability.)

According to the Employee Handbook, employees can contribute up to 40% of their cash compensation (salary, bonus and commission) on a pre-tax basis. (Oracle U.S. Employee Handbook, ORACLE_HQCA_0000000464)

ORACLE_HQCA_0000070722_AllEarnings2.xlsx

ORACLE_HQCA_0000581403_Stock_Data_Product_Statement_Combined.xlsx
That he decided to exercise those options in 2014 does not mean that they represent his compensation for the work he did in that same year. His Medicare EE Taxable pay includes the delayed compensation he earned in other years but happened to cash in this particular year, presumably because he deemed it advantageous financially to do so. Counting his

While this is a particularly vivid example, there are thousands of cases similar to this, where the OFCCP failed to properly measure total compensation for work performed in the year they were supposedly examining pay.

107. The example above shows how the OFCCP’s measure can overestimate actual total compensation for employees in a given year. The OFCCP measure of “total compensation” also can severely underestimate actual total annual compensation. Employee worked full time, all year as a Software Developer in 2013. His base pay in the data was ; his Regular Earnings were and his Medicare EE Taxable pay was . He earned and was awarded . Correctly calculated, this employee’s total compensation in 2013 was .

To correctly measure total compensation associated with work in a given year, the OFCCP should have used base pay plus bonuses earned and stock awarded within that year.76

The factors the OFCCP adopted as control variables in their Notice of Violation and Second Amended Complaint regression models do not similarly situate employees with respect to their characteristics and the nature of the work they are doing.

The OFCCP used flawed measures of tenure and experience in their Notice of Violation analysis, which they then repeated in their Second Amended Complaint analysis.

108. The OFCCP included a proxy intended to measure prior work experience, as well as tenure at Oracle America, Inc., in the analyses supporting their claims in the NOV and in the SAC. Prior

76 See US Manager’s Orientation presentation dated December 6, 2016 (ORACLE_HQCA_0000042091_MASTER US Manager Orientation 1201 (Native).PPTX) which describes the components of compensation and divides it into base pay, short-term incentives (bonuses), and long-term incentives (stock options and restricted stock units).
experience was measured as age minus 18 minus years at Oracle America, Inc. Time worked at Oracle affiliates in other countries (like Oracle India), and time worked at companies that were later acquired by Oracle, are thus counted as prior experience rather than as Oracle experience. This error was easily avoided using the data provided in the case. The data contain, and OFCCP could have used, an employee’s “continuous service” hire date to measure total Oracle tenure, which includes any time spent in other Oracle affiliates or at a firm that was acquired.

109. “Human capital” is the knowledge and skill an employee gains through education and labor market experience. Economists distinguish between “general” human capital, or skills and abilities that an employee would bring to any firm, and “specific” human capital, i.e., the detailed knowledge more valuable to a particular company than to other companies. The OFCCP analysis confuses the two by grouping years worked at directly relevant entities (non-U.S. Oracle affiliates and acquisition targets) in with all other potential work experience rather than counting it as Oracle-specific relevant experience along with time at Oracle America, Inc. A person working on Oracle products and services at its India affiliate is more likely to have direct relevant experience to Oracle products and services in the United States. Similarly, someone whose company is acquired by Oracle is more likely to have direct relevant experience to the work they perform once they are at Oracle.

110. The OFCCP method for estimating prior experience is over-inclusive, in that it counts as general experience years which should be counted as “tenure at Oracle,” and also in that it counts all years since age 18 prior to joining Oracle America, Inc. as prior work experience without accounting for periods of unemployment or other non-work periods. Again, prior experience is measured in OFCCP models as age minus U.S. Oracle tenure minus 18 years. Someone who took a year off before applying to Oracle, such as Employee ID 892041040 who was hired in February 2013, is credited by the OFCCP as having the

---

77 More typically, years at college are not included in these kinds of measures and so I use age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22.

same amount of prior experience as someone of the same age hired in 2013 who did not take a year off. Because women are more likely to have breaks in their work histories, “potential” work experience tends to over-estimate prior experience for women more than for men. This in turn leads to biased regression models because the model credits many women with more prior work experience than they in fact have, and so over-predicts expected pay.

These crude techniques for estimating experience also do not account for the relevance of that experience. A Software Developer’s summer cashier job in a bookstore, for example, does not convey anything useful to a technology company assessing their programming skills. This is not an abstract concern. Employee 891368075 was hired as a User Experience Developer. The OFCCP’s method for defining prior experience treats her year working at Walt Disney World Inc. as a cast member at Epcot, trainer, and campus representative the same as her years of work at Microsoft as a Program Manager in the Office User Experience Team.

The OFCCP did not take leaves of absence into account

The OFCCP tenure measures are also incorrect because they do not take leaves of absence into account. An employee who had a heart attack and missed seven months of work, for example, has less tenure than an employee hired the same day who worked continuously over the same time frame. This matters when it comes to compensation, because all else constant, more time spent engaged doing work is generally correlated with increased productivity and pay, as is well-established in the labor economics literature. This is of particular interest in the gender context because women tend to take more leave.

---

79 The manager comments for Vacancy ID 1945800 note that “


81 Person ID 891368075, whose resume appears in ORACLE_HQCA_0000083390.pdf. This person also does not list any work experience between October 2007 and May 2009, but the OFCCP method of counting experience would not account for this.

than men. Incorrect tenure measures for women are a well-documented issue in estimating pay regression models. Essentially, the regression model systematically over-predicts pay for those who take time off from work because it assumes they have more time on the job than they actually do. In other words, the gap between actual pay and predicted pay is exaggerated because the model does not measure work experience properly. The omission of leaves of absence biases the prior experience estimates for all leave takers; but because women take more leave than men on average – both in general and at Oracle in particular – this means that the effect is more problematic for women than men. Also, from a practical perspective, bonuses at Oracle may also be adjusted to take time worked that year into account – so the failure to account for leave is problematic for analyzing bonuses as well.

with job tenure because of on-the-job training and experience. This general principle not hold true in every specific instance, however, and it is not true of all jobs at Oracle. As noted in this report, there are jobs for which the pay premium from additional tenure is very different from other jobs.


At Oracle, bonuses can be prorated for work during the year. “Furthermore, bonuses may be prorated to reflect time not worked in a bonus period (due to leave of absence, transfer, new hire, part-time, or change of status from hourly to salaried.)” Oracle U.S. Employees Handbook, p. 42.
For acquisitions and transfers from non-US Oracle affiliates, the leave data is incomplete because the available data indicates their original hire date at the predecessor company but does not record their leave histories at that company. This can be controlled for at least in part by including variables that indicate an employee came to Oracle through a lateral transfer from an affiliate or were an experienced external hire.

The OFCCP did not control for time in standard job title, a factor which impacts pay within a job, and which is used by Oracle managers in promotion decisions.

OFCCP did not control for tenure in the current standard job title. But the research literature in labor economics is quite clear about the importance of job-specific skills in explaining pay and
promotion.\textsuperscript{87} Time in standard job title also appears in the information managers compile to justify a pay raise or promotion.\textsuperscript{88} In contrast, the OFCCP model considers someone new to a position to be as skilled as someone who has worked in the position for years, as long as both were hired at Oracle in the same year.

The OFCCP does not control for the products or services employees work on, and instead simply aggregates together employees working on very different products requiring different skills and abilities.\textsuperscript{115} Labor economists have shown that pay is a function of productivity, and the more the employee contributes to the bottom line, the more they tend to be paid.\textsuperscript{89} All else constant, an employee working on a highly profitable product or an innovative new product with high profit potential will be paid more than an employee working on a low profit margin product.\textsuperscript{90} The employee on a highly profitable product or a


\textsuperscript{88} ORACLE_HQCA_0000022967 IC Promotion Template.pdf. The PRODEV templates also track industry experience. ORACLE_HQCA_0000022954 PD Promotion Template.pdf. ORACLE_HQCA_0000023006 PD Manag Promotion Template.pdf.

\textsuperscript{89} In labor economics, wages in the short run are influenced by wages in the market, the demand for the company’s product and the structure of the market they compete in. See for example, Cahuc, Pierre and Andre Zylberberg (2001) \textit{Labor Economics}, Cambridge: The MIT Press, p. 175. Firms also often link pay to group or company profits when work by necessity is organized in teams and individual output is difficult to observe (as is the case with software developers whose productivity is not measured simply by number of lines of code, for example, because quality of code is prized over quantity). Ehrenberg, Ronald G., and Robert S. Smith (2015) \textit{Modern Labor Economics: Theory and Public Policy}. Twelfth Edition. Pearson Education Inc., pp. 60-70, p. 374. Lazear, Edward, P. (2000) "Performance Pay and Productivity." \textit{American Economic Review}, 90 (5): 1346-1361. These factors are readily apparent in managers’ business justifications for raises and promotions as well. “If \textsuperscript{\ldots} were to leave the \textsuperscript{\ldots} team, we will not be able to meet the current release schedule for \textsuperscript{\ldots} and this will have a significant impact not only on our Fusion Middleware customers, but our Oracle Enterprise Repository customers into the foreseeable future. While these products contribute roughly \textsuperscript{\ldots} in license revenue for Oracle by themselves, they are key differentiators to a growing segment of our middleware customers. Further, \textsuperscript{\ldots} is cited as a key differentiator against \textsuperscript{\ldots} offerings. We need to continue to invest and accelerate the applicability of this product in the context of application integration to further our differentiation against our \textsuperscript{\ldots} competitor.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000423688_CF_81005385_478564052.xlsx)

\textsuperscript{90} Kate Waggoner was asked in her deposition what product had to do with salary setting. “Product, if I’m thinking like software developers, the product they are developing, if it’s a really old legacy product or a cutting edge new product, and there’s not a lot of talent out there that know how to do this, they would command a higher position in the range versus somebody who’s working on J.D. Edwards that’s existed forever.” Waggoner May 1, 2019 deposition 91:4-10.
strategic product considered key to future growth is also more likely to be recruited by a competitor, thereby driving up their pay at Oracle.  

116. It is my understanding that “organization” recorded for each employee in the data is correlated, at least in a general way, with products and services worked on. This is reflected in the declaration of Steven Miranda and letters between the attorneys in the present matter, as well as in the requisitions discussed above. 

117. In the incumbent pay models, I control for both standard job title and organization. While an organization may encompass more than one product or service, the variable is a useful proxy for the

---

91 This is evident from the managerial justifications for salary increases and promotions called “Dive and Save” interventions. For example, pay raises for several employees on a team were described as necessary because “One of our groups, the recently lost 3 of their 8 people. Several companies in the area are heavily recruiting from our database teams. Top developers who joined in the last few years are especially vulnerable [sic].” (See \textit{ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000423720\_CF\_81077593\_478616283.xls; ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000423721\_CF\_81077832\_478616360.xls; ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000423722\_CF\_81077871\_478616398.xls; ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000423723\_CF\_81077970\_478616422.xls; ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000423724\_CF\_81078057\_478616432.xls})

92 The “Organization Name” field contains alphanumeric codes that reflect the cost centers in which each employee works. Cost centers are developed, altered, or deleted in partnership between finance, the business, and HR. These groups work together to organize jobs by product or service, and use the resultant cost centers for purposes of tracking budget, allocating pools of money that can be used for salary increases or bonuses, and tracking other financial outcomes. Not every product or service team at Oracle has its own “Organization Name,” however. (Letter to Laura C. Bremer from Jinnifer Pitcher, June 29, 2018, Re: OFCCP v. Oracle, Inc., et al., Case No. 2017-OFC-00006 Response to June 8, 2018 Letter Re: Data Questions)

93 Organizations indicate cost centers. “Oracle organizes its business, teams, and employees through a financial and accounting hierarchy. This financial and accounting hierarchy mirrors the managerial hierarchy at a high level but often diverges from the managerial hierarchy at a more granular level. That divergence occurs because managers may oversee more than one product team, as that term is defined for the purposes of the financial and accounting hierarchy. Conversely, what is a single product team for financial and accounting purposes may have multiple managers. At the most granular level of the financial and accounting hierarchy, “cost center” (sometimes called “organizations”) are used for purposes of tracking budget and other financial outcomes. A cost center can encompass a single product or service team, but not every product or service team has its own cost center.” Miranda Declaration, paragraph 8, (ORACLE\_HQCA\_0000607281).

See also: The “Organization Name” field contains alphanumeric codes that reflect the cost centers in which each employee works. Cost centers are developed, altered, or deleted in partnership between finance, the business, and HR. These groups work together to organize jobs by product or service, and use the resultant cost centers for purposes of tracking budget, allocating pools of money that can be used for salary increases or bonuses, and tracking other financial outcomes. Not every product or service team at
importance of the content of the work being performed. According to the data, HQCA employees in the relevant job functions worked in 1,039 organizations during the 2013-18 time frame.

The OFCCP does not control for patent awards, a sign of innovation and expertise

118. Companies like Oracle rely on patented technology to build their business in innovative directions and reap the rewards, which can be in the billions of dollars. The race to prove ownership is intense, and the legal battles frequently spill into public view. A company will not know in advance which patented product will be most successful, so it is in their interest to patent as much as possible. Consequently, Oracle has a patent application bonus system in place, which awards up to $XX to a person or team that proposes a patent and passes the internal review by the Patent Review Committee and an outside patent attorney interview. Oracle also maintains an internal web page for employees interested in the patent process that keeps track of patents and serves as “a training resource for prospective inventors. Access to issued and pending Oracle patents can provide prospective inventors with information about the state of the art and what ideas have already been patented at Oracle, either by looking at what their colleagues have patented or by using the engine’s semantic search features.” The subject of the patent must be new or a significant technical improvement over other solutions and have a significant contribution to the business; the person or team applying for the patent must be able to explain how it is built or how it functions. In the three HQCA job functions in the data, over 20% of employees earned one or more patent bonuses. This varies across the company, with 30% of IC 6 level employees in PRODEV having ever earned such a bonus. Patent-level work is potentially of enormous value to the

Oracle has its own “Organization_Name,” however. (Letter to Laura C. Bremer from Jinnifer Pitcher, June 29, 2018, Re: OFCCP v. Oracle, Inc., et al., Case No. 2017-OFC-00006 Response to June 8, 2018 Letter Re: Data Questions)

95 ORACLE_HQCA_0000414372_patent Primer 07-07-2014.pptx, July 8, 2014.
96 ORACLE_HQCA_0000417308-0000417309.tif
98 Counting each full-year employee in 2013-2014 once, 19.8% of employees have ever been awarded a patent bonus. Extending the time period to 2013-2018, 19.3% of employees have ever been awarded a patent bonus.
company, and will generally correlate with high levels of skill and innovative ability not otherwise captured by measures of experience that OFCCP used (like age or years since hire at Oracle).\textsuperscript{99}

119. The failure to control for exceptional innovation and expertise (proxied by generating patent-able work) will bias results in the OFCCP model, because the patent bonus data indicate that men and women at Oracle file for patents at different rates, as do Asian and white employees. This is not just because some employees got a patent bonus that boosts their total compensation, but because the fact that they were associated with a patent indicates they are particularly high productivity employees, holding constant their other characteristics.\textsuperscript{100}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Oracle Records Reflect That Men are More Likely than Women to Patent - 2014 -}
\end{center}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{oracle_records}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{99} Patents also serve as an objective measure of individual or group productivity, which can be especially useful in white collar positions where productivity is not otherwise directly observable. Ehrenberg and Smith (2015), \textit{Modern Labor Economics} pp. 373-376.

\textsuperscript{100} “[…] if it’s a really old legacy product or a cutting edge new product, and there’s not a lot of talent out there that know how to do this, they would command a higher position in the range versus somebody who’s working on J.D. Edwards that’s existed forever.” Waggoner May 1, 2019 deposition 91:5-10.
The OFCCP claims visa holders are paid less but does not test this.

120. The OFCCP has expressed concern that Oracle prefers to hire employees on work visas as a source of less expensive labor. “This strong preference for a workforce that is dependent on Oracle for authorization to work in the United States contributes to Oracle’s suppression of Asian employees’ wages.”101 But the OFCCP did nothing to account for H-1B work visa status in their SAC model.

---

101 SAC, paragraph 39.
EXAMINED MORE CAREFULLY, THE DATA SHOWS NO PATTERN OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT PAY DIFFERENCES FOR WOMEN, ASIANS, OR AFRICAN-AMERICANS

121. In this section, I present modified regression models examining total compensation at Oracle that address some of the issues discussed above. Specifically, I present the results of modified regression analyses that add controls for total Oracle tenure (based on continuous service date that includes time worked at non-U.S. Oracle affiliates or acquired firms), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, whether there was a leave of absence in the current year, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition. These regression analyses still group employees together by high-level job function, which mirrors OFCCP’s approach. Even aggregated in that way, the analyses show that there is no evidence of systematic adverse pay outcomes for women, Asians, and African Americans at Oracle.

These results do not show any patterns of statistically significant pay differences across years or job function.

122. The chart below depicts the coefficients on female by job function and year. The bar furthest to the right, for example, indicates that women on average earned 10.03% more than men, all else constant, but that this disparity could have occurred by chance at conventional levels of statistical significance (i.e., the coefficient is not statistically significantly different from zero). Striped bars indicate the coefficient is not statistically significantly different from zero according to the factors included in the model. Solid bars indicate statistical significance, such that total compensation is on average different between men and women or between protected race categories relative to white employees.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men Across Years or Job Functions

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
123. The results show that there is only one year (and not the same year) showing a negative and statistically significant pay disparity on average in total compensation between women and men in each of the PRODEV and INFTECH job functions. There are two statistically significant adverse results on average in the SUPPORT function in 2013 and 2014, but from 2015 onwards, the coefficients are all positive (although not statistically significant). Overall, these results do not demonstrate a pattern that would support a hypothesis of systematic and wide-scale pay discrimination against women at Oracle HQCA.

124. The same regression model was used to estimate pay disparities between Asians and Whites in PRODEV (the only job function the OFCCP makes claims about for Asians). The chart below shows only one year of statistically significant adverse result on average for Asians in PRODEV, in 2018. There is no evidence of a systematic adverse pay disparity on average between Asians and Whites at Oracle HQCA.
The OFCCP also makes claims about pay disparity for African Americans in PRODEV. The chart below shows that total compensation for African-Americans is never statistically significantly different from that of Whites at Oracle HQCA.
These results do not show any pattern when examining managers separately from individual contributors. As the charts below show, managers tend to receive a greater share of their total compensation in bonuses and stock awards than employees on the individual contributor path. Given that there are different emphases on the type of compensation awarded by Career Level, it is instructive to estimate the compensation regression models separately for IC Career levels and M Career Levels.
In the Individual Contributor Career Levels, Total Compensation is Comprised Largely of Base Salary
- 2013-2018, Full Time Full Year Employees, Individual Contributors By Career Level -

- Percent of Total Compensation

- Career Level

- Base Pay, Bonus, Stock
In PRODEV, which comprises 85% of employees covered by the OFCCP’s allegations, there are no statistically significant differences in total compensation. In SUPPORT, women earn more or less than men depending on the year, with just one year showing a statistically significant adverse outcome for women. The statistical results for ICs in INFTECH stand in contrast to both PRODEV and SUPPORT when the same regression model is applied. The majority of the annual differences are negative and statistically significant. This is likely an indication that a meaningfully different regression model applies to INFTECH as compared to the other two job functions. Taking the findings of all job functions together does not support an inference of a consistent pattern of discrimination against women.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men in IC Career Levels Across Years or Job Functions

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
The same regression model was used to analyze pay disparities between Asians, African Americans and Whites in the IC track of the PRODEV job function. There is a statistically significant difference in total compensation between Asians and Whites in only one of the six years in the data. The results for African-Americans do not show any statistically significant disparity on average compared to Whites in any year. As was true for women, the data for race as a whole do not support a hypothesis that Asian or African American IC career path in PRODEV employees are systematically adversely affected by pay discrimination.

**Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Asians vs. Whites in IC Career Levels Across Years Within PRODEV**

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

- 2013: -1.35%
- 2014: -2.31%
- 2015: -2.03%
- 2016: -0.77%
- 2017: -0.92%
- 2018: -2.25%

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
When the regression model is estimated by job function, employees in the Managerial Career Levels, the results show a mix of positive and negative by gender and race coefficients which are statistically insignificant. The one statistically significant coefficient is negative, for women in the SUPPORT job function in 2014, but in INFTECH in the same year, the coefficient is positive. Among Asians compared to Whites, there is also a mix of positive and negative results on average, none of which are statistically significant. I conclude that the data for IC and Manager employees do not support a hypothesis that women and Asian managers are being discriminated against in pay at Oracle.

102 There are fewer than 5 African American managers and so these results are not shown.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men in M Career Levels Across Years or Job Functions

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Results suppressed if fewer than 5 employees in the protected group.

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
These results do not show any pattern by Career Level.

The OFCCP claims that pay differences widen with tenure.\textsuperscript{103} In the PRODEV job function, there are enough employees to support a regression analysis by Career Level in 2014.\textsuperscript{104} Among women, there is one positive statistically significant coefficient (in IC6\textsuperscript{105}) and four other levels have a positive result. Asians also have a mix of positive and negative coefficients that are not statistically significant and

\textsuperscript{103} SAC, paragraphs 26-28.
\textsuperscript{104} If a Career Level has fewer than 5 protected group employees, the result is not shown.
\textsuperscript{105} In order to maintain the scale of the graph, this result that women are paid 109.4\% more is not depicted in the chart.
African Americans have negative but not statistically significant coefficients. These results show that there is no statistically significant pay disparity at lower career levels that widen at higher levels.

**Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Systematic Patterns of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men in Any Career Level in PRODEV, 2014**

- The Only Significant Result Shows Women with Higher Compensation (IC6) -

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Career Levels with fewer than 5 protected employees are not shown.

Also not shown to keep scale of chart is IC6 level with 6 employees and statistically significant pay difference of 109.4%

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asians vs. Whites in Any Career Level in PRODEV, 2014

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Career Levels with fewer than 5 protected employees are not shown.

Also not shown to keep scale of chart are:
Asian IC1 level with 5 employees and pay difference of 2237.8%
Asian M7 level with 6 employees and pay difference of -98.4%

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
More generally, the OFCCP analysis of tenure groups compares apples and oranges. In their analysis, the pay gap for those with 1 to 3 years of tenure is smaller than the one estimated among employees with 7 to 9 years of tenure. They interpret this to mean that the pay gap opens up over time. However, the tenure groups do not follow the same individuals over time but rather are comprised of different cohorts who entered Oracle under different market conditions. For example, the 7 to 9 tenure group includes employees whose original hire date was prior to the year 2000, though most in this cohort were hired in the 2007 to 2009 recession. The career trajectories of those hired during a financial crisis are being compared to employees who were hired after 2013 under very different market conditions and demands. Economists have studied the career impact of recessions on careers, concluding that the...
“match” between employers and employees tends to be lower during recessions, with long term earnings implications for those hired.\textsuperscript{106}

132. In order to analyze patterns over time as employees’ tenure rises without mixing very different cohorts of employees whose experiences could differ markedly, I limit the data to new, non-acquisition hires between 2013 and 2016 and follow the same group over time. I observe the pay difference amongst these groups of employee at the end of their first full year-end, second year-end, and so on up to four years after hire. None of the total compensation differences are statistically significant or suggest that women at Oracle fare worse with respect to total compensation relative to men the longer they are at Oracle. In fact, the results vary from year to year and I find a positive coefficient for women at the end of year four. Contrary to the conclusions of the OFCCP, these results do not support their conclusion that a male-female pay difference widens with tenure.

**Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Over Time Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Females vs. Males in Any Years Since Hire**

- New Hires in PRODEV, SUPP, and INFTECH Between 2013 - 2016, by Years Since Hire -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Since Hire</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Difference (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Year of Hire</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>-1.54%</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Year of Hire</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>-1.47%</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Year of Hire</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>-2.33%</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Year of Hire</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.54%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time non-US Oracle affiliates), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire, and year.

133. The same is true in my analysis of newly hired Asians. None of the total compensation differences are statistically significant or suggest that Asians at Oracle fare worse with respect to total

compensation relative to Whites the longer they are at Oracle. Contrary to the conclusions of the OFCCP, these results do not support their conclusion that pay disparities for Asians widen with tenure.

Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Over Time Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asian vs. White in Any Years Since Hire

- New Hires in PRODEV Between 2013 - 2016, by Years Since Hire -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Since Hire</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Difference (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Year of Hire</td>
<td>1,096</td>
<td>-0.14%</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Year of Hire</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>-4.24%</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Year of Hire</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>-1.84%</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Year of Hire</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>-3.67%</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at non-US Oracle affiliates), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire, and year.

Visa holders are paid the same as other employees, contrary to the OFCCP claim.

134. The OFCCP has expressed concern that Oracle prefers to hire employees on work visas as a source of less expensive labor. “This strong preference for a workforce that is dependent on Oracle for authorization to work in the United States contributes to Oracle’s suppression of Asian employees’ wages.” 107 They did nothing to study this claim, but I examined the impact of having held an H1-B visa on pay for Asians in PRODEV. 108 On the whole, I find that the coefficient is small and positive (but

---

107 SAC, paragraph 39.
108 I limit the analysis to PRODEV because that is the job function in which the OFCCP claims there is a pay disparity for Asians. H1B status is only contained in the data for 2013-2016, and so these regression models are restricted to those years. As in the earlier modified total compensation regression models, I also control for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition,
The OFCCP claim regarding the visa-holding workforce is unsupported by the data.

**Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation for Asians vs. Whites in PRODEV Shows No Statistically Significant Effect of H1B Status**

Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Note: The coefficient is never statistically significant. Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition, and whether on H1B visa.
THE OFCCP ANALYSIS OF STARTING PAY IS UNRELIABLE AND BIASED DUE TO KEY OMMITTED VARIABLES

The OFCCP starting pay model considers everyone in a Career Level equivalent in terms of skills and responsibilities.

135. The OFCCP claims that female and Asian employees (but not African Americans) were discriminated against in terms of starting pay. But the models the OFCCP uses to test this claim control for Career Level and not standard job title. This means that for all intents and purposes, all jobs in a Career Level are considered equivalent in terms of skills and responsibilities. Employees sharing a Career Level are expected to have a certain level of expertise in their area, but that would certainly not translate into their being similarly situated enough that one would expect them to earn the same. Recall the enormous range in pay within Career Levels I discussed earlier. To use an analogy from an academic employment setting, an Associate Professor of English, an Associate Professor of Physics, and an Associate Professor of Business all share a career rank, but their pay scales tend to be quite different because they have different skills, different non-academic opportunities, and different abilities to attract students paying full tuition.

136. Oracle managers hire employees from varied sectors of the economy, but they are especially concerned with remaining competitive with the “premier” firms in the industry. This means that jobs are mapped to salary ranges based on external surveys that track compensation. Even within a career

---

109 SAC, paragraph 22.
110 For example, in 2011, these included Adobe, Apple, Applied Materials, Cadence, Cisco, Ebay, Google, HP, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, Motorola, Qualcomm, SAP, Texas Instruments, and Yahoo! (ORACLE_HQCA_0000364272_native.pptx, p. 7)
111 “Our primary sources of data come from highly reputable 3rd party consulting firms who gather data from participants, and compile it to produce reports that keep individual company data confidential. Oracle targets to be competitive against a select list of competitor companies chosen by our board of directors. These are the companies the board feels are our biggest competitors for talent – those that we hire from, and lose employees to. It is not an exhaustive list, rather the most prominent companies only, and those that are felt to be the “premier” high tech market sector.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000364272_native.pptx, p. 7)
level, positions do not all map to the same salary scale. For example, in FY2014, the base salary ranges for Project Manager 3s (Career Level IC3) was For Software Developer 3s in the same year and same Career Level, the base salary range was set from For Software Developer 3s in the same year and same Career Level, the base salary range was set from

All of the Career Level IC4 positions in the table below share a career level, but the high-level standard job descriptions make it clear they draw on different skills, and the average starting pay in those positions varies considerably. Average starting pay for Hardware Developer 4s was Applications Developer 4s and Technical Writer 4s. Yet the OFCCP model assumes they all have similar skills, and that the supply of those skills by potential employees as well as the demand for those skills by other companies are all the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Job Title</th>
<th>High-Level System Job Description</th>
<th>Average Starting Pay 2013-2018 (in $2014)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Developer 4</td>
<td>Evaluates reliability of materials, properties and techniques used in production; plans, designs and develops electronic parts, components, integrated circuitry, mechanical systems, equipment and packaging, optical systems and/or DSP systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 4</td>
<td>Design, develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for databases, applications, tools, networks etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Manager 4</td>
<td>Manage the development and implementation process of a specific company product.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Experience Developer 4</td>
<td>Responsible for creating, evaluating and modifying prototypes to support evolving hardware and software application development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

112 “Salary ranges assign a minimum and maximum to the amount that we are willing to pay for a specific job. They reflect the market in the area and allow for much variation in knowledge, skills & abilities that each individual brings to the company.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000364272_native.pptx, p. 4)
113 ORACLE_HQCA_0000581471.xlsx.
114 ORACLE_HQCA_0000581471.xlsx.
Applications Developer 4
Analyze, design develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for commercial or end user applications. Writes code, completes programming and performs testing and debugging of applications.

QA Analyst 4
Responsible for developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company products with adherence to both internal and external standards. Develops and executes software test plans. Analyzes and writes test standards and procedures. Maintains documentation of test results. Analyzes test results and recommends corrective actions.

Technical Writer 4
Creates, develops, plans, writes and edits operational, instructional, maintenance, test or user manuals for paper, multimedia or web-based publications. Contributes to the timely design, production and delivery/completion of product documentation and document sets.

138. Not only does the OFCCP model ignore very real differences in the jobs in a Career Level, it also ignores the evidence that not all positions sharing a standard job title call on the same skills and experiences.¹¹⁵ Employees working on cutting edge projects will tend to earn more, all else constant, than employees working on legacy products in well-established markets. This in turn implies that the specific skills someone has are relatively more important than just years of general work experience. In the data, one would expect to see that starting pay has less to do with generally defined experience (which the OFCCP model defines as age of hire at Oracle America, Inc. minus 18) and more to do with particular skills.¹¹⁶

¹¹⁵ “[…] just as the technologies themselves differ, so do the skills, duties and responsibilities needed to develop, enhance, modify, support or service those products and services. This can be true whether or not employees share the same job title. A developer who works on Middleware or Infrastructure generally needs familiarity (to differing degrees) with how the underlying hardware functions; a developer working exclusively on Applications, by contrast, may work at a level far removed from the hardware and thus may not need that same knowledge, although she would need to be familiar with other tools and techniques to develop and shape the software that creates that interface that the end user sees and works within.” Miranda declaration, paragraph 3. (ORACLE_HQCA_0000607281.pdf)
¹¹⁶ “Because not all products and services have the same value to Oracle, the value of the skills, duties, and responsibilities necessary to develop, enhance, or service Oracle’s wide array of products and services also differs and changes over time. […] As technology continually changes and develops, the competition and market demand for employees skilled in the latest technologies also changes, meaning...
The charts below depict the relationship between starting pay and age for experienced hires in Software Developer 3s and 4s, large standard job titles in the data. New Software Developer 3s between the ages of 30 to 35 earn between [redacted] in starting base pay, while those between the ages of 45 and 50 earn from [redacted]. The relationship between pay and age is relatively flat, such that there does not appear to be a premium for having had more years of general non-Oracle work experience. Among Software Developer 4s, those aged 30 to 35 earn from [redacted] in base pay and those between the ages of 45 and 50 earned [redacted]. Again, the scatterplot is relatively flat, rather than rising from the lower left portion of the chart to the upper right: there is no strong relationship between starting pay and years of general non-Oracle experience. This suggests that starting pay is influenced by something other than general years of experience. The other feature of interest in these two charts is that pay ranges at Oracle are far from being narrowly prescriptive, lockstep pay bands. While average Career Level 4 pay is higher than that of Career Level 3, it is possible for someone hired into Career Level 3 to be paid more than someone hired into Career Level 4.

the value to Oracle of various skills, duties and knowledge also fluctuates over time.” Miranda Declaration, paragraph 7. ORACLE_HQCA_0000607281.pdf)
There is Virtually No Relationship Between Starting Pay and Age Among Software Developer 3s
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

There is Virtually No Relationship Between Starting Pay and Age Among Software Developer 4s
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -
The patterns in the scatterplots suggest that very specific skills and experiences, rather than general years of experience or broad categories of skill, explain initial placement and starting pay that ranges from __________. Standard job title alone does not distinguish between employees in the kinds of skills required, never mind the far broader Career Level used by the OFCCP in its model.

One factor to consider is the types of products employees work on. Product data is not available, but the variable “organization” is a rough proxy for the projects and services employees work on – it is at least more informative than standard job title alone – and can be used as a way to better group employees likely to have more similar skills and prior work backgrounds. For example, in the charts below for Software Developer 3s and 4s, new hires into the “Oracle Labs” research and development organization tend to __________ than those in the “Corp Architecture – Development” organization supporting technologies for high speed data transfer.

---

117 When asked who are regarded as peers in making internal equity pay comparisons, Kate Waggoner replied “[…] when we talk peers, we really mean doing the same – the same role working on the same product. It’s not – it doesn’t come to job code or title because, as I said, those are incredibly general. We have to get down a little bit more granular to say, oh, this is our group of people with the hot skill working on AI today. Those are considered the peers, not people in the same job code but developing PeopleSoft.” Waggoner May 1, 2019 deposition, 93:13-22.

118 According to the Department Description field in the iRec recruitment database, Oracle Labs “is researching advanced technologies in systems, architecture, compilers, programming languages and databases” and “Oracle Labs is the sole organization at Oracle that is devoted exclusively to research.” The department descriptions for Corp Architecture positions read, “The OVM infiniband group provides support for Mellanox OFED in Oracle Linux, Oracle VM and engineered systems.”

(ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx) (https://www.openfabrics.org/ofed-for-linux/)
Organization Has a Stronger Relationship with Starting Pay Than Age for Software Developer 3s
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

Organization Has a Stronger Relationship with Starting Pay Than Age for Software Developer 4s
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -
142. Given the differences even within standard job titles and organizations, there is no reason to believe that everyone sharing a Career Level should earn the same, meaning that the OFCCP’s decision to control only for Career Level in their starting pay models is incorrect because it does not compare similar employees from a labor economics perspective.

Prior pay is highly correlated with starting pay in all firms, not just at Oracle, because both pay sources are a function of the skills, experience and responsibilities of the employee

143. The OFCCP also claims that their “preliminary analyses” show that the disparities they claim to have found in starting pay were “due, in part, to Oracle’s reliance on prior salary in setting compensation […]”\(^{119}\) The back-up material they produced to support their claims does not contain any analysis of prior pay, however. Such an analysis to show how prior pay causes disparities in starting pay is actually quite difficult. A regression coefficient is a measure of correlation, in that it indicates a relationship between two variables but does not necessarily show causality. One can regress height on shoe size, but the positive regression coefficient should not be interpreted to mean that as feet grow longer in length they cause the person to be taller. Showing that prior pay and starting pay are correlated is not enough; the claim is a causal one, that reliance on prior pay causes starting pay to be lower for women, Asians, and African-Americans. The OFCCP has not provided any analysis to support this claim.

144. The difficulty with studying prior pay and starting pay is that it is difficult to disentangle how much of the correlation is due to a pay practice of Oracle specifically (as the OFCCP charges) or instead how much is due to the fact that pay depends on a person’s skills, experience, and how in demand those attributes are by competing companies. Starting pay and prior pay are strongly correlated throughout the economy. I reviewed National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) data on prior pay and starting pay for people who changed jobs.\(^{120}\) The correlation between starting pay and prior pay is 0.75 across all individuals in

\(^{119}\) SAC, paragraph 32.
\(^{120}\) The National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) started in 1997 with 14-18 year olds and surveys them every year about a wide range of topics. My analysis examines job changes and the difference between the ending pay of the prior job and the starting pay of the new job. After limiting the data to exclude people changing occupation, changing part-time/full-time status, or who have extreme values of the reported hourly rates, I analyze data for 3,488 respondents.
the NLS, meaning that it is a factor economy-wide and not just at Oracle. According to the OFCCP’s theory, if prior pay has embedded within it labor market bias against women and/or Asians, then Oracle must have simply embedded that bias in its own initial pay for its female and/or minority employees. But that conclusion does not follow, because the OFCCP’s hypothesis is also consistent with Oracle setting pay based on the specific relevant skills, abilities, and job experience an applicant brings to the position. The OFCCP does not provide any empirical support for their essentially assumed explanation.

The OFCCP inappropriately aggregated its starting pay analysis across very different hiring and pay-setting processes.

145. The OFCCP claims that Asians and women (though not African-Americans) were adversely treated from the start by lowering their starting pay. From 2013 through 2018, Oracle hired 2,819 new employees across the three job functions at HQCA. 76% percent were experienced hires, who responded to requisitions for posted positions. Another 24% were hired from colleges and universities, and less than 1% (7 individuals) joined Oracle when their company was acquired at HQCA during the period studied. The OFCCP analysis combined all new employees regardless of their source.

146. This aggregation combined with the OFCCP use of Career Level as a control does not make analytical sense in terms of experienced hires, because experienced hires respond to specific posted job requisitions. Someone who specializes in database storage is unlikely to apply for a position in Oracle Labs, or in Mobile Cloud Services. Without controlling for standard job title and organization applied to, the OFCCP’s model compares employees who have reached a similar career level but who have a wide variety of skills, competitive outside options, and who work on very different products.

---

121 The OFCCP starting pay analysis reaches back to 2003, thereby including starting pay decisions made well outside the OFCCP audit window and based only on the subset of employees hired in that window who continued to work for Oracle ten years later.
Experienced hires are not steered into career paths

147. The OFCCP claims protected groups are “steered” into lower paying jobs, and that this is one source of their lower average earnings when compared to non-protected employees.\textsuperscript{122} To demonstrate this, the OFCCP estimated an ordered logit model to predict initial career levels, controlling for year and years of potential prior work experience (again, age at hire minus 18).\textsuperscript{123} They found that women were less likely to be “assigned” into higher IC career levels and less likely to be “assigned” into higher M career levels. They also reported that Asians were less likely to be “assigned” into higher M career levels; they did not report – but their backup shows – that they found that Asians were \textit{more} likely to be “assigned” to higher IC levels. And they found that African-Americans were less likely to be “placed” in higher IC levels, and none were hired into M levels. This analysis is completely wrong on its face, for several reasons.

148. The OFCCP “initial assignment” analysis does not take into account the skills and experiences of the applicants. Most new hires by Oracle from 2013 to 2018 were experienced hires. Not only do experienced hires choose what to apply for (as opposed to being “steered” as the OFCCP suggests), but the data shows that they largely are hired into the Career Level they apply for. Hiring managers have the power to hire one career level above the posted opening if a candidate is especially qualified, or to hire one level below the posted level if a candidate warrants it.\textsuperscript{124} My analysis of the starting career level of experienced hires relative to the position they applied for shows no statistically significant differences between men and women in terms of career level adjustments at hire.

149. The OFCCP only generates the results they do because they do not account for the fact that men and women tend to apply for different positions at different career levels at Oracle, and statistically significantly so in the IC career path. The chart below has two panels. The one on the left is the

\textsuperscript{122} SAC, paragraph 22.
\textsuperscript{123} An ordered logit is a type of regression model that can be used when the dependent variable is not continuous but is ordinal. Pay is a continuous variable. An ordinal variable can be ranked but there is no way to measure whether the distance between the different ranks (i.e., from rank 1 to rank 2, versus rank 2 to rank 3) is equal. An example of an ordinal scale is when surveys ask respondents whether they strongly disagree, disagree, agree, or strongly agree with a statement.
\textsuperscript{124} Kate Waggoner May 1, 2019 deposition, 82:1-5.
distribution of applications across IC levels for men and women. The blue bars show the percent of all
women who applied to IC positions who applied to each IC level. The first bar on the left, for example,
shows that 1.0% of female IC applicants applied to an IC1 position. The red bars show the distribution
for men who applied to IC positions. The panel shows that women are more evenly divided between IC3
and IC4 applications than men, whereas men are much more likely to apply for IC4 positions than they
are IC3 positions. The difference in distributions between the genders is statistically significant. The
panel on the right shows the same distribution for applicants to manager positions. Though the
distributions are not statistically significantly different, women are less likely than men to apply to M5
and M6. Asians and Whites also tend to apply for different level jobs, and statistically significantly so in
both the IC and M career paths.
There are Differences in the Job Level Applied for by Men and Women
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

Female  Male

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contributors (Chi-sq test p-value: &lt;.0001)</th>
<th>Managers (Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.3567)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>IC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are Differences in The Job Level Applied for by Asians and Whites
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

Individual Contributors (Chi-sq test p-value: <.0001)
- IC1: 0.3%, 1.1%
- IC2: 5.1%, 1.9%
- IC3: 28.8%, 19.8%
- IC4: 44.9%, 42.2%
- IC5: 30.0%, 18.5%
- IC6: 2.4%, 4.9%

Managers (Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.0060)
- M2: 8.3%, 2.9%
- M3: 25.0%, 10.3%
- M4: 36.8%, 33.8%
- M5: 23.2%, 27.9%
- M6: 22.1%, 9.6%
Most employees are hired into the job level they applied for

150. The OFCCP did not account for the fact that applications to IC levels differ by gender and race among experienced workers. To argue that steering is occurring, the OFCCP would have to show that Oracle systematically downgraded applicants’ job level at hire relative to the position they applied for. The data does not show this.

151. Instead the data show that there is no statistically significant difference between men and women in the likelihood of being placed above or below the job level applied for. Requisitions were matched to the initial standard job titles (and associated global career levels) of the new hires. For IC positions, the chart below shows that women are less likely than men to be moved up a level but also less likely to be moved down. Most women are hired into the level they applied for. The difference by gender is not statistically significant, even before taking any other factors into account such as calendar year (to take economy wide conditions into account) or age (to adopt a very rough measure of potential experience).

152. I apply the same methodology used by the OFCCP (ordered logit) to study whether individuals were hired a level up, the same level or down a level from the position to which they applied, controlling for year and age minus 22. The model confirms what the charts below show, that there is no statistically significant gender difference. Women are somewhat less likely to be moved up an IC level, but the differences are not statistically significant.

---

125 Current employees seeking to transfer can apply for open requisitions, which are posted internally as well as externally. Oracle U.S. Employee Handbook, p. 45 (ORACLE_HQCA_0000000464.pdf).
In the management track, women are more likely to be moved up or moved down relative to men, but (as was true for IC new hires) the differences are not statistically significantly different. When I estimate the ordered logit model in order to control for year and experience, the results are the same as they were for the IC track: there are no statistically significant gender differences in the likelihood of being moved up or down a level compared to the level applied to.
The results for Asians and Whites without controls in the chart below show that Asians are slightly less likely than Whites to be moved up an IC level relative to the level they applied for and more likely than Whites to be moved down an IC level, and the difference before taking any controls into account is statistically significant. In the ordered logit model that controls for year and experience, Asians are more likely to be moved up an IC level than are Whites, but the differences are not statistically significant. This corresponds to what the OFCCP back-up showed.
155. In the management track, Asians are more likely to be moved up a level relative to Whites, and less likely to be moved down, but the differences are not statistically significant. In the ordered logit model that controls for year and experience, Asians are more likely to be moved up an M level than are Whites, but again, the differences are not statistically significant.
Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for Asians vs. Whites
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires into M Career Levels -

Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.5529

156. My analysis also finds that African American applicants are slightly less likely than Whites to be moved up an IC level relative to the level they applied for and more likely than Whites to be moved down an IC level, but the distributions are not statistically significantly different. The ordered logit model controls for year and experience and shows no statistically significant difference between African Americans and Whites in the likelihood of being moved up or down a level compared to the level applied to. There are no African-American applicants to the M levels for analysis.
When starting pay is analyzed using refined control variables and accounting for hire source, there is no pattern indicating systemic adverse outcomes for women or Asians.

As described above, there are distinct hiring paths for new employees at Oracle. Some arrive via acquisition, and typically their pay remains the same until the next focal review cycle. During the period from 2013-2018, there are only 7 employees who were acquired into one of the three job functions at headquarters (i.e., too few to analyze). College hires are recruited most often through campus programs in a completely separate hiring stream. They also tend not to have much work experience, and tend to be paid about the same, with some premium for certain top schools or for a master’s degree or Ph.D. Prior pay is not a relevant issue for this group. Experienced hires, on the other hand, have a diverse set of skills.
and experiences and apply to specific job postings that often include highly detailed information about the position’s scope and requirements.

158. I apply a modified version of the OFCCP’s starting pay model to the experienced and college hiring streams separately, to account for differences in how different characteristics are rewarded. The model includes a rough proxy measure of general previous experience (age minus 22), whether it is full-time or part-time position, the year of hire, and standard job title and organization code in order to compare employees more similarly situated in terms of the work they do and the skills they draw upon than does OFCCPs career-level-based model.

159. Among experienced hires, the largest group of new hires, there are no statistically significant pay difference for women in any of the three job functions. Average starting pay for Asian experienced hires and White experienced hires are not statistically significantly different. The difference in starting pay for African-Americans compared to Whites in PRODEV is also not statistically significant. Taken together, I do not see evidence of a pattern of adverse results for any of the protected groups.

**Regression Analysis of Starting Base Pay for Experienced Hires**

**Models with Gender or Race Show No Statistically Significant Differences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th># Protected Group-Hires</th>
<th>Pay Difference (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>Female vs. Male</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-2.29%</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>Female vs. Male</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>-1.19%</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asian vs. White</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>-0.17%</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African American vs. White</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-9.79%</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>Female vs. Male</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-3.13%</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 12 employees in PRODEV and 1 employee in INFTECH were hired twice during the period. Model controls for gender/race, experience (age minus 22), part-time/full-time, year of hire, standard job title, and organization.

160. There are too few college hires in INFTECH and SUPPORT to analyze separately, but it is possible in PRODEV. Entry level hires from colleges are not hired into specific positions. The regression
model thus controls for experience and career level to take differences in degrees earned into account (about 5% are over age 30), and their hire year, but does not control for job title or organization. There are no statistically significant results for any of the protected groups, and in fact, the results are positive for women.

**Regression Analysis of Starting Base Pay for College Hires**

**Model with Gender/Race Effects Shows No Statistically Significant Differences**

- 2013-2018 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Difference (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>Female vs. Male</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asian vs. White</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>-1.54%</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African American vs. White</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for race/gender, experience (age minus 22), career level, and year of hire. They are all fulltime employees, and so no additional control was necessary.

**THE OFCCP ANALYSIS OF WAGE GROWTH IS FLAWED**

Women do not experience slower wage growth, contrary to the claims by the OFCCP

161. The OFCCP analyzed growth in base pay in Product Development from 2003-2016, controlling for gender or race, Career Level, whether standard job title changed from previous year, previous experience (age minus 18 minus Oracle America, Inc. tenure), time at Oracle America, Inc., whether the person worked full-time in the previous and in the current year, whether they were exempt in the previous and current year, and calendar year. They concluded that Asians and women “experienced slower wage growth […] to a statistically significant degree,” though they do not show or otherwise describe the coefficients in the SAC. They also did not analyze women in the other two job functions to test whether their argument was consistent across the job functions.
162. My wage growth model adds controls for whether someone took a leave of absence during the year, whether they received a patent bonus during the year and their organization. The organization variable is important because bonuses and pay raises are set according to budgets controlled in different ways by different managers, and because employees are encouraged to explore career paths in various organizations.126 The results show there is no pattern of statistically significant difference in wage growth by gender in any of the three job functions. For example, in INFTECH, in 2013, average pay growth was for men and for women (0.74 percentage points higher). The difference is small and not statistically significant. The coefficient is small and positive again in 2015 and 2016, indicating women’s wage growth is slightly higher than men’s, and in other years it is small and negative, but none show a statistically significant difference in wage growth. In PRODEV, the coefficient on women’s wage growth is only slightly below that of men (and slightly above in 2018) and it is not statistically significant, other than in 2016. In SUPPORT, women’s wage growth is slightly higher than men’s in every year except 2013 and 2017, but it is never a statistically significant difference.

126 This is described in HR documents that also discuss how different Lines of Business (“LOB”) exert different amounts of control over the process. “If we have a budget, it is determined by country and function, and allocated at the very top executive level. Each LOB head uses the budget in the way that he or she believes is appropriate for the LOB. The budgets are pushed from the top down, and some LOBs may stop at a specific level of management when allocating. For example, some organizations don’t push the budgets any further than the M4 level. Even if a budget is not pushed all the way down to a mgr in CWB, managers may still allocate money to their employees.” (ORACLE_HQCA_0000056239_HR_REFRESH_CWB_TRAINING_APR2011v3_Updated_June2013V3 (Native).PPTX, p. 5.)

“Salary increases are based on your productivity and contributions, company performance. Employees are encouraged to move around the company.” Oracle U.S. Employee Handbook, p. 42. (ORACLE_HQCA_000000464).

“Provided you have been in a position for a reasonable amount of time, we encourage you to explore opportunities for change and advancement. […] Both you and Oracle benefit when you are allowed to learn and expand your capabilities by working in different jobs in the company. […] To respond to a job posting, contact the person listed in the posting to arrange an interview with the hiring manager. You may also contact a manager of an organization where you would like to work, even if there is no listed, open position.” Oracle U.S. Employee Handbook, p. 45 (ORACLE_HQCA_000000464).
Analysis of Pay Growth for Women vs. Men Shows No Statistically Significant Difference for Women With the Exception of a Single Year Within PRODEV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Average Pay Growth</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>-0.0033</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3,892</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>-0.0017</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3,861</td>
<td>1,108</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0026</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3,804</td>
<td>1,076</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0033</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,803</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0013</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3,813</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>3,571</td>
<td>994</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-0.0053</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0070</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, part-time/full-time in previous year, exempt status in previous year, organization, total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, whether employee had a patent bonus in current year, whether leave of absence was in current year, whether there was a career level change, whether there was a job title change.
Asians and African Americans do not experience slower wage growth, contrary to the claims by the OFCCP.

My modified analyses show very similar results for Asians and African Americans: a mix of positive and negative coefficients, but no statistically significant differences between Asians and Whites or between African Americans and Whites.

**Analysis of Pay Growth for Asians vs. Whites Shows No Statistically Significant Difference for Asians in Any Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Average Pay Growth</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3,774</td>
<td>2,743</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3,745</td>
<td>2,761</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0003</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3,677</td>
<td>2,743</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,653</td>
<td>2,777</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0014</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3,666</td>
<td>2,817</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0006</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>3,421</td>
<td>2,652</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, part-time/full-time in previous year, exempt status in previous year, organization, total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, whether employee had a patent bonus in current year, whether leave of absence was in current year, whether there was a career level change, whether there was a job title change.
Analysis of Pay Growth for African Americans vs. Whites Shows No Statistically Significant Difference for African Americans in Any Year

Refined Model for African Americans vs. Whites Annual Wage Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Average Pay Growth</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,056</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-0.0104</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-0.0010</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-0.0019</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for African American, standard job title, part-time/full-time, part-time/full-time in previous year, exempt status in previous year, organization, total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, whether employee had a patent bonus in current year, whether leave of absence was in current year, whether there was a career level change, whether there was a job title change.

THE OFCCP SELECTIVELY REPORTED RESULTS IN THE SAC

The OFCCP points to company-wide policies and practices to explain claimed pay disparities but to the results for Asians in SUPPORT and INFTECH are inconsistent with that theory

164. The OFCCP limits its claims in the SAC to Asians in the PRODEV job function. But the OFCCP also claims the “systematic underpayment of women and Asian employees is due, in part, to suppression of those employees’ starting pay.”\(^{127}\) They do not, however, explain why this theory dictates adverse pay outcomes for women in all three job functions but for Asians only in PRODEV, especially given that Asian women work in all three functions. Had the OFCCP presented the results of applying their model to Asians and Whites in the other two job functions, they would have had to discuss results that are not only statistically insignificant, but which for one year in INFTECH and all four years in SUPPORT are

\(^{127}\) SAC, paragraph 22.
positive for Asian employees.\textsuperscript{128} This raises questions about the consistency of their arguments and the degree to which they have cherry-picked results to fit their argument.

\textbf{- Based on OFCCP Data and OFCCP Regression Model -}

\textbf{The OFCCP's Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asians vs. Whites - INFTECH and SUPP Job Functions -}

![Diagram showing percentage changes in compensation for Asian employees over time in INFTECH and SUPP job functions.]

\textit{Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values}

The OFCCP model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

165. Similarly, the OFCCP argues that the pay gap opens up with time, such that longer tenured Asian employees do worse. Yet this is not true when their exact same model is applied to the INFTECH and SUPPORT job functions.

\textsuperscript{128} The OFCCP ran their model in the PRODEV job function but it is a straightforward change to run the same model on the same data, but on the other two job functions.
In fact, the OFCCP’s results show that on average Asians in the highest tenure group are paid statistically significantly more than Whites in INFTECH. Overall, when the OFCCP model analyzing wage growth is applied to INFTECH, it shows that Asians have a slightly higher wage growth. In SUPPORT, Asian wage growth is statistically significantly higher than for whites.\(^{129}\)

The same narrow focus combined with expansive theories about causality is at work in reporting results for starting pay. The OFCCP reports that Asians in PRODEV are paid less upon hire, yet using their own model there is no statistically significant difference in starting pay between Asians and Whites in INFTECH (Asians earn 1.94% more on average at the start using the OFCCP model) or in SUPPORT.

\(^{129}\) This is for years 2003-2016. For years 2013-2016, in the OFCCP’s model, Asians have slightly lower but not statistically significantly different wage growth in INFTECH and a statistically significantly higher wage growth in SUPPORT.
Asians earn 0.07% less on average at the start using the OFCCP model. The OFCCP does not explain why their company-wide theories about pay disparities in PRODEV do not generate the same results in their model in other job functions for Asians, but do for women.

Neither the data in this case nor the OFCCP’s analyses of that data support the existence of company-wide discriminatory patterns and practices leading to lower starting pay and increasingly lower relative pay through time. Even the OFCCP’s own model showed statistically significant adverse results for women only in PRODEV, INFTECH and SUPPORT and for Asians only in PRODEV, but somehow not for Asians in INFTECH and SUPPORT. If nothing else, Asian women also work in INFTECH and SUPPORT, which means these OFCCP explanations are supposed to apply only when they are considered as women but not when they are considered as Asian. This analytically incoherent explanation relies on the OFCCP suppressing their own results based on their own regression model on their own data in other job functions.

The OFCCP selectively reported statistical results for Asians in PRODEV

The SAC states that Asians are only 49% as likely as Whites in PRODEV to be “assigned” into higher global career levels as managers. Their back-up also contains unreported results for non-managers in the IC career levels. In the IC career levels, Asians are 17.8% more likely to be placed in the higher levels than are Whites according to the OFCCP’s own model, though the difference is not statistically significant. I address their model’s shortcomings elsewhere in this report, but I discuss them here in relation to my concern that the OFCCP is selectively picking results to support its claim.

Moreover, the SAC only reports their results by tenure group for base pay and not total compensation. Had they reported total compensation results for Asians in PRODEV, they would have had to acknowledge that there is no statistically significant difference in total compensation between Asian and Whites in PRODEV in the 1-3 and 3-5 year tenure groups according to their own model.

SAC, paragraph 21.
The OFCCP selectively reported results for women

170. The OFCCP claims in the SAC that “the pay gap increases for female employees as they remain at Oracle for longer periods of time.” However, they only show the results for women in PRODEV. When I run their SAC statistical model for women in INFTECH, I find that the pay gap (according to their model) is adverse to women and statistically significant in the 1-3 year tenure group, but that it falls in size with tenure and is positive for the highest tenure band. In SUPPORT, the trend is similar to PRODEV but the pay gap in the youngest tenure band is not statistically significant from zero, which implies according to the OFCCP interpretation of these analyses that Oracle does not suppress pay early on but suddenly decides to do so later. There are methodological issues with this analysis that I address elsewhere, but these results are based on OFCCP methods and OFCCP data which they chose not to present. The results in INFTECH contradict their claim about the pay gap growing with tenure for all women, making the claims in the SAC misleading in light of the results their own model produced.

---

132 SAC, paragraph 26.
The OFCCP selectively reported results for African-Americans

171. The OFCCP presents a table following paragraph 16 of the SAC that purports to support their claim that African-American employees in PRODEV are undercompensated relative to white employees. Had they not switched to analyzing base pay but instead reported the results for total compensation – consistent with their approach to analyzing pay of women and Asians – they would have reported that there are no statistically significant difference in pay between African-Americans and Whites, according to their own model.

172. Not only did they switch from total compensation to base pay in order to select these results, they present only the results for 2015 and 2016, which I understand to be outside the audit window. This
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omission does not have to do with changing sample sizes – there are as many African American employees in 2013 and 2014 as in 2015 and 2016. They chose to present only the years in which they found statistically significant pay disparities and not the years in which the results did not demonstrate statistically significant pay disparities according to their model, and thus that there is not a longstanding pattern by year even in their own analysis.

173. As concerns their tenure group analyses, the OFCCP does not discuss why base pay by tenure group for African Americans is small and not statistically significant in the 3 to 5 year tenure group, the largest of the four tenure groups they report on in the SAC. And had they reported results for total compensation by tenure group, they would show a pay gap only in the highest tenure group, and again, a pattern across tenure groups that does not support their argument that the pay gap increases over time.

174. With regard to starting pay, in paragraph 18 of the SAC, the OFCCP notes that women and Asians earn less at hire according to their models (without noting they limited the analysis to employees in PRODEV), but they omit any discussion of the fact that there is no statistically significant starting pay gap for African Americans in any of the three job functions.

175. Finally, in paragraphs 30 and 31 of the SAC, wage growth for women and Asians is discussed, but not the fact that according to their model, wage growth for African Americans is not statistically significantly different from whites in PRODEV (or INFTECH or SUPPORT as well).
THERE IS NO EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR THE OFCCP CLAIM THAT DAMAGES ARE OWED

176. The OFCCP uses its regression model to compute damages. Their approach is to use the regression model coefficient on gender or race to formulaically arrive at an aggregate damages figure by multiplying the coefficient by average earnings for white men.\textsuperscript{133} Even if such an approach were warranted, there are serious problems with the OFCCP’s implementation, as I discuss next.

When the proper measure of total compensation is used, and a refined set of control variables to similarly situate employees, there is no pattern of adverse outcomes for women and therefore no damages to calculate.

177. The OFCCP regression model is, as I discussed above, unreliable for a number of reasons. It incorrectly measured total compensation, mis-measured prior experience, mis-measured tenure at Oracle, failed to take leaves of absence into account, and ignored information about employee innovation as well as information about the kinds of products and services employees work on. The scatterplots showed that their regression model could not explain the widely varied outcomes for women, in which large numbers of female employees earned much more than their model predicted. The refined model I present in this report fixes those problems and shows that, once those errors are corrected, and even if one continues to aggregate the analyses into the broad job function groupings OFCCP uses, there is no pattern of adverse compensation results for women. Thus, there are no damages to estimate.

The OFCCP did not present its results for total compensation for African Americans which showed no statistically significant difference.

178. The OFCCP claims that based on its (flawed) analysis, African American employees are owed “at least $1,300,000”\textsuperscript{134} However, the analysis they presented in the SAC examined base salary instead of total compensation, unlike its other analyses. When their analysis of pay for African-Americans is re-

\textsuperscript{133} The SAC also makes reference to the proffered damages estimates being “much higher” than even the number they present because, they claim, the “practices” at Oracle have not been corrected” since the first complaint was filed in January 2017 (SAC, paragraph 17). However, the May 24, 2019 OFCCP letter from Abigail Daquiz to Warrington Parker notes that the damages estimates also included nominal damages for 2017 and 2018 plus interest.

\textsuperscript{134} SAC, paragraph 16.
estimated using their measure of total compensation, the OFCCP’s own model shows that there is no statistically significant gap in total compensation between African Americans and Whites. Their own model shows that no damages are owed.

The OFCCP calculated damages for Asian men but its own model shows there is no consistent adverse outcomes for Asian men

179. The OFCCP claims that Asian employees are owed “at least $234,000,000”. They explained how they arrived at that number in a letter dated May 24, 2019, where they note that the estimated damages for Asians in the SAC are for men only, because Asian women were included in their overall damages estimate for women “in order to avoid double counting.” However, the regression model they use to justify $234 million in back pay estimated the Asian male damages compared all Asian employees to all White employees.

180. Had the OFCCP estimated their regression model only for Asian male and white male employees to generate a damages estimate for Asian men, they would have observed that only two of the four years show a statistically significant pay gap (using their data and their model and making no other corrections). In 2013 and 2016, the estimated pay difference is not statistically significantly different from zero. Yet their damages estimate includes all of these years in its calculation. There is no consistent statistically significant adverse pattern year to year, and these results do not support calculating damages for every year from 2013 on.

135 SAC, paragraph 15.
136 OFCCP Letter from Abigail Daquiz to Warrington Parker, dated May 24, 2019, page 2. Note that they also assigned damages to part time employees as if they worked full time.
- OFCCP Data and Model Restricted to Asian and White Men -
There is No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Asian Men vs. White Men

- PRODEV -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Gap (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,879</td>
<td>-2.60%</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,895</td>
<td>-7.48%</td>
<td>-4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,885</td>
<td>-7.26%</td>
<td>-4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,928</td>
<td>-2.94%</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The OFCCP model controls for Asian male, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).

Due to their overly simplistic formulaic approach, the OFCCP awarded damages to part-year employees as if they worked all year.

181. In addition, when the OFCCP estimated damages, it calculated damages for employees who worked part-time or part-year (including women) as if they worked full-time, full-year. To estimate damages for women, for example, the OFCCP multiplied their regression-estimated 2013 pay difference for women (-6.78% in PRODEV) by the average 2013 total compensation for white males working all year. This dollar amount was then multiplied by the total number of women each year, including those just hired or terminated part way through the year. In effect, because of a simplistic formulaic approach that does not take account of employee by employee differences, the OFCCP attributed damages to part-time or part-year employees as if they worked full-time, all year; this approach is clearly incorrect.

When the proper measure of total compensation is used, and a refined set of control variables to similarly situate employees is used, there is no pay difference between Asian men and white men and therefore there are no damages to calculate.

182. As described above, the OFCCP controls for race/ethnicity, company tenure based on US Oracle hire date, previous experience measured as age minus company tenure minus 18, whether the employee is exempt or non-exempt, full-time or part-time, and their standard job title. This model is flawed for a number of reasons as described above.
The graph below shows the year by year results from my refined regression model, estimated for Asian men compared to White men. Total compensation was analyzed, controlling for race, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22, cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition. The pay difference is miniscule and the t-statistics are close to zero.

Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asian Males vs. White Males in Any Year Within PRODEV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pay Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>-0.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>-0.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>-0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>-0.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Solid bars indicate statistically significant values.

Model controls for Asian male, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in standard job title, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.

When this refined model is applied, which uses the correct measure for total compensation and a more appropriate set of control variables to similarly situate employees based on skill and responsibilities,
there is no pay difference between Asian men and white men. Thus, instead of $234 million, Asian men
experienced no shortfall on pay. There are no damages to award to Asian men, contrary to what the
OFCCP claims, because there is no pay gap between the two groups.

CONCLUSION

185. In this final section of my report, I summarize some of the key conclusions I have reached after
considering the OFCCP’s SAC analyses against the data, documents, and other information available
about work at Oracle. The OFCCP’s analyses of compensation are flawed in a number of ways, and do
not support the inference that all women in the three job functions and Asians and African Americans in
the PRODEV function are paid less than men (Whites) doing similar work that demands similar levels of
skills and responsibility. Even though the OFCCP was concerned only about 3 of 16 job functions at
Oracle, the OFCCP aggregated all of its models to the job function level, across many managers,
organizations, and types and levels of work. Yet my analysis showed there are wide variations in pay
outcomes across employees even according to the OFCCP’s aggregated common statistical model. This
wide variation in outcomes is inconsistent with the notion that companywide explanations and a common
model can be used to explain and meaningfully analyze the pay for women and Asians across Oracle.
186. The OFCCP’s SAC regression model does not compare employees who are performing
substantially similar work from a labor economics perspective. Standard job titles are broadly defined
and the requisitions showed that employees with the same title can be doing quite different work. Those
hired into the company into positions with identical standard job titles codes earn widely varying
amounts. This variation has little to do with years of labor market experience or age; instead, it appears
that if a successful candidate has the requisite specific skills, they can be hired and paid commensurate
with the skills and responsibilities that the position requires. For Software Developer 4 jobs, the largest
single job code in the data, the range of ages hired at the same pay level spans from 25 to 62, and at any
given age, the range of pay is almost a Standard job title alone is insufficient to similarly situate employees. It is very unlikely from a labor economics perspective that two individuals sharing the
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identical standard job title, with one paid what the other earns, are doing substantially similar work. Oracle standard job titles (or job codes) do not operate to “narrowly define” the nature of work from the perspective of a labor economist. That Oracle organizes its workforce with a particular hierarchical and task-type structure does not mean that this structure alone is sufficient for a labor economist asked to analyze this data in the context of a pattern and practice pay discrimination claim. These are crude measures from an analytical perspective, yet they are all that OFCCP’s models use. As a result, the OFCCP regression model is not correctly specified, and does not compare employees performing substantially similar work.

187. The OFCCP tenure measures are deeply flawed. First, “previous experience” is simply the employee’s age minus 18 minus years since hire at Oracle America, Inc. OFCCP’s model does nothing to capture differences in relevant prior experience, which can matter significantly for pay decisions. Second, the OFCCP fails to measure and take account of number of years employees may have worked at an Oracle affiliate overseas or in an acquired firm. Many employees in the data previously worked at an Oracle affiliate outside of the USA, which plausibly constitutes relevant experience in many cases, as would experience at a firm later purchased by Oracle. OFCCP’s model does not credit these employees with these types of experience. OFCCP also did not control for tenure in the current standard job title. Instead, the OFCCP model considers someone new to a position to be as skilled as someone who has worked in the position for years, as long as both were hired at Oracle America, Inc. in the same year. Finally, the OFCCP does not account for leaves of absence or other periods of unemployment, and thus does not actually compare employees who have spent equivalent amounts of time at work, improving their job-related skills and abilities.

188. The OFCCP also analyzed starting pay. But their starting pay regression models did not even control for standard job title but rather for career level, a broad measure of career advancement in which a Technical Writer and a Hardware Developer can share a level while having few skills in common. It is clear from the requisitions that experienced hires have diverse histories of skills and specialties and they do not apply at random to Oracle. Someone working in software security, for example, is unlikely to
apply for a job developing application software for use by accounting firms. The OFCCP model, however, only controls for Career Level and not for standard job title and organization to address these differences.

189. My refinements to the OFCCP’s model includes a measure of general previous experience (age minus company tenure minus 22), whether the position applied to is exempt or non-exempt, whether it is full-time or part-time, the year of hire, and standard job title and organization code in order to compare employees more similarly situated in terms of the work they do and the skills they draw upon. For each demographic group, there is a mix of positive and negative coefficients, indicating no pattern across the job functions. I further find no differences in terms of pay growth thereafter, once additional readily available additional factors are introduced.

190. Finally, there are a number of other data errors and other technical issues in the OFCCP analysis. Most importantly, the OFCCP measure of total compensation is taxable pay in the year, which includes exercised stock options from years past, 401K decisions and any other adjustments that are not a reflection of actual work that year. The OFCCP total compensation results are uninterpretable, because stock awards make up sizeable percentages of compensation, especially in the higher career levels and in management in particular.

191. The OFCCP also only selectively reported its results in their SAC. In their model analyzing total compensation, there are no statistically significant differences in pay between African-Americans and Whites, but rather than report that, they switch to an analysis of base pay (unlike any of their other analyses). The SAC also reports results claiming to show that Asians are less likely as Whites in PRODEV to occupy higher global career levels on the managerial career path. Yet their back-up shows that Asians are more likely to be in higher positions in the IC path. Their analysis does not take into account the positions applied for, and when I correct for this, I show that new hires are for the most part placed where they apply – but my point here is that the OFCCP selectively reported its results to support its claims in the SAC. Similarly, the OFCCP claims that pay differences for women increase over time;
yet their own results for INFTECH contradict their claim about the pay gap growing with tenure for all women.

192. For the reasons enumerated herein, it is my opinion that the analyses presented by the OFCCP to support their claims in the SAC are mis-specified, suffer from omitted variable bias, and have a number of important methodological flaws. As a result, my opinion is that the OFCCP analyses do not support the inferences of pay discrimination that they seek to make.

Executed this 19th day of July, 2019 in Los Angeles, California.

[Signature]

Ali Saad, Ph.D.
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ALI SAAD, Ph.D., MANAGING PARTNER

Dr. Saad is the Managing Partner of Resolution Economics LLC. He has a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Chicago. Prior to Resolution Economics, Dr. Saad was a partner at Deloitte & Touche LLP and at Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser LLP. Before that he was in the disputes consulting group at Price Waterhouse, first in New York, and then in Los Angeles. Prior to his consulting career, Dr. Saad served as an Assistant Professor of Economics at Baruch College of the City University of New York (CUNY).

Professional Experience

Dr. Saad’s experience is extensive in the area of statistical and economic analysis of liability and damages related to employment litigation matters. His experience is extensive in the application of economics and statistical methods to class action employment discrimination matters. He is also experienced in designing, implementing, and analyzing surveys and observation studies as well as conducting empirical analyses related to exempt/non-exempt status, hours worked, uncompensated time, meal and rest breaks, rounding, and other wage and hour issues. He has also performed statistical and damages analyses for a broad range of commercial litigation matters including breach of contract, insurance coverage, environmental claims, patent infringement, antitrust and real estate financing. Dr. Saad has testified a number of times at deposition and trial. Dr. Saad also regularly consults to clients regarding business issues related to employment practices.

Employment Matters

Dr. Saad provides a variety of services related to employment litigation. His experience is extensive in conducting statistical and economic analysis related to issues of liability for employment discrimination matters. He also has designed and conducted many surveys and observational studies related to wage and hour issues. Dr. Saad has also performed analyses of economic damages in both class action and single plaintiff matters.

Statistical and Economic Analysis in Discrimination Matters

Assignments representative of Dr. Saad’s experience in performing analyses in connection with employment discrimination matters include the following:

- Consulting and expert witness services in national class action race discrimination matter involving issues of pay, promotion, work assignment, and a variety of other challenged employment practices. Services included creating databases from diverse and voluminous source materials, and conducting extensive statistical analyses.

- Consulting and expert witness services in national class action gender discrimination matter involving issues of job assignment and promotion. Services included creating databases from diverse and voluminous source materials, and conducting extensive statistical analyses.
• Consulting and expert witness services in a class action case alleging that contracts were misleading. Services included processing and analyzing large quantities of data, and performing statistical analysis of the criteria determining class membership.

• Consulting and expert witness services in connection with a major class action alleging gender discrimination in pay and promotion at a large high-tech employer. Services included creating analytical databases, and developing economic and statistical arguments concerning the relationship between productivity-related variables, pay/promotion, and gender.

• Consulting and expert witness services in an antitrust and discrimination matter in which a group of businesses alleged violations of antitrust and discrimination laws by another group of businesses. Services included data construction, and statistical analysis related to issues of liability.

• Consulting and expert witness services on behalf of plaintiffs’ counsel in a series of cases alleging race discrimination in hiring. Services included creating analytical databases, studying the relationship between race and hiring, and examining the features of the external labor market.

• Consulting and expert witness services in connection with a class action claim of discrimination based on age in connection with a series of layoffs resulting from the combination of two large retail chains. Services included creating analytical databases, studying the relationship between layoff and age, and examining the relationship between age and workforce composition over.

• Consulting and expert witness services in connection with EEOC allegations of race discrimination in recruiting, hiring, and initial placement at a large service providing company. Services included developing databases from diverse paper and electronic sources, and providing statistical arguments concerning the relationship between race and various other factors.

• Consulting and expert witness services to defendant’s counsel in connection with a major class action alleging gender discrimination in multiple employment practices at a national retail chain. Services included developing a database from voluminous paper documents, and conducting analysis related to hiring, initial placement, and initial pay.

• Consulting and expert witness services to defendant’s counsel in connection with an EEOC investigation of racial discrimination in hiring by a major service providing organization. Services included developing a database, and conducting statistical analysis related to hiring.

• Consulting services to defendant’s counsel in connection with a U.S. Department of Labor OFCCP investigation of pay equity at a high-tech company. Services included design and oversight of a statistical analysis of pay equity, assessment of the OFCCP methodology, and participation in conciliation discussions between the company and the OFCCP.

• Consulting and expert witness services to defendant’s counsel in connection with an allegation of age discrimination in terminations resulting from a series of mass layoffs. Services provided included developing statistical arguments concerning the relationship between age and termination.
- Consulting services to defendant’s counsel in connection with a Department of Justice investigation regarding allegations of racial profiling by a large city police department. Analyzed departmental data related to over 130,000 traffic stops, pedestrian stops, and other types of police contacts that occurred in four selected weeks in 1997 and four selected weeks in 1999. Cross-referenced traffic stops data with other information sources including human resources data, precinct level paper records, and the officer discipline system to test various hypotheses.

- Consulting services and expert testimony to defendant’s counsel in connection with a multi-plaintiff matter alleging race and gender discrimination in promotion and placement into coveted positions by a large city police department. Performed statistical analysis of promotion and placement into coveted positions. Quantified economic damages for several plaintiffs under failure to promote and wrongful termination theories.

- Consulting services in a case against a city government alleging discrimination in recruiting and hiring of police and firefighters. Services included using Census and other large-scale data sources to assess labor market characteristics by detailed geographic location, and conducting extensive analysis of the impact of employment tests on hiring.

- Consulting and expert witness services to defendant’s counsel in a matter where plaintiff alleged that defendant’s hiring practices discriminated against women. Services included converting diverse paper source materials into a usable database, and developing statistical evidence concerning plaintiff’s allegation.

- Consulting services in several class action recruiting and hiring matters. Services included use of detailed census and other data to estimate labor market availabilities by geographic location, and analyzing employment practices in light of these availability findings.

- Consulting services to a major bank involved in an analysis of its fair lending practices. Services included using bank data on applicants for mortgages and other loans, and adding various demographic and geographic information to assess if the bank made loans on the basis of race, or controlling for other, observable factors could explain patterns in loan making.

- Consulting services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a major class action matter involving allegations of gender discrimination in promotion. Services included building analytical database from many sources, using the database to conduct extensive statistical analysis of plaintiffs’ allegations, and estimating damages resulting from non-promotion for approximately 3,000 women occupying different jobs over a ten-year period.

- Consulting and expert witness services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in two related cases alleging age discrimination in termination. Prior to plaintiffs’ vesting for certain long term benefits. Services included using defendant’s human resource data to test plaintiffs’ specific allegations, developing statistical arguments concerning the relationship between age and termination, and performing analyses of plaintiff’s damages in each case.

- Consulting services on behalf of plaintiff’s counsel in distribution of award in an age discrimination matter with 75 plaintiffs. Services included developing a method to efficiently compute damages for all plaintiffs, and working with counsel, an arbitrator, and plaintiffs’ committee to explain the process to plaintiffs’ group.
Wage and Hour Matters

Assignments representative of Dr. Saad’s experience in wage and hours matters include:

- Consulting and expert witness services to defense counsel in a national class-action wage and hour matter alleging that several thousand loan originators at a large financial institution were misclassified under FLSA. Conducted statistical analyses of hours worked records, compensation data, plaintiffs’ declarations, and other data to determine if select groups of plaintiffs would be representative of the class.

- Consulting and expert witness services to defense counsel in a wage and hour matter alleging that several thousand General Managers and Assistant Managers at a large office supply retailer were misclassified as exempt employees. Services included designing and conducting a survey to examine whether class members were appropriately classified, analyzing the company’s labor model and human resources data, and conducting statistical analyses related to a variety of class certification issues.

- Consulting and expert witness services to defense counsel in a wage and hour matter alleging that several thousand Assistant Managers at a large general merchandise retailer were misclassified as exempt employees. Services included designing and conducting both a survey and an observational study, to examine whether or not class members were appropriately classified. Services also included conducting extensive statistical analyses of the data collected by the survey and the observational study, and preparing materials for use in class certification proceedings.

- Consulting services to defense counsel in a class action matter alleging failure to pay overtime wages to independent sales and service representatives for a large national tool franchiser. Services included designing and implementing an hours survey to determine whether the additional hours worked claimed by some plaintiffs was representative of the additional hours worked by the class as a whole. Determined that the problem was isolated to certain geographic areas rather than nationwide.

- Consulting and expert witness services to defense counsel in a wage and hour matter alleging that several hundred store managers and assistant store managers at a chain of retail discount stores were misclassified. Services included creating and implementing a survey to examine whether class members were classified appropriately and conducting statistical analyses related to commonality of class-members and other class certification issues.

- Consulting services to defense counsel in a multi-plaintiff wage and hour matter alleging that the defendant employer failed to compensate security guards for uniform changing time and other claims of off-the-clock work. Services included designing and conducting an observation study to measure time associated with various activities.

- Consulting services to defense counsel in wage and hour matter alleging that store managers at a chain of convenience store/ gas station operations were misclassified as exempt workers. Services included designing and conducting a random sampling scheme and observational study to evaluate the amount of time that class members spent on exempt and non-exempt duties.

- Consulting services to defense counsel in a class-action wage and hour matter alleging uncompensated meal periods and breaks, unpaid overtime wages, and minimum wage violations at a field maintenance company.
Services included creating a database of hours worked from paper and electronic records, and then providing damages estimates based on a variety of assumptions and legal theories.

- Consulting services to defense counsel in a class action matter alleging a variety of wage and hour violations for hourly workers at a chain of warehouse stores. Services included analyzing data to test allegations of improper time adjustments, missed meal and rest periods, uncompensated split shifts, reporting time violations, overtime and regular rate issues, and off-the-clock work.

**Employment Damages**

Assignments representative of Dr. Saad’s experience estimating economic damages include the following:

- Consulting services to plaintiff’s counsel in a case involving a breach of employment contract allegation by a high-level executive in the emerging communications industry. Services included damages analysis based on valuation of stock options and estimation of future earnings.

- Consulting services to defendant’s counsel in a case involving a wrongful termination allegation by a high-level executive in the telecommunication industry. Services included damages analysis based on valuation of stock options using the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Framework and a Monte Carlo Simulation Model.

- Consulting and expert witness services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a matter brought by a former executive who alleged wrongful termination and age discrimination against a major defense contractor following a reduction in force. Critiqued work product of the opposing expert, evaluated mitigation issues, calculated loss of earnings damages and valued losses related to stock options.

- Consulting and expert witness services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a medical malpractice action where the underlying damages issue was valuing an income stream from a closely held cash business. Performed accounting of plaintiff’s financial records to determine the existence and the extent of fraud. Created financial models to calculate damages under a variety of scenarios.

- Consulting and expert witness services to defendant’s counsel in a wrongful termination matter brought by senior executive of a high-tech company who alleged age discrimination. Performed analysis of mitigation factors, calculated loss of earnings, and valued future stock options.

**Commercial Litigation**

Dr. Saad has assisted clients in a variety of commercial litigation matters, including patent infringement, insurance coverage, antitrust, breach of contract, and real estate financing. Assignments representative of Dr. Saad’s experience in these areas include the following:

- Consulting and expert witness services in a series of cases involving the real property title insurance industry. Services included performing extensive statistical analyses in connection with both liability and damages issues.
• Consulting and expert witness services in a case alleging breach of loan commitment to a commercial real estate concern. Services included constructing financial models, developing economic arguments relating to fixed versus variable rate loans, and assisting counsel in deposing the opposing expert.

• Consulting and expert witness services in a case involving a breach of contract allegation in the computer hardware industry. Services consisted of performing a damages calculation, and rebutting the opposing expert’s analysis.

• Consulting and expert witness services in a case alleging that one entity caused another entity’s property to be misused. Services included database creation, and statistical analysis related to issues of causation. Results indicated that there was a statistically significant relationship between defendant’s actions and plaintiff’s economic condition.

• Consulting services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a breach of contract matter in the context of natural resource raw materials shipping. Services included developing economic arguments regarding the but-for pricing of both the shipping service as well as the material being shipped.

• Consulting and expert witness services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a major insurance coverage case, in which the underlying claims resulted from tens of thousands of asbestos claims. Services included developing strategy for dealing with large amounts of paper information, creating a database for analysis, and performing a variety of statistical analyses.

• Consulting services on behalf of plaintiff’s counsel in an antitrust matter in the consumer electronics product market. The antitrust practice alleged was predatory pricing. Services included preparing a damage analysis.

• Consulting services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a patent infringement matter in the computer hardware industry. Services included researching transfer pricing issues and analyzing complex company P&L data in preparation for damages calculation.

• Consulting services on behalf of defendant’s counsel in a real estate financing dispute. Dispute revolved around the financing of a major New York office property. Services included analysis of interest rates and their relationship to potential damages at various points in time, as well as the construction of a financial model of the property with the but-for financing in place.

• Consulting services on behalf of plaintiff’s counsel in an antitrust matter involving allegations of non-competitive practices and predatory pricing in the home cable television market. Services included an analysis of “raising rivals costs”, as well as a statistical analysis of pricing of complex products over time.
Summary of Employment Experience

Resolution Economics LLC:
Managing Partner, October 1998 to date.

University of Southern California
Adjunct Associate Professor in the Department of Economics, January 1999 to September 2001.

Deloitte & Touche, LLP:
Partner, Dispute Consulting Services, (Los Angeles), 1998.

Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser LLP:

Price Waterhouse LLP:

Olympia & York Companies (USA):

Baruch College, City University of New York (CUNY):

Education

Ph.D., Economics, The University of Chicago.

B.A., History, Economics, The University of Pennsylvania

Publications

Financial Success and Business Ownership among Vietnam and other Veterans (with S. Lustgarten) SBA - 7210 - VA - 83, 1986.


**Presentations**

Dr. Saad has delivered many presentations at professional conferences, to law firms and to industry groups.

**Academic Honors**

Finalist, Allan Nevins National Doctoral Dissertation Award
NIMH Doctoral Fellowship, The University of Chicago
Magna Cum Laude, The University of Pennsylvania
Honors in History, Economics, The University of Pennsylvania
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Honor Society in Economics

**Professional Affiliations**

American Economic Association
American Bar Association (associate membership)
Last Four Years of Testimony:


In the matter of Woods, et al., v. JFK Memorial Hospital, Inc., Case No. INC 1205209, (Superior Court of California, County of Riverside), in connection with wage and hour claims. Report filed October 13, 2017. Deposition November 29, 2017.


In the matter of Urbano, et al., v. SMG Holdings, et al., Case No.: 5:15-cv-00603-MMM (MRW), (United States District Court for the Central District of California), in connection with wage and hour allegations. Report filed October 14, 2016, deposition October 26, 2016.
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I. Court Documents

Amended Complaint, Filed January 25, 2017
OFCCP’s Supplemental Objections and Answers to Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Interrogatories, Set One (As Amended), Filed October 11, 2017
OFCCP’s Motion for Leave to File a Second Amended Complaint, Filed January 22, 2019
Second Amended Complaint, Filed March 8, 2019
Consent Findings and Order, Filed April 25, 2019
Order Adopting Consent Findings Regarding College Recruiting Program Allegations, Filed April 30, 2019
Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part OFCCP’s Motion to Compel Historical Data of Comparator Employees, Filed May 16, 2019

II. Depositions and Declarations

a. OFCCP v. Oracle

Videotaped Deposition of Kate Waggoner, May 1, 2019

- Deposition Errata Sheet for the Deposition of Kate Waggoner, Testifying on Behalf of Oracle America, Inc. Taken on May 1, 2019
- Exhibits 1 – 16


ORACLE_HQCA_0000398926_Videotaped PMK Deposition of Oracle America, Inc., By: Anje Dodson, July 17, 2018

- ORACLE_HQCA_0000398389 - ORACLE_HQCA_0000398921 (Exhibits 1 – 22)

ORACLE_HQCA_0000399391_Videotaped PMK Deposition of Oracle America, Inc., By: Chad Wayne Kidder, October 23, 2018

- ORACLE_HQCA_0000399379 - ORACLE_HQCA_0000399389 (Exhibits 74-75)

ORACLE_HQCA_0000400584_Videotaped PMK Deposition of Oracle America, Inc., By: Kate Waggoner Volume 1, July 26, 2018 and July 27, 2018

- ORACLE_HQCA_0000399631 - ORACLE_HQCA_0000400354 (Exhibits 23 – 46)

ORACLE_HQCA_0000400868_Videotaped PMK Deposition of Oracle America, Inc., By: Kate Waggoner Volume 2, July 27, 2018

- ORACLE_HQCA_0000400357 - ORACLE_HQCA_0000400577 - (Exhibits 47 – 62) ORACLE_HQCA_0000400579 (Exhibit 64)
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000399314_Videotaped PMK Deposition of Oracle America, Inc., By: Kristina Karstensson Edwards, October 16, 2018

- ORACLE_HQCA_0000399311 (Exhibit 57); ORACLE_HQCA_0000399190 - ORACLE_HQCA_0000399291 (Exhibits 65 – 73)

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544833_Declaration of Anshuman Sharma in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 11, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544765_Declaration of Ashlee Kling in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed February 26, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544752_Declaration of Balaji Bashyam in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 4, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544776_Declaration of Barbara Lundhild in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 1, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000545106_Declaration of Campbell Webb in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 5, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544762_Declaration of Chad Kidder in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment, executed January 11, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544758_Declaration of Chad Kidder in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 1, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544820_Declaration of Chintu Patel in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 1, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544837_Declaration of Darryl Tewes in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 1, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544768_Declaration of Denise Lee in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 15, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544746_Declaration of Joseph Albowicz in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 10, 2019
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000544846_Declaration of Kate Waggoner in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 16, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544772_Declaration of Michael Leftwich in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed February 28, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544827_Declaration of Richard Sarwal in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 5, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000607281_Declaration of Steven Miranda in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 17, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000544843_Declaration of Vickie Thrasher in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the alternative, Summary Adjudication, executed January 9, 2019

ORACLE_HQCA_0000545111_Declaration of Vivian Wong in Support of Defendant Oracle America, Inc.’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification, executed March 1, 2019

III. Oracle Documents

ORACLE_HQCA_0000000407_Global Compensation Training - 2011 Managing Pay Final (Native).PPTX

ORACLE_HQCA_0000000464_USEmployeeHandbook.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000014418_IRC1757825.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000015152_IRC 1727737.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000020125_Sourcing Handbook.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021914_Document1.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021918_Updated College Recruiting ProcessOverview.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021930_College Recruiting Internal Website - Storeyboard Template.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021971_HM Internal Site Changes.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021994_COMPLETE LIST OF SCHOOLS.pdf

ORACLE_HQCA_0000021999_Directions for Qualifying.pdf
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000022000_Hardware PhDs list of schools.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022003_Oracle College Recruiting Resourcing Outline for 2011 FY.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022006_Resourcing Guidelines.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022013_Sourcing from Resume Drop Sites.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022470_BDC Pre-screen (6).pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022721_EvaluationForm.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022736_ncg_undergrad_screening_rev2.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022905_HQCA Job Descriptions.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022906 Career Level Guidelines Matrix Oracle.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022922_Annual Stock Focal Process updatedJune13 updated.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022940_Equity_Award_Impact_On_Offer_140526.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022954 PD Promotion Template.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022959_FY14 Stock Grant Eligibility.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022967 IC Promotion Template.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022968 Management Promotion Template.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022973_FY14 Stock Grant Eligibility.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022980_PM Global Training Schedule FY14-15Announcement Final.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022984 Mgr Prod Dev Promotion Template Feb-09.docx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000022987_Product Development IC Promotion Template_2011.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000023006 PD Manag Promotion Template.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000023012_Native_TM85_Managers_Preparing_Talent_Review_Content_Fusion.pptx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000024196_Recruiting Support Staff (RSS) Training 09.17.2013 (Native).PPT
ORACLE_HQCA_0000024950_FY14 Recruiter Discretionary bonus plan - Admin Guidelines NA - Recruiter (Native).xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000024951_1-Document.pdf
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000416512_RE Written Investigation Follow Up_SD.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416515_WrittenCloseOut_20160812.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416517_Equal Pay Inquiry_self_2017.02.03.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416518_@oracle.com_28936679_25.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416519_@oracle.com_253331_53757.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416520_2017.09.19 DFEH RTS.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416526_2000 LTIP 02 01 2018.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416561_2000 LTIP 05 31 2011.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416646_2000 LTIP 06 30 16.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416684_2000 LTIP Pro 020118.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416719_2000 Plan 06302016.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416757_2000 Plan 12012017.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416793_2000LTPLANPRO14.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416837_Investigation Results_12.7.17.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416857_Amended and Restated_2000_LTIP_2.1.18.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416892_Amended and Restated_2000_LTIP_5.31.11.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000416978_Amended and Restated_2000_LTIP_6.30.16.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417016_Amended and Restated_2000_LTIP_12.1.17.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417061_confirm equal pay.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417062_Question on Benefits Compensation.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417316_shauna.holman.harries@oracle.com_9515916_112783.pdf
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417308-417309.tif
ORACLE_HQCA_0000417382-417642.pdfs: Job Descriptions
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IV. OFCCP Produced Documents

DOL000001395-000001406.pdf


2017.10.26 [OFCCP] Attachment-OFCCP v Oracle - Additional Data Needed Re Statistics.docx

Backup to Second Amended Complaint:

- basepay_over_time.do
- Directive 310- Calculating Back Pay.pdf
- DOL 000040761 (SAC Tables 1-6).xlsx
- OFCCP v. Oracle; OALJ Case No. 2017-OFC-00006, SAC Tables 1-6.pdf
- ORACLE Damage Calculation.xlsx
- Oracle_Combine_Data.do
- Oracle_ordered_logs_assignment.do
- Oracle_Regressions.do
- rr-18-07.pdf
- Starting Salary.do
- wage_changes.do

DOL000004722.pdf

DOL000005298-5330.pdf

DOL000026401.xlsx

DOL000026402.xlsx

DOL000026403.xlsx

DOL000030699.pdf

DOL000030705.pdf

DOL000031068.pdf

DOL000031113.pdf

DOL000031116.pdf

DOL000031119.pdf

DOL000031233.pdf

DOL000031245.pdf

DOL000031294.pdf

DOL000031345.pdf
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DOL000031349.pdf
DOL000031357.pdf
DOL000031952.pdf
DOL000032196.xlsx
DOL000032197.xlsx
DOL000032198.xlsx
DOL000039442-39447.pdf

V. Data Correspondence

2017.10.26 [OFCCP] [Pilotin] Email to [Oracle] Connell, et al re Info on OFCCP Analysis
2017.10.31 [Oracle] Horton email-attch-Hard Disk Drive Production - Bates Number Index.xlsx
2017.11.28 [Oracle] Pitcher Ltr to [OFCCP] re produced data.pdf
2017.12.18 [Oracle] Pitcher Ltr to [OFCCP] Pilotin resp 12.05.2017 ltr Qs re data.pdf
2018.06.08 [OFCCP] Bremer ltr to [Oracle] Connell re data requests (DOC2....pdf
2018.06.08 [REDACTED] [OFCCP] Bremer ltr to [Oracle] Connell w Data Qs (DOC240).pdf
2018.06.29 [REDACTED] [Oracle] Connell ltr to [OFCCP] Bremer in resp 2018.06.08 dat....pdf
2018.06.29 [REDACTED] [Oracle] Pitcher ltr to [OFCCP] Bremer in resp 2018.06.08 dat....pdf
2018.07.06 [REDACTED] [OFCCP] Bremer ltr to [Oracle] Pitcher re Data Que....pdf
2018.07.13 [Oracle] [Pitcher] Ltr to [OFCCP] Bremer re Resp to 07.06.201....pdf
2019-06-13 Letter to W. Parker from Daquiz.pdf
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2019.02.19 [Oracle] [Parker] Ltr to [Court] ALJ Clark re Met and Conferred on Schedule.pdf
2019.04.11 [Oracle] Parker Ltr to [OFCCP] Daquiz re Resps to Amended RFP....pdf
2019.04.26 Daquiz email to Parker RE OFCCP v Oracle, Case No 2017-OFC-00....pdf
2019.05.06 [OFCCP] Daquiz Email to [Oracle] Parker re Oracle Resending N....pdf
2019.05.14 [Oracle] Fuad Ltr to [OFCCP] Daquiz re Follow Up on May 3 Ltr....pdf
2019.06.07 [Oracle] Pitcher Ltr to [OFCCP] Bremer re Supplemental Data Production.pdf
2019.07.03 Mantoan Ltr to Bremer re Additional Information re Previously Produced Data.pdf

VI. Data

ORACLE_HQCA_0000062856_Thomas Kurian HC information for Orrick v4 (USA only)_native.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062858 (AAP_Location List.xlsx).xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062859_Candidate Offers.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062862_Contact Info Group I Fusion.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062863_Contact Info Group I Taleo.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062864_Contact Info Group I.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062865_Group I iRec docs.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062866_Group I Taleo - File List - By Candidate.CSV
ORACLE_HQCA_0000062867_Group I Taleo - File List - By Requisition.CSV
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070721_AllEarnings.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070722_AllEarnings2.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070723_Application - Candidate Skills.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070724_Application - CSW History.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070725_Application - Education.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070726_Application - Experience.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070727_Application - History.xlsx
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000070728_Application - Source.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070729_Application Data.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070730_Appraisal_Audit_All_Data.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070731_Candidate - Demographics.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070732_Candidate - Languages.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070733_Candidate - Referrals.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070734_Candidate Preferences - Job Field.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070735_Candidate Preferences - Location.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070736_Candidate Preferences - Organization.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070737_CC Data Dictionary.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070738_Emp_Personal_Experience_Qualification_Assign_Details.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070739_File Attachments - By Candidate.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070740_File Attachments - By Requisition.xlsx
  - Attachments referenced in file; produced Volume13
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070741_gsi_comp_history.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070742_gsi_cwb_audit.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070743_gsi_cwb_detail.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070744_gsi_focal_only_audit.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070745_hcm_wfc_audit.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070746_hcm_wfc_details.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070747_HQCA_IREC_DATA.xlsx
  - Attachments referenced in file; produced Volume13
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070748_Merged Assignment History, Medicare and Sal Admin.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070749_Requisition - Collaborators Data.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070750_Requisition - Description and Qualification Data.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070751_Requisition - Other Locations.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070752_Requisition Data.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070753_Talent_Review_Audit.xlsx
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000070754_Talent_Review_Audit_Notes.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070755_us_audit_adhoc_comp_total.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070756_us_audit_adhoc_comp_wf.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070757_us_audit_adhoc_comp_wf_attach.xlsx
  • Attachments referenced in file; produced Volume13
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070758_Z_PromApproverAttachmentKey.xlsx
  • Attachments referenced in file; produced Volume13
ORACLE_HQCA_0000070759_Z_PromApproverMtxRpt.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000360321_H1B.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000364082-0000364182 (2013-2016 Organization Hierarchy Files)
ORACLE_HQCA_0000403939_AllEarnings_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000404317_AllEarnings_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581268_gsi_comp_history_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581269_gsi_cwb_audit_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581270_gsi_cwb_details_Updated_Population.xlsx
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000581274 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000581347
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581271_us_audit_adhoc_comp_total_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581272_us_audit_adhoc_comp_wf_attach_Updated_Population.xlsx
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000581274 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000581347
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581273_us_audit_adhoc_comp_wf_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000437695_CF_116190287_503759264.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581393_AppraisalData_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581394_AppraisalData_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581395_Emp_Personal_Experience_Qualification_Assign_Details_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581396_Emp_Personal_Experience_Qualification_Assign_Details_Supplemental_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581397_hcm_wfc_audit_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000581398_hcm_wfc_audit_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581399_hcm_wfc_details_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
- Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000581415 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000581424
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581400_hcm_wfc_details_Updated_Population.xlsx
- Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000581410 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000581414
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581401_Merged_Assignment_History_Medicare_and_Sal_Admin_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581402_Merged_Assignment_History_Medicare_and_Sal_Admin_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581403_Stock_Data_Product_Statement_Combined.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581404_Talent_Review_Audit_Notes_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581405_Talent_Review_Audit_Notes_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581406_Talent_Review_Audit_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581407_Talent_Review_Audit_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581408_TalentProfile_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581409_TalentProfile_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581425_iRec_apl_employment_history_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581426_iRec_apl_employment_history_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581427_iRec_apl_qualifications_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581428_iRec_apl_qualifications_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581429_iRec_applicant_Profiles_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581430_iRec_applicant_Profiles_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581431_iRec_hqca_vacancies_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581432_iRec_hqca_vacancies_Updated_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581433_iRec_offer_approval_comm_history_Supplemental_Production.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581434_iRec_offer_approval_comm_history_Updated_Population.xlsx
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000581435_iRec_offer_approval_history_Supplemental_Production.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581436_iRec_offer_approval_history_Updated_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581437_iRec_offer_candidates_Supplemental_Production.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581438_iRec_offer_candidates_Updated_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581439_iRec_offer_icds_Supplemental_Production.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581440_iRec_offer_icds_Updated_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581441_iRec_offer_status_history_Supplemental_Production.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581442_iRec_offer_status_history_Updated_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581443_iRec_offer_workflow_attachments_Supplemental_Producti
on.xls
  • Attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000590597 to ORACLE_HQCA_ 0000590815
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581444_iRec_offer_workflow_attachments_Updated_Population.xls
  • Attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000590818 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000591452
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581445_iRec_other_attachments_Supplemental_Production.xls
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000591454 to
   ORACLE_HQCA_0000591464
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581446_iRec_other_attachments_Updated_Population.xls
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000591465 to
   ORACLE_HQCA_0000591525
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581447_iRec_Resumes_Supplemental_Production.xls
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000591526 to
   ORACLE_HQCA_0000592522
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581448_iRec_Resumes_Updated_Population.xls
  • Attachments referenced in file: ORACLE_HQCA_0000592523 to
   ORACLE_HQCA_0000595455
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581449-0000581466: 2017-2018 Organization Hierarchy Files
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581470_CWB_international workbench
   _International_Transfer_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581471_Salary_Range_History.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581472_Application_Candidate Skills_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581473_Application_CSW History_Updated Population.csv
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000581474_Application_Education_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581475_Application_Experience_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581476_Application_History_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581477_Application_Source_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581478_Application_Data_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581479_Candidate_Demographics_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581480_Candidate_GovtClearance_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581481_Candidate_Languages_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581482_Candidate_Preferences_Job Field_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581483_Candidate_Preferences_Location_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581484_Candidate_Preferences_Organization_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581485_Candidate_Referrals_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581486_Files_by Requisition_Updated Population.csv

- Attachments referenced in file and in ORACLE_HQCA_0000581491: ORACLE_HQCA_0000581492 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000588418

ORACLE_HQCA_0000581487_Requisition_Collaborators Data_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581488_Requisition_Description and Qualification Data_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581489_Requisition_Other Locations_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581490_Requisition Data_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000581491_Files_by Candidate_Updated Population.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588420_Application_Candidate_Skills_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588421_Application_CSWS_History_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588422_Application_Data_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588423_Application_Education_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588424_Application_Experience_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588425_Application_History_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588426_Application_Source_Supplemental_Production.csv
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000588427_Candidate_Demographics_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588428_Candidate_Languages_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588429_Candidate_Preferences_Job_Fields_Supplemental_Producti.on.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588430_Candidate_Preferences_Location_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588431_Candidate_Preferences_Organization_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588432_Candidate_Referrals_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588433_Files_by_Candidate_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588434_Files_by_Requisition_Supplemental_Production.csv

- Attachments referenced in file and in ORACLE_HQCA_0000588433:
  ORACLE_HQCA_0000588439 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000590595

ORACLE_HQCA_0000588435_Requisition_Collaborators_Data_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588436_Requisition_Data_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588437_Requisition_Description_and_Qualification_Data_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000588438_Requisition_Other_Locations_Supplemental_Production.csv
ORACLE_HQCA_0000590596_RAA_Job_FUNCTION.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000591453_CC_Data_Dictionary_Supplement.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597171_AppraisalData_Historical_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597172_Emp_Personal_Experience_Qualification_Assign_Details_Historical_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597173_gsi_comp_history_Historical_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597174_gsi_cwb_details_Historical_Population.xlsx

- Available attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000597188 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000597680

ORACLE_HQCA_0000597175_Merged_Assignment_History,_Medicare_and_Sal_Admin_Historical_Population.xlsx
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597176_iRec_apl_employment_history_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597177_iRec_apl_qualifications_Historical_Population.xlsx
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ORACLE_HQCA_0000597178_iRec_applicant_profiles_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597179_iRec_hqca_vacancies_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597180_iRec_offer_approval_comm_history_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597181_iRec_offer_approval_history_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597182_iRec_offer_candidates_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597183_iRec_offer_icds_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597184_iRec_offer_status_history_Historical_Population.xls
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597185_iRec_offer_workflow_attachments_Historical_Population.xls
  • Available attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000597681 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000597701
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597186_iRec_other_attachments_Historical_Population.xls
  • Available attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000595456 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000595512
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597187_iRec_resumes_Historical_Population.xls
  • Available attachments at ORACLE_HQCA_0000595513 to ORACLE_HQCA_0000597170
ORACLE_HQCA_0000597892_AllEarnings_Historical_Population.xlsx
ORA_OFCCP018 Index.xlsxb
ORA_OFCCP026.dat
ORA_OFCCP027.dat
ORA_OFCCP028.dat
ORA_OFCCP029.dat
ORA_OFCCP030.dat
ORA_OFCCP031.dat

Resumes, hiring documents, promotion templates, dive and save templates, and other compensation related attachments in Productions 26-32

1997 National Longitudinal Survey (NLS97)
VII. Literature


“Google loses Android battle and could owe Oracle billions of dollars,” money.cnn.com, March 28, 2018
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VIII. Online Cites


Oracle Products A-Z (https://www.oracle.com/products/oracle-a-z.html), accessed on July 16, 2019
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United States Census Bureau: Industry and Occupation
(https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/about/occupation.html), accessed on July 16, 2019

Yahoo! Finance Oracle Corporation (ORCL) NYSE - Nasdaq Real Time Price. Currency in USD,
Attachment C: Tables
## Employee Counts for HQCA
- INFTECH, PRODEV, and SUPP Job Functions -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># of Unique Employees</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>5,713</td>
<td>3,996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5,662</td>
<td>3,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5,687</td>
<td>4,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>5,605</td>
<td>4,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5,514</td>
<td>3,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5,348</td>
<td>3,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>6,300</td>
<td>4,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2018</td>
<td>8,465</td>
<td>6,035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### The Distribution of Total Compensation in 2014 by Career Level
- Full-Time, Full-Year Employees -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Level</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>1st Percentile</th>
<th>10th Percentile</th>
<th>25th Percentile</th>
<th>50th Percentile</th>
<th>75th Percentile</th>
<th>90th Percentile</th>
<th>99th Percentile</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>1,219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>419</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>316</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>4,497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## The Distribution of Total Compensation in 2014 by Job Title

- 15 Most Populated Job Titles Across PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP -
- Full Time, Full Year Employees -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Title</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>1st Percentile</th>
<th>10th Percentile</th>
<th>25th Percentile</th>
<th>50th Percentile</th>
<th>75th Percentile</th>
<th>90th Percentile</th>
<th>99th Percentile</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Development VP</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Snr Director</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Director</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 5</td>
<td>375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Snr Manager</td>
<td>316</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Manager</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Manager/Strategy 5-ProdDev</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications Developer 5</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 4</td>
<td>611</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Manager/Strategy 4-ProdDev</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications Developer 4</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 3</td>
<td>295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer 2</td>
<td>131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications Developer 3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Analyst 4-Support</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The OFCCP's NOV Analysis Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Women vs. Men

- OFCCP Presented the Three Statistically Significant Results and Ignored Thirteen Job Functions With Insignificant Results -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADMIN</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>8.68%</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLROLES</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSPRAC</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>-0.16%</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONS</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-3.08%</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACS</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-6.90%</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCE</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2.44%</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6.28%</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>-3.33%</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUDIST</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.24%</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKET</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>-2.28%</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESALES</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-2.66%</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>4,315</td>
<td>1,207</td>
<td>-3.91%</td>
<td>-8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALES</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>-1.52%</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-7.35%</td>
<td>-3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAIN</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5.15%</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for female, standard job title (ones with less than 5 employees are grouped together), part-time/full-time, exempt status, time in company, and estimated previous experience (age minus 18).
### The OFCCP's NOV Analysis Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results for Asians and African Americans

- OFCCP Presented the One Statistically Significant Results and Ignored Fifteen Job Functions With Insignificant Results -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Asian vs. White</th>
<th>African American vs. White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># Obs. Used</td>
<td># Protected Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMIN</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLROLES</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSPRAC</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONS</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACS</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCE</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUDIST</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKET</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESALES</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>4,315</td>
<td>3,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALES</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAIN</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for race, standard job title (ones with less than 5 employees are grouped together), part-time/full-time, exempt status, time in company, and estimated previous experience (age minus 18).
## Organization Counts for HQCA
- INFTECH, PRODEV, and SUPP Job Functions -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># of Unique Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2018</td>
<td>1,039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation by Gender or Race Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results Across Years or Job Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>-3.35%</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>-3.42%</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>-3.60%</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>-0.86%</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-3.08%</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>-5.72%</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3,901</td>
<td>1,123</td>
<td>-1.75%</td>
<td>-2.12</td>
<td>3,783</td>
<td>2,746</td>
<td>-1.17%</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-0.90%</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3,872</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>-1.31%</td>
<td>-1.39</td>
<td>3,756</td>
<td>2,764</td>
<td>-0.94%</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>1,018</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-2.81%</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3,814</td>
<td>1,081</td>
<td>-1.41%</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>3,687</td>
<td>2,750</td>
<td>-0.54%</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-6.49%</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,809</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>-1.42%</td>
<td>-1.48</td>
<td>3,659</td>
<td>2,778</td>
<td>-0.40%</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-7.27%</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3,816</td>
<td>1,052</td>
<td>-0.96%</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>3,669</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>-1.03%</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-6.53%</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>3,585</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>-0.82%</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>3,435</td>
<td>2,662</td>
<td>-2.52%</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-7.51%</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-5.30%</td>
<td>-2.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-6.09%</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18.56%</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10.03%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for gender/race, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
In the Individual Contributor Career Levels, Total Compensation is Comprised Largely of Base Salary
At Higher Manager Career Levels, Stock Awards Make Up the Bulk of Total Compensation
- 2013-2018, Full Time Full Year Employees, By Career Level -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Level</th>
<th>Number of Incumbent Years</th>
<th>Average Base Pay</th>
<th>Average Stock Amount</th>
<th>Average Bonus Amount</th>
<th>Average Total Compensation</th>
<th>% Receiving Stock</th>
<th>% Receiving Bonus</th>
<th>Base Pay as a % of Total Compensation</th>
<th>Stock as a % of Total Compensation</th>
<th>Bonus as a % of Total Compensation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>1,166</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>3,655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>7,146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>5,174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>575</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>2,275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>2,444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>2,033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>1,151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Attachment C - Tables

Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation by Gender or Race Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results in IC Career Levels Across Years or Job Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>-4.12%</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>2,598</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>-0.97%</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.20%</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>-3.98%</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>2,587</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>-0.27%</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-0.89%</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>-6.53%</td>
<td>-2.99</td>
<td>2,544</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>-0.70%</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>-4.67%</td>
<td>-2.14</td>
<td>2,548</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>-1.33%</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-2.21%</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>-6.05%</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>2,545</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>-1.26%</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-4.18%</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>-6.01%</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>2,359</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>-0.86%</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-8.06%</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PRODEV       | 2013 | 186         | 38               | -4.60%       | -1.84   | 2,512       | 1,847             | -1.35%       | -1.42   | 686         | 21               | 5.20%        | 0.98    |
|              | 2014 | 173         | 37               | -3.29%       | -1.47   | 2,502       | 1,879             | -2.31%       | -2.16   | 646         | 23               | -0.89%       | -0.14   |
|              | 2015 | 82          | 26               | 6.70%        | 1.28    | 2,456       | 1,868             | -2.03%       | -1.82   | 609         | 21               | 0.81%        | 0.12    |
|              | 2016 | 72          | 18               | 2.24%        | 0.22    | 2,440       | 1,881             | -0.77%       | -0.68   | 584         | 25               | -2.21%       | -0.37   |
|              | 2017 | 66          | 15               | -17.75%      | -3.20   | 2,439       | 1,894             | -0.92%       | -0.76   | 568         | 23               | -4.18%       | -0.68   |
|              | 2018 | 64          | 16               | -6.88%       | -0.84   | 2,250       | 1,749             | -2.25%       | -1.78   | 524         | 23               | -8.06%       | -1.23   |

| SUPP         | 2013 | 2,359       | 727              | -0.86%       | -0.80   | 2,512       | 1,847             | -1.35%       | -1.42   | 686         | 21               | 5.20%        | 0.98    |
|              | 2014 | 2,587       | 818              | -0.27%       | -0.29   | 2,502       | 1,879             | -2.31%       | -2.16   | 646         | 23               | -0.89%       | -0.14   |
|              | 2015 | 2,544       | 794              | -0.70%       | -0.71   | 2,456       | 1,868             | -2.03%       | -1.82   | 609         | 21               | 0.81%        | 0.12    |
|              | 2016 | 2,548       | 772              | -1.33%       | -1.38   | 2,440       | 1,881             | -0.77%       | -0.68   | 584         | 25               | -2.21%       | -0.37   |
|              | 2017 | 2,545       | 765              | -1.26%       | -1.21   | 2,439       | 1,894             | -0.92%       | -0.76   | 568         | 23               | -4.18%       | -0.68   |
|              | 2018 | 2,359       | 727              | -0.86%       | -0.80   | 2,250       | 1,749             | -2.25%       | -1.78   | 524         | 23               | -8.06%       | -1.23   |

Model controls for gender/race, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation by Gender or Race Shows No Systematic Pattern of Statistically Significant Results in M Career Levels Across Years or Job Function

* Results suppressed if fewer than 5 employees in the protected class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-4.82%</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.66%</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.81%</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.83%</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>-2.48%</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,285</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>-1.40%</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>1,254</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,270</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>-2.37%</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>2.74%</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,261</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>1,219</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1,230</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>-1.59%</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,226</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>-0.04%</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1,185</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>-3.27%</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-40.62%</td>
<td>-9.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-72.60%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-72.60%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.41%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-10.07%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-25.40%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for gender/race, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation by Gender or Race Shows No Systematic Patterns of Statistically Significant Results in Any Career Level in PRODEV, 2014

- The Only Significant Result Shows Women with Higher Compensation (IC6) -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Global Career Level</th>
<th>Female vs. Male</th>
<th>Asian vs. White</th>
<th>African American vs. White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># Obs. Used</td>
<td># Protected Group</td>
<td>Pay Diff. (%)</td>
<td>T-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC2</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC3</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>-0.7%</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC4</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC5</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV IC6</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>109.4%</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M3</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M4</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M5</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M6</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV M7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for gender/race, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation for Asians vs. Whites in PRODEV Shows No Statistically Significant Effect of H1B Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The coefficient is never statistically significant. Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition, and whether on H1B visa.
There are Differences in The Job Level Applied for by Men and Women  
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career level applied to</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Contributors (Chi-sq test p-value: &lt;.0001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers (Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.3567)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## There are Differences in The Job Level Applied for by Asians and Whites

- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career level applied to</th>
<th>Asians</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Whites</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Contributors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Managers                    |        |          |          |        |
| (Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.0060) |        |          |          |        |
| M2                          | 19     | 8.3%     | 2        | 2.9%   |
| M3                          | 57     | 25.0%    | 7        | 10.3%  |
| M4                          | 77     | 33.8%    | 25       | 36.8%  |
| M5                          | 53     | 23.2%    | 19       | 27.9%  |
| M6                          | 22     | 9.6%     | 15       | 22.1%  |
| Total                       | 228    | 100.0%   | 68       | 100.0% |
### Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for Women vs. Men

- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires into IC Career Levels -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Placement v. Application</th>
<th># Females</th>
<th>% Females</th>
<th># Males</th>
<th>% Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-sq test p-value: 0.1063
### Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for Women vs. Men

- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires in M Career Levels -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Placement v. Application</th>
<th># Females</th>
<th>% Females</th>
<th># Males</th>
<th>% Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td><strong>51</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>284</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.2763
### Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for Asians vs. Whites

- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires into IC Career Levels -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Placement v. Application</th>
<th># Asian</th>
<th>% Asian</th>
<th># White</th>
<th>% White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-sq test p-value: 0.0095
**Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for Asians vs. Whites**

- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires into M Career Levels -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Placement v. Application</th>
<th># Asian</th>
<th>% Asian</th>
<th># White</th>
<th>% White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fisher's exact test p-value: 0.5529
Comparison of Actual vs. Applied for Job Level for African Americans vs. Whites
- 2013-2018 Experienced Hires into IC Career Levels -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Placement v. Application</th>
<th># African American</th>
<th>% African American</th>
<th># White</th>
<th>% White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fisher's exact test p-value = 0.9779
- Based on OFCCP Data and OFCCP Regression Model -
The OFCCP's Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asians vs. Whites
- INFTECH and SUPP Job Functions -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>-1.13%</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>-0.60%</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>2.49%</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>6.04%</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>4.22%</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11.24%</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14.15%</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Based on OFCCP Data and OFCCP Regression Model -
The OFCCP's Model Predicts Higher Pay for Asians vs. Whites for Most Tenure Groups

- Base Pay by Tenure Group -
- INFTECH and SUPP Job Functions -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>1 to &lt;3</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>-7.31%</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to &lt;5</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>4.51%</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 to &lt;7</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>4.31%</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 to &lt;9</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>7.90%</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>1 to &lt;3</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>12.39%</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to &lt;5</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9.62%</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 to &lt;7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-8.96%</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 to &lt;9</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for Asian, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Based on OFCCP Data and OFCCP Regression Model - The Pay Gap Does Not Increase With Tenure in INFTECH and is Not Statistically Significant for the Youngest Tenure Group in SUPP for Females vs. Males

- Base Pay by Tenure Group -

- INFTECH and SUPP Job Functions -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFTECH</td>
<td>1 to &lt;3</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-10.19%</td>
<td>-2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to &lt;5</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-5.05%</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 to &lt;7</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-5.32%</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 to &lt;9</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>1 to &lt;3</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-5.76%</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to &lt;5</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-9.65%</td>
<td>-2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 to &lt;7</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-11.65%</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 to &lt;9</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-12.14%</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for female, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Modified Regression Analysis of Total Compensation Shows No Statistically Significant Results for Asian Males vs. White Males in Any Year Within PRODEV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Function</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Obs. Used</th>
<th># Protected Group</th>
<th>Pay Diff. (%)</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODEV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2,688</td>
<td>1,884</td>
<td>-0.27%</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2,673</td>
<td>1,905</td>
<td>-0.35%</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2,633</td>
<td>1,901</td>
<td>-0.26%</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2,632</td>
<td>1,945</td>
<td>-0.21%</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model controls for Asian male, standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company (Oracle America), total Oracle tenure (including time at acquisition and non-USA affiliate), previous experience (age minus total Oracle tenure minus 22), cumulative time spent on leave of absence, whether leave of absence was in current year, time in job, organization, whether the employee ever has a patent bonus, and whether they arrived at Oracle as an experienced hire or through an acquisition.
Attachment D: Supervisor Pie Charts
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Supervisors Two Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

- Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 10
- Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 1
- Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 7

Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 84

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 42.0% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Employees by Supervisors Two Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 35
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 73
- Women Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 19
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 409

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 42.0% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Supervisors Three Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 12
Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 16
Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 1
Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 65

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 76.3% of women employees.
Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Employees by Supervisors Three Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women

- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 204

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 212

Women Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 19

Women Under Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 538

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 76.3% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Supervisors Four Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 9

Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 13

Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 29

Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 4

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 89.3% of women employees.
Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Employees by Supervisor Four Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 234
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 214
- Women Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 380
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 311

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 89.3% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Supervisors Five Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

- Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 11
- Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 17
- Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 5
- Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 3

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 96.6% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Employees by Supervisors Five Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Women
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Gender Control -
- 2014, PRODEV, INFTECH, and SUPP Job Functions -

- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 483
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom More Women Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 370
- Women Under Supervisors Under Whom All Women Earn What the Model Predicted, 144
- Women Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Women with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 236

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 women, accounting for 96.6% of women employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Supervisors Two Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

- Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 14
- Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 22
- Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 5
- Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 69

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 52.2% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Employees Under Supervisors Two Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 360
Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 751
Asians Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 126

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 52.2% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Supervisors Three Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 15
Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 20
Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 4
Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 44

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 81.4% of Asian employees.
Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Employees Under Supervisors Three Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 526
Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 740
Asians Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 203

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 81.4% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Supervisors Four Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

- Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 10
- Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 13
- Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 1
- Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 17

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 92.9% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Employees Under Supervisors Four Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

- Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 796
- Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 435
- Asians Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 204
- Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 1133

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 92.9% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment D - Supervisor Pie Charts

Employees Under Supervisors Five Levels Above: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control -
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014 -

Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 957
Asians Under Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 139
Asians Under Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 12

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 97.9% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Supervisors Five Levels Above Employee: Total Compensation (Medicare Wages) for Asians
- Prediction Based on OFCCP Model, Without a Race Control
- PRODEV Job Function, 2014

Supervisors With an Equal Number of Asians with Significant Adverse and Significant Positive Outcomes, 1

Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Positive Outcome Than Significant Adverse Outcome, 5

Supervisors Under Whom More Asians Have a Significant Adverse Outcome Than Significant Positive Outcome, 8

Supervisors Under Whom All Asians Earn What the Model Predicted, 7

Chart is limited to supervisors with at least 10 employees and 2 Asians, accounting for 97.9% of Asian employees. Model controls for standard job title, part-time/full-time, time in company, and previous experience (age minus time in company minus 18).
Attachment E: Clusters
Within job titles, skills and responsibilities vary widely

1. The OFCCP regression models control for “global career level, job specialty, and standard job title.”
   Although job titles can be used to segment the data to a certain extent, it appears that employees performing dissimilar work continue to be grouped together using this approach. Organization, or cost center, was used in my models to group employees by products and services they work on but it is not entirely well suited to group employees doing similar work, due to its dual business and accounting function.

2. In order to test whether job content varies within a job title, new hire requisitions were analyzed to determine whether there are other ways to think about the differences in job requirements even holding job title constant.

2. Several studies have used clustering algorithms to extract skill requirements from the text of job requisitions, with a particular emphasis on identifying the specific skills required for different types of IT jobs. Much of this research stems from a need to identify high demand skills in the face of rapid change in the types of skills required by IT jobs.

3. Woweczko (2015) analyzed online job advertisements in Ireland to extract information on skills needs from job descriptions, and presents word clouds showing the top bigrams for

---

1 Second Amended Complaint, paragraph 13, p. 6.
2 “At the most granular level of the financial and accounting hierarchy, “cost center” (sometimes called “organizations”) are used for purposes of tracking budget and other financial outcomes. A cost center can encompass a single product or service team, but not every product or service team has its own cost center.” Miranda Declaration, paragraph 8.
3 The requisition data contains information relating to job listings and included generic company information, as well as detailed text that described the specific job requirements. The generic text was not analyzed. Rather, the job specific detailed text was analyzed for this analysis.
4 “Word cloud” is a term of art used to visually depict the importance of each word, where importance is measured using word frequency within and across documents calculated by the clustering technique. Less frequent words may appear larger if the algorithm determines they are more important.
5 A bigram is a pair of consecutive written elements, in this case two consecutive words in a field of text.
seven different IT occupations. Woweczko concludes that the skills extracted using this method are more detailed than what would be found in standard occupational descriptions.\(^6\)

4. Litecky, et al. (2010) examined online listings for software engineers on Monster.com, HotJobs.com and SimplyHired.com, finding that “even a brief examination of these tools shows that US job titles vary substantially and that job definitions are often misleading.”\(^7\) Their study used cluster analysis of job skill terms found in the listing text and identified 20 IT job categories and associated skill sets. They found that among the advertisements analyzed there were five clusters for software developers: “The software developers group consists of five clusters of traditional non-Web-based development, with moderate demands for programming in general, software development, and object-oriented programming skills, plus specific language skills such as C/C++, Java, or C#. For example, two clusters focus on C/C++ and generic programming skills. The two clusters are distinguished through the supplementary skills required for those jobs. C/C++ programmer jobs focus primarily on programming-language skills, whereas the system-level C/C++ programmer jobs also require skills in general programming, software development, operating systems, security, and Perl. This indicates that the latter cluster undertakes work at the operating systems level as well as supporting traditional Perl-based work.”\(^8\) In this case, the word cloud analysis revealed differences in skill requirements for different segments of the software developer job spectrum.

5. Creating economic variables from text based sources is not new. Economists have a long history of utilizing coded text data in their analyses. One familiar example is the data on

---


\(^7\) Litecky, Chuck, et al. (January/February 2010), Mining for Computing Jobs, *IEEE Software*.

\(^8\) Ibid, p. 80.
workers’ occupations and industries collected by the US Census Bureau. The census questionnaire asks respondents “What kind of work was this person doing?” and “What were this person’s most important activities and duties?” with a “fill-in-the-blank field” that allows a free-form response. There is no drop down menu option for respondents to choose from. Rather than let respondents decide what their occupational category is, the Census Bureau applies their expertise in the nature of work and what occupation it constitutes to convert free form text descriptions of what people say they do at work to a census OCC code. In the case of the Census, the written responses are then reviewed and coded into standardized occupation classifications, which can then be included as categorical or stratifying variables in quantitative analyses. Similarly, the questionnaire asks about the industry in which one works using both free-form and check-box questions which are then clerically coded by Census Bureau staff. The resulting coded occupations and industries can then be utilized by economists and other researchers in their analyses.

6. I have in my previous work performed conversion of detailed textual descriptive material into job categories. For example, in a hiring case I and my team processed 30,000 handwritten employment applications and created a set of job categories. These categories were then used in statistical analysis of hiring. In another case, I and my team processed tens of thousands of promotion job postings, and converted qualitative material into data that would be subjected to statistical analysis. In short, processing of text and other qualitative material into quantitative or categorical formats is nothing new.

---

10 Ibid.
7. Economists and other professionals have increasingly incorporated in their research analysis of text-based data sets to extract and classify textual information. Some of these studies have focused on using textual analysis to examine media sentiment, policy uncertainty, and the health and stability of financial systems. Economists have utilized text data derived from analysis of Google searches, Yelp reviews, and Twitter messages in empirical analyses.

8. Here, I use these techniques to analyze the 521 detailed text job requisitions for the largest job title in the data, Software Developer 4. Following methodology that is typical in the application of text processing, the job posting text was prepared for analysis by removing what are referred to as stop words, as well as punctuation and irregular characters that are not useful

---


Hierarchical clustering, a type of machine learning algorithm, was applied to the text in the qualifications section of the requisitions data to identify similarities and differences between words used to describe the job requirements of each requisition. The algorithm calculates these similarities and differences found in the text by determining the uniqueness of words using a mathematical equation. No analyst judgement is applied at the requisition level.

9. The measure used here to evaluate the importance of a specific term or word is called “Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency” (TF-IDF). The TD-IDF is equal to the term frequency weighted by the fraction of documents the word appears in. Technically, the TF-IDF score of a word equals the frequency of word multiplied by the log of the ratio of the number of documents to the number of documents with that word. The algorithm places a higher value on words that from their frequency appear to delineate required skills within subsets of requisitions – such as “cloud” or “fusion.”

10. For example, the word “Oracle” appears in almost all requisitions and thus does not provide any information for distinguishing among requisitions. A word’s “importance” is scored by combining the frequency of a word in a document, adjusted by the frequency with which it appears in the other documents. Suppose we have a sample of 100 requisitions. Suppose the requisition we are looking at includes the word “computer” 10 times and the word “manage” twice; assume 97 of the other requisitions for this job code also include the word “computer” and just 9 include the word “manage.” We calculate the TF-IDF score of the word “computer” by computing “10 * ln(100/97)” which is equal to 0.274. The TF-IDF score of the word “manage” is calculated as “2 * ln(100/9)” which is equal to 4.816. If a particular term appears in every document then it is not useful for distinguishing between subsets of documents; the TF-IDF score for that word equals zero and it is not given any weight.

18 Stop words are commonly used words such as “a,” “the,” “is,” etc.
11. Ultimately the algorithm clusters similar requisitions into groups that are most similar based on the importance and frequency of the specific terms contained in the descriptions. The analysis applied to the Software Developer 4 requisitions resulted in the creation of 24 unique clusters. The first indication of differences between the clusters can be seen by examining the average starting salary across clusters in the graph below. If one were to place all fulltime Software Developer 4 requisitions into one group, the overall average starting salary would be roughly $[amount] However, after clustering the requisitions by the descriptions, it is evident that there are distinct differences in starting pay within the Software Developer 4 requisitions at Oracle Headquarters. As the chart shows, there is a range of average starting salaries between employees in each of the clusters ranging from an average starting salary of $[amount] in Cluster 13 to an average starting salary of $[amount] in Cluster 2.
13. The differences between the clusters can be seen when the text in the qualifications portion of the requisitions is depicted by importance of words in a cluster in a visual “word cloud.” The word clouds for all 24 clusters of requisitions for Software Developer 4s are below but I will discuss two clusters here as examples. Each word cloud below presents the 50 most important words per cluster, with the most important terms being presented in large blue or

---

19 For the purpose of presenting terms or words in a word cloud, important terms are identified as those with the highest proportion in a cluster minus their proportion across all clusters.
purple font, and the less important terms being presented in small red font. When visually comparing the word clouds, it is evident that there are distinct differences in the importance of terms that appear in each of the clusters.

**Cluster 13**

![Cluster 13 Word Cloud](image)

**Exhibit 25**

14. The word cloud above is based on the 10 requisitions in Cluster 13, which has an average starting salary of $122,151. The terms with the greatest weight that appears in Cluster 13 are “test” and “testing,” which suggests that this cluster of requisitions relates to testing applications that are developed by others. Closer manual inspection of the text in the qualifications section of the requisitions supports this finding. As just one example, a portion of the responsibilities section of requisition IRC2797620 in Cluster 13 states,
“As fusion apps system testing team, we are responsible for fusion apps SAAS setups OVM, high availability, enterprise manager, enterprise deployment, and lifecycle testing, which includes

• design, implement, and execute test cases based on design specifications

• develop automation framework in java for web 2.0 applications

• develop programs in java to automate test cases

• execute, debug, and fix automated test suites

• report bugs and track for a resolution

• work with global development teams to build testing solutions and troubleshoot issues in order to deliver product in high quality”

Cluster 2

Exhibit 26

15. The average starting salary of Cluster 2 is higher, at $160,077. The chart above shows that the incidence of terms for Cluster 2 is different than those that appear in Cluster 13. The
highest weighted term in Cluster 2 is “exadata,” with “database” and “storage” also being common terms. The prominent terms that appear in Cluster 2 indicate that this group of requisitions is associated with developing Oracle’s Exadata database machine. For example, an excerpt of requisition IRC2189577 in Cluster 2 states,

“As a member of the sustaining engineering database team, specializing in the future technology of engineered system, you will articulate, manage, integrate and test critical security and database fixes for Exadata engineered systems. You will work at the forefront of defining the future direction of releases, by being responsible for articulating all necessary security and other critical fixes from across the Exadata stack which includes Linux, storage, networking and database components, and finally, integrating, testing and filtering out the critical and important content by working in close collaboration with various technical teams across the organization and Linux community.”

16. The cluster analysis is consistent with the idea that controlling only for job title and not more detailed aspects of work does not group employees doing substantially similar work. This will bias the OFCCP estimates of gender and race pay disparities if employees are not distributed similarly by demographic group across clusters. For example, if women are distributed across these clusters differently than men are – and women were 20.0% of new hires in Cluster 13 and 7.7% of new hires in Cluster 2 – then not accounting for within-job title differences in skills and responsibilities will lead to omitted variable bias in regression models. Because the OFCCP does not accurately or fully control for the nature of the work employees are doing, their analysis suffers from measurement error.
Word Clouds for All 24 Clusters:

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5

knowledge, management, technology, applications, strong, preferred, run, multi, team, preferred, years, oam, jsp, identity, xml, computer, threading, windows, related, internet, analyze, ejb, develop, soa, servlets, jdom, jsp, oim, web, handy, ws, qualifications, actions, unix, jms, bsms, languages, member, obiee, science, existing, essbase, management, technology,
Cluster 6
Cluster 8
Cluster 9
Cluster 10
Cluster 11
Cluster 14
Cluster 15
Cluster 16
Cluster 17

automation

test

qa

tools

tests

integration

automated

infrastructures

leadership

specifications

cloud preferred

integration

tests

QA

processes

technical

selenium

plans

jsf

continuous

frameworks

teams

release

judge

prettier

express

typescript

typescript

tests

coverage

work

identity

involved

engineer

required

grown

jdeveloper

product

participate

infrastructure

years

agile

service

manual

continuous

understanding

coverage

work

identity

involved

engineer

required

grown

jdeveloper

product
Cluster 20

- physical
- middleware
- lifecycle
- skills
- customers
- applications
- executives
- architectural
- fast
- infrastructure
- including
- spread
- operational
- substantial
- interaction
- understanding
- projects
- frameworks
- sql
- deep
- visible
- challenging
- oracle
- fusion
- cloud
- pl
- extremely
- technical
- customer
- leadership
- products
- degree
- position
- includes
- plays
- excellence
- directions
Cluster 21
Cluster 23